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RESUMO
Esta tese é um estudo exploratório na Ãrea de Metolõgi 
ca cujo propósito é elaborar materiais comunicativos para um 
curso de quinze horas em Expressão Orai para alunos da pri_ 
meira fase de Letras na Universidade Federal de Santa Catari 
na.
Esta tese inicialmente estuda asuootos teóricos rele­
vantes da Metodologia Comunicativa e traços importantes da 
Comunicação Oral. Também consideramos ac implicações em apl:L 
car este c-^ qur.p.a teórico para o desenvolvimento da comunica­
ção na sala ao aula através de matéria;*:-: que almejam este ob 
jetivo. '
A cegunda parte deste.estudo estabelece as necessida­
des do curso referente a primeira tase de. Inglês. Por- ' esce 
motivo a situação dos alunos da primeira fase é descrita bem 
como'os objetivos do curso para esta fase.
No mesmo capítulo apresentamos e analisamos mate
riais existente a luz do Fòquéma Comunicativo descrito no 
primeiro capítulo. Também estabelecemos objetivos e parírao 
tros para o Curso de Expressão Oxal par-.i a primeira fase.
No teir.e.lro capítulo esta tese apresenta è caracteri 
za uma série de dezoito sessões que cc-i -tituem o corpo de 
atividades para este Curso.
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ABSTRACT
This thesis is an exploratory study in the Methodological 
Area the purpose of which is to design rommunicative Materials- 
for a fifteen-hour Oral Expression course for First Phase 
Letras Students in the Federal University of Santa Catarina.
This thesis initially studies the relevant theoretical 
background of Communicative Methodlogy and important features 
of Oral Communication. We also consider the implications of • 
applying these theoretical insights for ’-he development of 
communicatioii ;< r. the classroom through materials which aim 'it 
this purpose.
The second part of this study .establishes. the needs of 
the First Phase English Course. For this the first.phase 
students 1 situation is described a;- well 'as the course Objectives 
for this phase.
In the same chapter we present and analyse existing 
materials in the .light of the Communicative Framework outlined 
in the first chapter. We c.lso establish the objectives and 
parameters for the First Phase Or?1 Expression Course.
In the third chapter this thesis presents and characterizes 
a series of eighteen sessions which'cor^titute .the core of 
activities for.this Course.
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INTRODUCTION
• The pnrpc.se of this -dissertation is to propose an Oral 
Expression Course of First Semester Students in the' English 
Letras Course at UFSC. This specially a'i’as 'at giving students a. 
basis for communication; a SKill vuich will become important in 
the later phases of the course.
Our work was basically motivated by the fact that there 
. «i'd st problems, in -chis axea and at this phase of the curriculum 
which are specially related to developing, students 1 ability to 
express themselves in the 3 anguage with little vocabulary/grammar 
and few strategies. Thus this suggests , a need for designing 
materials which aim at this purpose •
Wo chc'll next outline some specific problematic areas whicl: 
seem to be important for our present work. These are the 
following: ■
- the question of choice ol language items and topics 
to be taught
- the question of developing fluency rather than 
accuracy
- th':. question of dealing with heterogenous classes
- th-j question of developing oral skills in relation 
to i.he other areas of the English Letras Course'.
To start wi,:b. textbooks generally impose, the teaching of\ 
certain language sterns which seem to be more or less irrelevant 
for our students '.vhose language needs might not correspond to 
those developed v-y the materials. Attempting to. produce meaningful 
and appealing materials specially designed for our students seem.? 
to be a positive factor not just as regards the content of- the 
course itself but also to increase the students 5 motivation to 
learn by avoiding boredom. Boredom is often caused by the lack of ,j. 
connection between the learner. and the subject he is dealing with.
Secondly it seems quite sensible to -develop the :?tur*eni-b ’ 
fluency in the language avoiding an over emphasis of the use of 
"perfectly correct language". Our terminal objective, as teachers, 
is to enable our students to speak meaningfully and correctly; but 
it Jceins- eju-ily important for the students experiment in using 
the language despite "grammatical mistakes’'. This is not only - a 
matter of showing the, students that they are able to do something 
which is generally labeled.as "impossible and difficult" but also 
to transform’ learning into a relaxing activity where .the learners 
are an integral part of it as talkative members of our limited 
classrooms. In addition it should be also considered that the 
teaching of Foreign Languages has gone through a change, the 
Traditional Approach of dealing with language as only a grammatical 
system has given place to the one which deals with language as a 
system for communication. The importance of knowing grammatical 
items cannot be denied, but it has a purpose only if. they are., 
elements which the students will use to communicate. Thus,'
materials should aim at meeting Communicative Principles - this 
requires a serious attempt to -deal with the problems of encouraging' 
the use of spontaneous language in the classroom. •'
Thirdly we generally face heterogenous classes where the' 
differences of i?-.>cel among the students creates problems. These 
specially affect the students' relationships and the overall 
conductment of t', ' classes. It seems, however, that if equal 
opportunity is given to every student, each one will- be able >o 
communicate, use and develop his own strategies despite the 
varities of levels. Ii the focus is on communication and the 
results depend on how successfully the information was shared the ■ 
differences .among students seem to be lowered to a minimal level. 
Those who might know too little or those who might know more will ■ 
be in the same situation since the desire to communicate is the 
same and the results might appear to be equally surprising for 
bo c h .groups„ .
Finally no course is available which attempts to cope with 
the grammatical/language core of the writ.: u:i ro grammar section 
of the course. This does not mean, however, chat oral activities 
should be done as. an extension of other avtivities performed in 
class but rather hs an attempt to concentrate the. oral work or 
specific areas, focusing on the development of oral skill" through 
varied activities in real settings. : Giving students opportunity 
to "automate" through communication something previously learned 
•seems to be important. In addition it seems also coherent to 
develop such an approach if we take into account the'psychological 
effects that this may have on the students - once their fluency is' 
improved there might be a positive effect on the students’ other 
learning activities.
Bearing this in mind it seems that it is worthwhile 
producing materials for our students’ needs, interests and back- . 
ground. For this, there shall be a concern to take into account 
some pedagogical considerations and to attempt to resolve some 
important questions of methodology as weU . A focus on the 
teaching of communication strategies req .-.-..res more than a 
careful look at theoretical pedagogical issues. If we.want to 
develop the- creative use of the language -ore the learner is 
given the opportunity to improvise and cow'.uni cate with the 
language resources he/she has got, psychological factors present 
in the learning/teaching process should be catered for..
Our desire to develop a well-balanced course enabling 
students to face their learning as a meaningful task has, of cours 
its limitations. But we also believe, however, that only by 
attempting to make a serious initial exploration of the .area , of 
materials design can any possible progress for Communicative 
Learning be made. '
This thesis consists of three chapter::--:
1. .Theorei" ical Background
2. Evaluating .Course Needs
3. Material Design
In the first chapter we firstly present a general view of. 
Communicative Teaching Theory, specially Crawing on Morrow's work 
to identify five principles of methodology aiming at fluency and 
communication. Secondly we. try to develop an Interaction Model in 
which communication is described. There is also a concern to 
establish what type of psychological factors are likely to occur 
in this process and what type of features a teaching methodology
5should implement. . For this we draw on work done by Coffman. 
Thirdly we try to show Communicative Competence and Performance 
can be' integrated through communicative materials basing our 
discussion on articles by Levelt and Hymes. We also attempt to 
draw some kind of theory for Materials Design.
In general terms the above is a means of developing a 
framework which will serve as a basis' for Materials Design.
The second chapter is dedicated to an empirical study of 
the overal • situation of the students eirtering the English Letras 
Course and the First Phase Course Objectives.
Materials are also described and evaluated in the light of •- 
certain features and Communicative Principles. In the same 
chapter .we establish the objectives ind parameters for our Oral 
Expression Course.
In the third, we present the materials and their visual aids 
for a fift.een-hour Oral Expression Course.- We also explain the 
procedures to be adopted and characterize each session, j r. 1 ,■
It is worthwhile adding at this point, that the materials have 
not been applied. •
The last part, the conclusion,'points to the relevance of 
including communicative criteria-in the Materials Design and 
claims that the approach adopted in this research is feasible for 
an Oral Expression Course 'for false beginners; thus contributing 
to the development of Language Teaching Methodology in our 
country.
CHAPTER ONE
1 - THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
1.I , General Language Teaching Methodology ..
Language Teaching has recently been concerned in applying 
a new.methodology where the focus is not only on structural 
aspects of language bat. also on its commmicativo aspects. This 
shift of emphasis relies partly on the fact that the structural 
approach has failed to develop communicative skills. This 
implies that the learner has/might have some knowledge of how 
language functions as a system but he/she is- not able .to ;vpply ■ 
it to reality. Jf then, the,major aim of learning is communicatio 
the structural approach is,at best,insufficient.
As Keith Johnson (ir> Johnson and Morrow, 1981) states:
"... Being structurally correct is only a 
part of what is involved in language 
ability..." (page 11).
■Under this basis we could draw the following patrerns of pro­
cedures suggested by Brumfit (in Brumfit & Johnson, 1979).
7The traditional approach
-<r
V
present -- —  drill — — practice in 
context
Post Communicative Approach 
' r ------ — 1—
W
-communicate —  
as far as pos­
sible with al] 
resources 
available
N- present language drill if - 
items shown to be necessary 
necessary for
effective mnununi :
cation
(p. 183)
As they state
"... Language teaching is oniy slowly 
beginning to respond-to methodological 
changes which have for some time been 
influential in non-language-teaching 
circles...,, it is also true, that the 
view of language teaching as a purely 
technical operation, with no broader 
educational overtones, needs to be 
treated with suspition. , * !l (p. 183) .
If methodological changes are required what are tht- 
principles thc'.t might guide the search of a method in 'which 
communication it; the goal of the learning process?
As Keith Morrow (1981) suggests:
"A consistent methodology is more than just 
a -collection-of activities or techniques.
It requires an underlying set of principles 
in the light of which specific procedures, 
activities or techniques can be evaluated, 
related and applied." (p. 59)
Thus, if principles are required, what are these and what
do they cater for?
For these two questions to be answered we will' mention the five 
principles outlined by Morrow and comment on each of them in 
relation to their importance for a Communicative Teaching 
Methodology.
Principle One: Know what you are doing
What Morrow means by this principle is that the students 
should actually know what are doing with the language they are 
using and the purpose for doing so. ■
When the student uses the language he performs, "an operation" - 
a linguistic and consequently a mental one. Thus if.the purpose 
is .on communication any task should be rjl van a communicative 
dimension so that it contributes to the development of the 
students' performance in the language. In addition-the student 
has to have the desire to perform ^nd the activity itself should 
allow students to perceive that they had learned something noL 
only new ’out of cor^unicative usefulness.
This implies, after all, that if a Communicative Teaching is to 
be conducted there shall re concern for both methodological and 
mainly psychological changes which seem, in this case, to be 
heavily based on the students' . £'-?aret.'eHc; of what is being done 
and why. ' '
As Morrow (1981) states:
"...Every lesson . should ere- with .the learner 
being able to see clearly " : at he can do
something which he-could n'-c do at the 
beginning - and that the ''something" is ' ■
communicatively useful."
9Pr±nciple Two: The whole is more than the sum of the parts.
Taking into consideration that communication is a dynamic 
and developing phenomenon, any attempt to analyse it by isolating 
its features would damage the whole process. Consequently, in.. . 
learning, elements of sentences should not be produced in . 
isolation as what is needed is the ability to work in the context 
of the whole. Morrow describes such a features of a communicative 
method in the following way
"...a crucial feature of a- communicative method 
will be that it operates *vv h stretches of 
language above the sentence .level, and operates 
with real language in real situations" (p. 61).
»
• This mean's, above all, that students should be given opportunities 
to deal with, the language coherently und ‘for this language. .should 
be presented in coherent discourse.
Thus teachers should focus their Teaching Methodology on . 
procedures1.that enable students to use language for communication 
in realistic contexts. - ,
Principle Three: The processes are as Important as the
forms
Aiming at communication implies - giving students ’opportunity
Morrow (1981) mentions two forms of approaching communication - 
the synthetic and the analitic procee.ives« In a synthetic 
procedures forms are learned individually and then combined; in 
an analitic forms are introduced as o - nplete interactions and 
then isolated if necessary. Morrow se/.-as to suggest that even 
if the procedures are, by definition -Kfferent, both of them . 
focus on the whole rather than on the parts. For this, neither 
one of them should be excluded as forr.'.s of approaching com- 
. munication. *
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to perform activities in"which Communicative Processes are 
underlinied. Morrow labels these processes as: Information Gap, 
Choice and Feedback.
The Information Gap is a normal - feature of communication. 
Many communicative. acts occur when their participants feel thé 
need for sharing information. Such a need is heavily dependent 
on what is known by one of the participants and unknown by the 
other(s). Sucess in communication is then measured by the 
meaningful bridging of the Information Gap.
In a classrooir situation this gap can "be created through 
activities in which one student knows something that the other 
does not. This :neans that both students will have a purpose for 
talking sirce tr.e information has to be shared if the task is to be 
accomplished.
Another important characteristic is the Choice the speaker 
has in selecting what to say - the content of the message and how 
to say it - message conveyance.
In classroom terms, a - choice clement means that the'Student enters 
a decision-making process of what ideas to express and what 
language items are appropriate to communicate his ideas. The 
selection of the topic, however, can sometimes be already 
determined ty the activity itself. But since a topic does not 
consist of a si.rgle unit of ideas, there are still choices left 
for the stude. > to make which in turn, requires attention and 
stimulates interdependence.
The thi' '! aspect of communication involves the question of 
Feedback. When communicating the speakers undergo a process of 
sharing information where a gap exists. Bridging such a gap'means
1 1
that everything which was said was appropriate and understood.
2In the classroom situation feedback, at a communicative level,, is 
likely to happen if both Information Gap and Choice elements are 
part of the activity being performed. If information is to be shared, 
feedback takes place within the activity. Just by judging to what 
extent the message being shared is meaningful, appropriate and 
acceptable, the task can be completed successfully: this is, first 
of all, what students should be encouraged to aim at.
Up to now we have mentioned Communicative Feedback which is 
created by the existance of an Information Gap. But as Johnson 
(1982 ) suggests Feedback can also be attained at’the level of the 
overall accomplishment of the task. For this he mentions the "task - 
dependency prir.ciple" (19 82 :99). By this he means that the. 
accomplishment of a second task is dependent on succeding in the 
first one,
For instance:
.Task. One
Get in groups. Complete the chart with the people's personal 
characteristic.-;.
Group A - Information about the boys 
Group B - Information about the girls
Task Tw.j
Form nev-' groups AB/BA
Answer this question: Who are the twins? For this, find out 
one character^ . tic that each child has in common.
This means that in order to complete Task Two the student
.Feedback can be also obtained on a.grammatical level. This will 
be taken into consideration later in this section._
2
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had to have already accomplished Task One. The fact the students 
were able to complete Task Two successfully gives feedback about 
the accomplishment of the first.
This is extremelly important since it makes learners aware of 
their responsability for using the langnage in the classroom if 
success is to be achieved. It also means that the first, task has 
an ulterior objective of prepering for later tasks.
Up to this point we have attempt to. characterize the 
processes which Morrow describes as being part of communication.
As this principle also talks about forms we shall try to contrast 
it.with the concept of- processes previously mentioned.
In soite of the fact that Morrow does not state what is 
meant by for sis it can be concluded that cuch a concept has to do . 
with ”language" as a linguistic system.
Consequently on one hand we have the "processes of_communication" 
and on the other "language" . This r.ieans, -in methodological terms, 
that there should be concern for introducing Information Gap,- 
Choice and.Feedback in the activities and for selecting the 
language core to be inserted and exercssei through them.
It is then important for the teacher to select what forms to teach 
and then insert them in communicative tasks. It is equally 
important that students learn these language forms as -a means for 
communieating. .
Principle Four: To learn it, do •'t. . '
If our purpose is not only to te-.sh. but also to make students 
learn there has to be opportunities for students to actually 
perform and be involved in what is beir.g done. This also imp’lies
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that students become more responsible towards what is being 
learned. For this to be accomplished there has to be not only a 
development of students awareness towards what should be their 
role as learners but a shift from a teacher-centered to a 
learner-centered approach where the teacher plays the role of 
helper, adviser and monitor.
It should be borne in mind, however, that learning has to be 
structured and organized by the teacher. Such structuring and 
organization can be done through the designing of materials and 
through the presention and practice of .language items which are 
likely to be of communicative value in the task.'
*
As Morrow (1981) states: .
’There is no reason why a communi-cative method: , o; ' 
should not encompass stages of prufcmtation 
practice and production, the ideas behind 
which are pehaps more familiar ;in a grammatical 
context" {p. 64).
Principl e Five: Mistakes - are not always a mistake.
We can generally think of two situations in which the student 
is likely to make mistaken. The first would be the situation in 
which he/she has not automated certain language areas and thus 
makes mistakes of grammar (sentence fprmtion and the 'like) and 
proii.unciat.ion. In che second the student is likely to Make 
mistakes because' he might be undergoing activities which he has 
not been previously prepared for. Thi.ii makes him put much more 
effort into then than usual.
The question-is then how should .'.stakes be viewed in the 
light of these two situations. Are mistakes of lack of .
automation less or more important than those due to lack of 
preparation? How should they be treated by the teacher?
As Morrow (1981) suggests mistakes of grammar and 
pronunciation can be regarded as "trivial", but as he says they 
are not always trivial. There are cases in which mistakes of this 
nature cannot only "hamper" but even "destroy" communication.
On the other hand, if mistakes are made in a context in 
which the student is really attempting to communicate in a 
totally new situation., the fact that he. is trying to say some­
thing he is not sure of might not be considered as a mistake.
• What f-hc-re two, somehow, contradictory justifications for 
mistake occurence reveal is the complexity-of the matter. And' 
being complcx, its solution cannot be &>. easy one. What this.:- 
suggests is the adoption of new pedagogical techniques.
It also requires flexibility and sensitiveness on the 
teacher's part so that he can decide what is a mistake’according 
to the learning objectives. If developing fluency is the goal, 
the question of deciding on what to co_root and how to correct 
is decisive.
The five principles mentioned above could be thus 
summarized in the following way; . ■ *
1» The usefulness and purpose of j earning- a language for 
communication should always h-i clear to the learner;
2. The language should be used coherently;
3. The normal processes of contniu;,. I cation should be present 
in the activities and the laroaage forms should be . 
selected for communicative pui^ose to be achieved?
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4. If communication is the aim of the course it should be 
practiced during the classes; . •
5. Correction of mistakes should be a function of their 
importance in the communicative context.
These five principles are pedagogical principles. The third, 
however, relates to the necessity for adapting and reproducing in 
the classroom some normal processes of communication.
In the following section we go beyond Morrow's third 
principle to look a bit more closely at certain other aspects of 
communication. .
16
1.2. Communication - A description of Interaction
In this section we want to discuss certain of the normal 
features of communication which should be taken into account for 
pedagogical objectives.
Communication is generally viewed as the act of transmiting 
information through language. This, however, seems to be as 
oversimplifica_.ion o-f a process in which other factors are 
involved and which cannot be clearly perceived by this definition. 
If we are to account for these other factors implied in communica­
tion it seems important to think, firstly, of what makes speakers 
communicate aiy1 secondly what is beyond their desire to do so.
For the former we mean the speaker *s desire and purpose tc 
accomplish communia«* ion which cax* be derived from inner or outer 
stimulii - either the speaker himself wants to give or get 
information, or his reaction to an outer situation stimulates him 
to search for it.
This type of commun!cction could be labeled as f a et ua 1 coramui.i •'ra­
tion (Stevie)-.., 1975) as the speaker has specific information 
purpose in mind when performing a communicative act. This remains 
on a level where the language is a£ed to fill existing information 
gaps bevtvtfeea the speaker and. the listener.
For the second aspect of communicatlor:' we mean that there 
is a "latent factor-1 which remains present in any human being 
whatever the i■-■'.mediate stimuli which may have caused the communi­
cative act. 7.;.: this case we are refering to some kind of innate 
char act erist-i::- which is the will for socializing/interacting with 
people. This can be definied as phatic communication (Jakobson,
19 ' ‘ - ...............
If we realize how "Good Mornings", "Hellos", "Nice day today", 
"It seems it's going to rain", are so often used in our daily 
routine we can see that there is no informative.purpose in commu­
nication here but rather an interactive impulse which make us fill 
the empty silent space by making a purely social contact with., 
people. Thus, this leads us to conclude that such communicative 
acts remain on a. level where our own impulsive nature makes us 
drive forward tu fur.ther socialization.
These two distinctive but related dimensions reflect the 
process for which language itself could be definied as a tool. 
Although.other language functions can he identified (cf. Halliday, 
1973; Corder, 1973) for our purposes we wisk to concentrate on the■ 
relevance, ol tuese two macro functions: the Factual and the.
Phatic.
It should be also born in mind that sometimes paralinguisti.c 
features .-re used to accomplish what we could call silent communi­
cation. For instance smiling, nodding; bowing, making a face, 
shaking one's head, making gestures can be as effective as words 
to transmite irny feelings or reactions. It should not be 
forgotten, however, that such paralinguistic.features are often 
present present in our verbal communication as a means of making ■ 
it more erufhatic.
With the two factors mentioned abo ;e xe coiild, in fact, -draw 
a communicati'o./intaractive diagram (see pagQ. 22) which can have 
as its central components either the speaker's informative or 
interactive needs. -
Such an illustration would show that these two features cannot be 
completely isolated from; on another. For instance, from our sole 
purpose of interacting we might derive a further purpose such as-.
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a factual one; or'that our apparent purpose for getting factual 
information can be derived from our inner desire to interact as 
well.
Consider these two examples:
Situation A Interactive -----Purely
Informative
Speaker A is walking down 
the university corridor.
Meets B. They already know 
each other. -
Speaker A: Hii Nice day today, isn't it?.
Speaker B: Yes, quite nice.. ’
Speaker A': By the way. Can I borrow that Halliday.' s book from 
you? ■
Speaker B: Sure. Let's get. it now! ,
Situation B Apparently Factual----> Interactive
Speaker A is standing at the bus 
stop. Speaker B is waiting for
the bus too. They don't know .
each other.
Speaker. A: rlease,- can you tell' me what time it is?"S 
Speaker B: I haven't got a watch,
Speaker A: Anyway, I think the bus will come pretty soon. 
Speaker B: It's possible.
3
Can you tell me what time it is.? is, by its own nature, an ini:.r- 
mative question but in this context it can be perceived that it 
functions as the starting point of a conversation which is hea-'ily 
market by A's purpose to interact with B.
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Speaker A: Well, what do you do here at the. University?
Speaker B: I study Engeneering, and you?.
Speaker A: I study ............. etc.
This diagram also reveals that there might be there 
different ways of viewing communication depending on how the 
speaker/listener1s desire to accomplish communicative/interactive 
acts are focussed.
The first would be related to the speaker's desire to get
information to fulfil personal needs such as asking about the
time (when you do noi_ really know what time it is) , about the
result of a test or personal information to fill in an.application
form and so on. It is worth while mentioning, however, that it
is quite difficult to find occasions of total lack, of the spec k^'"! s
self ’involvement in the situation; but at least it is possible to
affirm that there are times where the informative level of
4communication is more important then the interactive one.
The second, then, would be the one in which the impulse for
interacting stimulates the use of language for informative purposes.
For instance you might want to have some contact with a person who
is standing at the bus stop but.you also want to know what time
it is. The fact that you get closer to this specific person and
then utter your question reveals that your first action' was
determined by an i m.er impulse, for interacting; although the
second one suggests that you had a clear informative reason for .
talking as well. In this case the interactive level of communion-
5tion is prior to the informative one.
4Look for examplification on the communicative chart, page 23, 
situation A. • .
5 •Look for examplification on the communicative chartpage .24 .
situation B.
2 0
Finally, the third way of viewing communication would 
illustrate the speaker's pure desire to achieve contact with 
people through the use of language-which might appear to be 
informative but which is actually interactive. The example 
previously mentioned can also support this assertion since that 
fact that you asked for the time does not necessarily mean that 
you were interested in knowing what time it was but rather in 
the social concact derived by this first attempt to promote an 
interactive acL. Remarks about the weather and greetings are 
often used for achieving the speaker's interactive purposes. In 
this case, independently of the nature of the' language being 
used, the desire to interact is prior to the desire to communicate 
as ■ it is not the! message that interests the speaker but . rather 
the social contact that is being acccomplished through the com­
municative act-. ^
At this point we could then allude to the dimension of■
7"depth", irr communication.
If the co^unicative act is analysed on the level of its 
cognitive content, the mere use of language will communicate 
information. In this case we would accept th.3 straight-forward 
definition that communication is the act of tram,miting informa­
tion through language. But as soon as vre start to-be .councious of 
the fact that r.he "whole, person" is involved, in the coxrimunicac ive. 
act and it is hhe speaker's desire that causes him to say some­
thing, we are :,.ble to view communication in a way which suggests 
that, the mere exchange of information is only one of the facets
^Look for exaivplif ication on the communicative chart, page 26/ 
situation C. . ■ . '
7- The question of "depth" (Stevick, 1976) is specially related to- 
the personal dimension of meaning present in communication.
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of communication..
Thus, it seems, that communication could be more precisely 
befined as a social-psycho-linguistic process where the first two 
elements can be more or less stressed according to the speaker/ 
hearer's aims. Consequently the linguistic element will undergo 
variations according to: the speaker's intentions; the situation 
he is being exposed to; and the person he is addressing.
This view also meets our previous definition of the role 
of the language in a communicative act - it is the tool achieving 
communication (with the exception of the Silent Communication 
briefly mentioned in this section) but it is not sufficient to 
promote an interactive and/or communicative desire in the speak:.r 
or hearer. For instance any communicative act can be compleced/ 
interrupted or continued dependning on the hearer5 3 react lop coward-, 
what is being said. This suggests that it is not the -cognitive 
content of the language which provokes the end/interruption or 
continuation of the conversation but rather the personal reaction • 
that such an utterance has caused in the hearer .• This may be due’ 
to the speaker's identity, the implications of the c.ontent -and/or 
the way the message was expressed.
The romxnunicative Diagram draw on page .22 t attempts to show, 
in the form oi a flow diagram, how social, psychological and 
linguistic features are involved and inter-related in the process 
which should be seen as a deeper way of establishing contact with 
people. In additioh it suggests that factual exchanges are 
dressed up with some sort of interactive clothing: what might bo 
apparently an informative utterance, in intention, has initially 
■also an interactive concern. Consider the following examples:
COMMUNICATION: An Illustration of Potential 
Interaction Sequences
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Ulustratlon of the Communicative Chart through examples
Situation A
A is talking to his boss.
lotUtterance: A "I'm sorry for 
interrupting but I need to 
know something.
2ndUtterance: A - "Could you 
possibly tell me what time 
it is?
3rdUttera:.ice: £ - "Sure“.
4^Utterance: B - "It's 5:30p.n
tih5 ‘Utterance: A - Thank you 
very much."
6thUtterance: A - "YouJre well- 
come . ”
■f" Vi7 Utterance: A - ''Oh, could you 
give me your attention for 
some few min-ites more?"
,thUtterance: B - ’Sure"
9thUtterance: A - "Well, I've 
heard that there will be a 
meeting with the directors 
of the company today.".
INTERACTION - Apologetic way 
of verbalizing intention
INTERACTIVE AND. INFORMATIVE 
QUESTION (certain degree of 
formality - type of relations­
hip established between boss 
and employee/informative need 
for knowing the time.)
POSITIVE REMARK 
READINESS FOR ANSWERING 
" CONVERSATION GFEN TO BE CONTINUED
SATISFACTION
BOTH: INTERACTIVE AND INFORMATIVE 
. LEVEL
REASURANCE OF SATISFACTION
Type of replies basically 
interactive.
CONTINUATION OF INTERACTION AND 
COMMUNICATION
(degree of formality noticed >■ 
informative need to be- iulf'u1 '.ed) 
POSITIVE''REMARK 
READINESS FOR ANSWERING 
CONVERSATION OPEN TO BE 
CONTINUED .
APOLOGETIC WAY OF CONTINUING 
INTERACTION AND INTRODUCING 
TOPIC/INTENTION ON INFORMATIVE 
LEVEL
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10 Utterance: A - "Could you then 
possibly consider the employees 
'proposal for a 50% salary
raise?"
ll^Utterance: B - "The employees 
proposal won't be discussed in 
this meeting.".
12t 1^Utterance: A - "I see. Excuse 
me, I have to go now."
INTERACTIVE NEEDS MAINTAINED 
(degree of formality noticed 
DEVELOPMENT OF' FURTHER NEEDS 
ON INFORMATIVE LEVEL
INFORMATIVE REPLY ALSO DENO­
TING INTERACTION (rude reply
- DISSASTIFACTION)
INTERACTION
(still politeness but for­
mality noticed)
PREVIOUS REPLY PROVOKES DIS­
SASTIFACTION AND THUS END 0?v 
INTERACTION AND EXCHANGE OF 
INFORMATION.
This typ1-.' of communicative situation can be seen as 
basically INFOTJ-iATIVE as A wants to get' information to fulfill- , 
personal needs. In spite of this fact all utterances heavily 
denote the type of interaction thc-.t is maintained between the two 
co-participants of the conversations. •
Situation. _P
. A is standing at the bus stop. Needs to know which' bus 
passes by Bocaiuva Street. B, C, D a n d  E are stahding there as 
well, A gees closer to B.
s t1 Utterance: A - "Lovely day, 
isn't it?"
2n<^ Utterance: r- - "Yeah".
4- V1»
3 /41" Utterances: A ~ "And it1 s
quite hot today."
INTERACTION AND INFORMAL WAY, 
OF VERBAIIZING INTENTION 
(= Hey, I want to talk to 
you)
POSITIVE REMARK BUT DOES NOT 
IMPLY DESIRE TO- CONTINUE 
INTERACTION.
PREVIOUS REPLY NOT SATISFAC­
TORY. DESIRE TO CONTINUE
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Don't you think so?"
5t l^Utterance: B - "Yeah."
gthutterance: -Ä - "Well, then.
... can yov. tell me which bus 
passes by Bocaiuva Street?"
4~
7 Utterance: B - "The Othon Game 
D 'Ega one does."
8t l^Utterance: A - "Thank you." 
f* 11
9 Utterance: B - "You're welcome."
CONVERSATION TO ATTAIN 
INTERACTIVE NEEDS.
SPEAKER'S INTENTION CLEARLY.
• MARKET (I want you to answer 
my question in a satisfactory 
way now.)
POSITIVE REMARK BUT DOES NO.T 
IMPLY DESIRE TO CONTINUE 
INTERACTION
PREVIOUS REPLY NOT SATISFAC­
TORY
SPEAKER'S INTENTIONS REVEALED 
(.= Well, since I have failei, 
somehow, to maintain contact 
with you)
■ CONTINUATION OF CONVERSATION 
RUT NOW AS A REQUEST OF 
.INFORMATION ;
STATEMENT DENOTES ALSO 
INTERACTION (quite formal way 
of asking for needed informa­
tion)
INFORMATIVE REPLY ALSO DENO­
TING INTERACTION (the type of 
interaction B wants to 
maintain: "Here is the infor­
mation you need")
SATISFACTION
TYPE-OF REPLIES BASICALLY 
I N'T TRACTIVE
ENL OF CONVERSATION./INTERAC­
TION.
This typ'i of communicative situation can be seen as 
basically INTERACTIVE but also INFORMATIVE, although the interac­
tive level sco-'-.s to be more dominant and then stimulates the use 
of language for obtaining unknown, information. " •
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A has chosen a specific person to make contact with (B in,this 
case). Starts the conversation on interactive grounds but is not 
totally successful. Tries, then, to get the information he needs, 
A achieves success.
Situation C
Speaker A is standing at the Bus Stop. Speaker B is waiting 
for the bus. They don’t know each other.
st1 Utterance: A - "Please, can you 
tell me what time it is?"
2nc^ Utterarce: B - "I haven't got. a 
watch.1
3.7 “Utterance: A - "Anyway, I think 
the bus will come pretty soonp."
4^Utterance: B - "It's possible".
5"^Utterance: & - "Well, what do 
. you do here ot the University?
6^Utterance: B - "I stuty 
Engineering". 
T^Utterance: B - "And you •?1
I-NTERACTION - QUITE FORMAL 
WAY OF VERBALIZING INTENTION 
( = I want to talk to you) 
NEGATIVE REPLY.
DOES NOT IMPLY DESIRE TO 
CONTINUE INTERACTION 
PREVIOUS REPLY NOT SATISFAC­
TORY IN TERMS OF INTERACTION 
CONTINUATION OF CONVERSATION 
TO ATTAIN INTERACTIVE NEEDS 
(= Even if you don't want to; 
talk to me r want to talk to• 
you)
INTERACTION ‘
REVEALS SPEAKER'S. INTENTIONS 
DOES NOT SEEN TO DESIRE TO 
CONTINUE INTERACTION :
PREVIOUS REPLY NOT. SATISFAC­
TORY ' IN TERMS OF INTERACTION; 
REVEAL SPEAKER'S INTENTIONS 
(Well, I still want to make 
contact with you)
CONTINUATION OF CONVERSATION 
TO ATTAIN INTERACTIVE NEEDS 
POSITIVE REPLY
REVEALS SPEAKER'S INTENTIONS 
INTERACTION.
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8^Utterance: A - "Well, I study 
Dentistry".
9 Utterance: A - "And do you like 
your Course?"
10thUtterance: B - "Yeah, It's 
quite interesting.
ll^Utterance: B ~ "And what about 
yours?"
ETC...
(now I_ want to make contact, 
with you)-
PREVIOUS REPLY SATISFACTORY 
POSITIVE REPLY 
CONTINUATION OF INTERACTION 
RU'EAL SPEAKER 1 S INTENTIONS :
(- Let's continue to make 
contact)
READINESS FOR ANSWERING 
SATISFACTION
REPEAL SPEAKER'S INTENTIONS 
TO CONTINUE INTERACTION 
DVJSIRE TO ATTAIN FURTHER 
INTERACTIVE NEEDS.
ally
an 
needs
This' type of communicative situ--Lion ■ can be seen as basic 
INTERACTIVE. In spite of the fact that, language is'used in 
informative level it is the interaction, and the interactive 
ot the speakers (specially A) that marks the initiation and 
development of the conversation.
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- Informative Communicative Purpose:
Know what time it is
Situation A; A is talking to his boss '
A - '"I'm sorry to interrupt you but I need to know some- - 
thing: Could you possibly tell me what time it is?"
Situation B: A is talking to a friend 
A - "What, time is it?"
Situation C: A is talking to his' son who does not want to 
tell him the time 
A - "If -ou don't tell me vh~t time- it is I.will....'1
The po? u'c to be made is that the speakers made different
language jhoices according tc the level of interaction between
themselves and the co-participants of the communication.
In the first situation A knows that he is supposed to interact at
a formal and perhaps apologetic level with his boss; in the
second A has to interact at an informal' level so no language.
flonshes are required;, and in the third A has to interact as a
8dominant person so a regulatory utterance is required.
Whr.rt has been said so far seems to give, a new dimension to 
the concept c: communication for teaching purposes and underlies 
clear pressupositions about what is meant by an Oral Expressicn 
Course aiming at communication. First of all it shows that 
classroom wor"'” to be communicative should incorporate the 
interaction e.\v..-'>ient. Secondly it shows that , a proper communica-
Regulatory i’: I-Ialliday's (1975) terms means- "do as a tell you" 
function of language (p.. 19).
8
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tive sequence can•go many ways and this should be also integrated 
into communicative teaching. Thirdly, it reveals that the whole 
process is centered on the individual. Thus, the speaker 
determines either consciously or unconsciously the beginning/ 
development/enri of th;e-:‘^communicative act and uses language as a 
means for an end which is essentially cooperative. In addition, 
however, this suggests, that conveying information and/or 
interaction through-a linguistic system is not only a superficial 
form of maintaining contact but especially a way in which those 
involved in the talk undergo a identification process with them- - 
selves and others. Thus it reveals "the speaker's attitudes 
■towards what Ivb is speaking about" (Corder, 1973). For in£+<~nce 
saying: "I miss you a lot" reveals the person's state of nu no: 
the speaker fe^is Idriely, homesick and probably unhappy; "I .'tike 
talKative people" reveals ,something about the speaker's preferences 
a.nd if the hearer likes, talkative persons as well they get to know 
they have something in common. Furthermore, people who like 
talking about thems.elves might:' be ego centered; people who use a 
lot of slang luiyht belong to a certain social group. Through 
speach, them, you qet to know more than new information but e.lso 
something about the speaker's personality.
Thii way.in which the speaker conveys information, ideas, 
beliefs and t.n< 'aghts through language is dafinied by Goffmann (in 
Laver & Hutcheson, 1972) as a’line' in the following way:
' Evrery person. .......
... tends to act out what is called a line 
~ r.hat is a verbal or non-verbal pattern by which 
hr expresses his view of the situation and through 
t.• -, s his evaluation of the participants,, specially 
himself' (page 319).
Talking into account what Goffman has definied as a line,
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we can then comment that this pattern can undergo variations 
according to the situation he is exposed to as communication can 
be accomplished in different ways - such as in formal or informal 
encouters - forcing, somehow, the speaker to adopt slightly 
different linguistic behaviour in order to integrate/interact 
properly with the social demands caused by a particular situation 
and its participants.
Such patterns of communication adopted by the speaker are 
also defined by Halliday (1973:41) as "mood", although these 
variations seem to be regarded more in terms of sentence struc­
ture, especially in terns of declarative, interrogative imperative, 
positive end negative utterances. He defines "mood" in the 
following way:
"... the selection by the speaker of a particular 
role in the speech situation and his determination 
of the choice of roles for the addresses (is 
represented by the) mood..." '(197 3:41).
It semms then, that both definitions, despite being establis- 
.ed on different grounds', suggest that there is an ingredient of -• /’ 
'personal choice' in communication which is especially determined ; 
by the role which the situation and'its participants appear to 
give to the speaker. Such a personal choice v;hich is made explicit 
by the "line' the speaker chooses to adopt deserves a.further ï - 
look. We are personally inclined to. suggest, that , the speaker h~s 
not only a set of lines (as Goffman, 197'- suggests) which can ho 
shifted according to the situation. He has a general pattern fcr 
communicating - a 'line1 - which can assume the form of differi.^t 
registers, and also sub-lines - according to the type of linguistic, 
behaviour the situation/interaction demands.
Each person has a unique way of expressing - and feeling which
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identifies himself as being a unique individual in his social 
group. Not only his intonation pattern, his speed of speech, his 
selection of vocabulary, his manners identigy him, but also the 
overall way in which he conveys information.
In terms of intonation patterns, Stevick (1975:51-9) refers 
to the meaning of pronunciation where the individual and also the 
foreign language-student characterizes himself socially and 
psychologically by the way he adopts the foreign style of speech. 
This means that for both Goffman and Stevick language is a form 
of realization of the identity of the speaker.
This image of the communicator which is projected through 
language As definied by Goffman (in Laver & Hutcheson, 1972) as a
• "face".
"... The term face may be definied as the positive 
social value a person effectivelly claims for 
himself by the line others assume he has taken 
during a particular contact. Face is an image 
of self delineated in terms of approaved 
social attributives..." (1972:319).
This definition cl aaxiy reveals that there exists. ■
implicitly or explicitly some kind of mutual interdependence 
among the interactors/communicators in terms of acceptance, as all 
of the participants are somehow responsible for the maintenance 
of their .positive feelings such as confidence aiid assurance.
Up to now we have attempt to analyse the Communicative 
Process. In general terms it could be said that Communication is, . 
primarilly a form of social interaction in which, through language, 
the speaker projects himself as a person and expects to be 
accepted by his speech community.
But what does this have to do with an .Oral Expression
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Course?
It first implies that some pedagogical measures have to be 
applied so that students can feel "at ease" as users of the 
foreign language in front of their peers and.teacher.
Secondly, it suggests that there should be some concern in 
enabling students to assimilate the foreign language as a means 
of expressing their own personality.
Thirdly, students should be given opportunities to match 
the forms of language to their external contexts of use.
It should be C'.lso borns in mind that language being
assimilated et the level of the personality of the learner is
9likely to assist memory. In addition' accepting the learner as a 
user of the language, even if mistakes are made., is also like]y 
to facilitate this "deep assimilation" thus, communicative 
materials should aid this. As Stevick (1975) suggests an increase 
in "communicativeness enhances retention and improves pedagogical 
effectiveness" to the extent that it increases the "average depth., 
of experience".
The three points above raised revetJ certain basic social -
psychological aspects of the individual's -acquisition of a
language v/hich should be caterd for in the learning process; ;■ It-'■
covers, especiallythe question of: empathy, and' confidence which
are determinant in preventing the speaker/learners from being
alienated in relati<pn to what is either being said or done. This
is specially important in Oral Expression (as opposed to the ot.uer
skills) where interaction can be fully developed arid thus
a c com pi ished ._____
9This point is raised by Stevick (1975, Memory, Meaning and 
Method).
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As Barnes (197 6:32) suggests: "the social functions of 
language go on simultaneously with the making of meanings... (for 
this) we have to consider how the two sets of functions interact." 
For this he draws the following diagram:
TEACHER'S CONTROL 
•OF COMMUNICATION. 
SOCIAL CONTEXT 
INCLUDING COM­
PUPIL'S KNOW­ MUNICATION PUPIL'S USE KINDS OF
LEDGE . AND OF STRATEGIES LEARNING
SKILL (INCLU­ ! . SYSTEMi1
FOR LEARNING POSSIBLE
DING SPEECH) THE PUPUL'S.EXPEC • ■
TATIONS ABOUT HIS
ROLE AND THE
TEACHER'S;
1
• '(p. 32)
What this, disci ram especially implies is that the students* 
opportunity to use language and consequently to interact depends 
on "the patterns of communication" established in the. classroom.
Appart from this, and all'the other. .cactors mentioned , it 
is also necessary to consider the technical side of developing ;v■■ 
Oral Expression - that is-, the growth of fluency through' 
integrating communicative competence ana skill within communicative 
material.
This is the subject of the next section.
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1.3. Integrating Competence and Performance: The Task of 
Communicative Materials
The purpose of this theoretical section is to show how 
grammatical and communicative competence integrate with communi­
cative performance in a communicative approach through materials 
designed according to its basis.
As Levelt (197 8) suggests language behaviour, in communica­
tive terms, cannot be only determined by association between 
stimuli and responses (as in Skinner's' framework) - a charac­
terization of drilling situations or by knowledge of rules 
(which is broadly Chomsky's concern) - a characterization of 
structural approach to language learning. The completion of a 
communicative task, in his terms, involves the accomplishment 
of sub-tasks which include lower and upper level decision both 
in communicative and Linguistic terms. This means that everi if 
the goal is to express communicative intentions by using situa­
tion other Fub-proces^es are likely to be initiated. •, 
As Levelt states:
"... execution of one part of trie task requires 
the completion of various smaller operations in 
accurate temporal integration. Each of these 
.operations may in its turn require a set of still 
more elementary operations, etc... (p. 57).
Such 5Ub-proces3eo can be characterized-iri: this hierarchical 
structure:
1. The decision of what to communicate 
(Selection of Topic)
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2. The decision of how to communicate 
(choice of an appropriate syntactic schema to 
express intentions)
3. The act of building up the chosen syntactic 
schema
(Selection and organization of sentences and 
selection of'vocabulary)
4. The act of realizing the language items, 
phonetically, in speech.
As cah-’be perceived the decisions occur from an upper to 
lower level since the first choice: iiUide by the speaker, which 
is a coniiiiunicative one, determines all the subsequent choices. . 
to be made. In addition, this first choice determines the 
course of the communicative act which involves both speaker(s) 
and hearer(s) in a decision-making process.
For instance let's analyse this dialogue as a possible 
bit of communication:
A - What do you think of Peter?
B - Wall, I think he is rather nice. -
The question asked by A reveals the Speaker's intention
- he/she wants to k^cw somebody's opinion of somebody else 
(Peter, in this case).
His intention is then realized through a choice concerning the 
use of an appropriate syntactic schema. (For instance the same 
intention could have been revealed differently "what is your
.UPPER LEVEL 
PLANS OR 
PROGRAMS
LOWER LEVEL 
PLANS OR 
PROGRAMS
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opinion of Peter?", "Do you think Peter is a nice person?", 
etc.. .) . •
Such a schema is consequently realized through its meaningful 
organization in the language. For example saying "what do you 
think of Peter?" implies that the speaker has organized the -.', r 
language items in an appropriate way, and for such a schema .he 
could not have arranged it differently, as what think of do you 
Peter?" is an ungrammatical sentence in English. 1
And finally the already chosen language, items have to be 
actually verbalised if the intention is to be made clear for 
the listener who will undergo the same processes.
However, for these processes to is possible communicative 
competence is necessary for both speaker and listener: this 
could be seen as a store cf all the relevant knowledge, either 
acquired or learned, for the various purposes of constructing 
meaningful and appropriate utterances vhen the. speaker/listener's needs for 
communication arise. There exists a close connection between . 
formal, features of language and their occasion of use - a fact 
which indicates that skill in communicction goes beyond the 
limit of sentence formation, in which Chomsky's definition of 
competcnce is founded. Definincr competence as equivalent to 
storage of the grammar as a formal ‘system, in memory reveals an 
over simple, and innappropriate way of '.-haracterizing people's 
language behaviour.
As Hymes (in Brumfit & Johnson, 1979) states:
"... There are several sectc..es of communicative 
competence, of which the gr<. n'luatical is one. Put, 
othrrwise, there is behavio • , and underlying it, 
there are several systems of rules reflected in 
the judgements, and abilities of those whose 
messages the behaviour manifests..." (p. 18).
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Consequently, the development of communicative competence 
implies the development of Linguistic Competence, so that 
linguistic aspects of language are being integrated into a 
theory of communication.
Hymes goes further in his argumentation and proposes the 
existence of different areas of knowledge in which four 
distinctive fact'ors are implied:
1. Possibility (Grammaticality)
2. Feasibility
3. Appropriatness
4. Occurence -
We shall not define these factors but rather exemplify . 
them. Let's take then the.short dialogue or page as a source
of illustration.
"What do you think of Peter" and "Well, I think he is ■ 
rather nice" are possible sentences in English whereas "what 
think of you do Peter" and "Well:, he think I rather is nice" 
aren't.
"What do you think of Peter" is also a feasible question 
in English. It would hat be feasible, however, if it included 
an infinite sequence oi relative clauses such as; "What do you ■: - 
think of the mun v'hose fa.ther is ah. economist, who works' for a 
firm which makes electrical components which are exported to 
Brazil which is a Latin American country where coffee is 
produced?"
In addition "Well, I think he is rather nice" is appropriate ir. 
relation to the context it is being used in. This means that 
there exists a coherent link between what was asked and what
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was said. It wouldn't be appropriate if speaker B had said, 
for instance "Well, my car is not yellow". The appropriateness 
of a question, however, sometimes depends, on. the level of 
interaction that exists between speaker and listener. It 
depends on ho^ intentions are to be decoded.
For instance "What do you think of Peter"?
"I didn't go to the party yesterday".
Apparently there might be no connection between these two since 
"I didn't go to the party yesterday" seems much more appropriate 
answer for "L'id you to the party yesterday?’1 But if we assume 
that Peter war one of the .persons invited for a party that A 
knew that B would go and would me.-:t him. The fact that B 
says "I didr.1 ’ go to the party yesterday" suggests that she 
cannot make any personal judgments about him. Despite this, 
being an important factor to be considered, in communicative 
inteiaotion we shall not push this matter further.
And finally there is the question of whether this sentence 
can occur in tha language or not. Since this criterion is 
concerned with sentence probabilities and changes as indicators, 
of style, group acceptance, slang; the degree of occurence of 
certain expression is not relevant to r.he issue of the design 
of communicative Materials for false beginner, students., ..........
At this point it is worth while explaining how communica­
tive materials can develop "Possibility",■"Feasiability" and 
"Appropriatnev-?" in laiiguage learning situations. First of all 
materials shoad give students opportunity to develop their 
language experience in context. This means that communicative 
materials should include experience in which students could
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perceive the formal and pragmatic value - the way in which 
something said relates to reality ~ of what is being said in 
determined situations.
For instance, if the students are to learn the Simple Present 
Tense, there is the need of matching this verb tense with its > 
context of use. It is not enough to know some grammatical rules, 
such as adding an 'S' to the third person singular, since this 
does not tell students when this item can or is likely to be • 
used. Consequently matching the the Simple Present with its 
habitual function performed in the language is not only a 
sensitive but also the appropriate way of focussing on a language 
item in communicative terms. •
The purpose of communication in context can also be assumed 
to account , for the development of a knowledge of what is feasible', 
since communication relies on clarity.
So developing the students' communicative competence can be. 
seen as storing in their memory forms of language associated with- 
their appropriate context of use. This is- what enables us to use c, 
language items not only with formal correctness but .in the right. / 
circunstances.
However, is not sufficient for Language Learning materials 
which aim to improve students ' ability simply to concentrate --on■/ 
developing the students' memory st.or'e. by presenting meaninful and' 
significant opportunities to exploit language. What is also 
essential is to consider what factors are implied by the actual 
act of performing and to what, extent communicative competence 
is integrated into Performance. . This competence, therefore, no-vis 
,to be developed along with the skill of using language for com­
munication. In this we draw on Levell 's framework. As- communicative
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Tasks can be seen'as complex ones he states the following:
the hierarchical nature of complex, tasks 
requires the existance of PLANS or PROGRAMS 
for their execution.
... The acquisition of skill consists 
essentially of automation- of low level plans 
or units of activity" (p. 57) .
The acquisition of lower level plans basically consists in
giving students opportunities to select and organize sentences
and vocabulary to express their communicative intention; to
realize the language items phonetically, in speech.
The automation of these low level plan's, which remain on a
linguistic level, are determinant for the student to be skillful
in the languao-^. Consequently improving students' ability by
making the™ concentrate on developing their memory store is not
enough, we sLoald a! f=o be concerned with how students could have
rapid access to the memory store to accomplish the task in real
time. For this training is required if plans are to be automated.
This training, Levelt states, does not imply, however, a
repeated performance which lacks novelty in the task-itself but. it
consists of fi^quent use of a particular language item in quite
varied settings. The student would them either have the opportunity
to use the same language item through the accomplishment of differcn
* o
tasks or ro use it in different contexts of use/
Levelt (.1-97 8) states: •
",,. The result of automation is that less and 
le^s effort is to be spent on lower level 
pi-'terns of action, so that more capacity is 
1 :-r:Jt for the higher upper decisions" (1978:59).
These 'Woper level decisions", which are basically . com-
The former j.nplies the design of different tasks to accomplish 
the same language function; the later a spiral approach to.
- language learning.-....  ■ -. ....
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municative, involve the selection of which topic to communicate 
and the decision of how the speaker's communicative intentions 
are going to be expressed through language. These are basically 
the ones which characterize communication as'interaction where 
language is a means to an end and not <-'i end in itself. :. v
Taking into consideration the points which were stated above 
communicative materials should give students the chance of 
developing their language processing skills so that they can 
select, order and pronounce stretches or language while 
concentrating on the meaning which they intend to convey. Without 
this skill in manipulating items in thsir memory store any 
speaker finds his language processing cipacity overloaded v’ith 
lower order skills of selecting, ordering and pronouncing. He 
consequently makes more iais-takes or luse;s the thread of. what he: : 
wants to say or does not simply say it.
For this, Performance is= to be defi'nied as an activity 
which reveals the speaker/student ability to process language,' 
where automation or its lack heavily determine? sucess of failure 
in communication.
In the chart, on page, 46, it can be noticed that the skillful 
learner is the one who either hat; communicative competence and 
ability to process the language (upper and lower level plans 
automated) or' vho has communicative competence and is able to 
overcome problems (by using strategies; to process the language, 
(lower level plans not automated)
The less skilled speaker, on the other hand, in spite of being 
competent, can have his/her performance affected by the lack of 
automation.. . .
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It should not be taken for granted, however, that 
automation should be the only factor determining well or badly 
performed communicative acts.
How can we then explain situatipns when even a native 
speaker, or a ..earner proficient in a foreign language, who is 
potentially skillful, did not perform well? Which factors could 
account for his total or partial communicative failure? And 
therefore for the failure of less skilled speakers/learners in 
general terms?
One, wh^ .ch was already mentioned in the characterization" 
of skillful and less skilled learners, is the question of 
competence which involves selection; : Performance can be affected 
duè to the lack of knowledge of the topic (does not know what, to 
say) or is not comp«i_ont in communicative and grammatical terms 
(dees not know how to say it in relation to the topic under 
discussion).
The other involves circumstantial aspects specially 
concerning the role or the co-communicator/or the role of the 
teacher in the classroom. Factors such as the co-communicator/ 
teacher's constant interferance (especially in terms of correc­
tion) and the co-communicator/teacher’s dominant role in the 
course of the ...onversation/classroom activities can create a 
feeling of insecurity and incapacity which affects performance. . 
In addition i ‘ involves interpersonal (psycho-social) factors.
The co-commun:': ■ ator/teacher 1 s figure might frighten the speaker/ 
learner - a feet which provokes insecurity.
As a means of illustration we shall give two.examples in 
different contexts: a real communicative situation and.a class­
room situation,
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Situation 1
Set 1
Set 2
Situation 2
Set 1 -  B is an intermediate student not yet fully competent but 
can communicate in the foreign lanoua^e. Students do 
group wor.k. B is in a group where the other students are 
better in communicating than he is. B does not talk to 
much and when talks, makes many mistakes, has difficulty 
ir> formulating sentences, loses -the track of what he wants 
to say and is being said. Teacher watches B - interrupts 
and m&kes corrections. The activity ends. .
Set 2 - Group? are rearranged. B is now in a group whose
parti-"’.pants have the same level of proficiency as he 
does. B participates. Teacher does not interfere so 
much. B performs well.
We "shall also b.ave to consider, the' speaker/student/might be shy -
- A  is a fluent speaker of English. He has an interview 
with five directors of a company. All of them look 
serious and demading. A feels inhibited, inferior in 
relation to the others and nervous.
The interview stats.;
A has difficulties in understanding what their questions 
mean. Asks them to repeat. Gives innappropriate 
replies. Makes language mistakes. Sometimes loses the 
track. ~f what he is saying: The interview ends.
-The directors invite A to go to a pub. Now> thej l~ok 
friendly. The informal interview starts.
A performs vrell. • •
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a fact which makes him/her put much effort into overcoming his/ 
her problem and consequently damages communication, or even the 
speaker/learner might not be a good communicator for purely 
personality reasons. The environment may also contribute to 
his/her failure, pressures of any kind and/or a high taskload ■ 
can serve as illustrations.
The question of motivation also fits in.. This involves 
wether the student perceives his needs for interacting/ 
communicating or not, and whether he experiences them in the 
form of "wants”AJ' or not. This specially means that realizing 
the significance of what is being done promotes motivation and
' •
thus disire for interaction.
In sur.imary, Performance ability t.o process language - 
involves three distinctive but related levels-; the level of 
automation, which implies that the speaker has rapid and accurate 
access to his language memory store; the'level of competence, 
which•implies knowledge of how language functions as a system and 
is applied, co reality; and the level.of.Interpersonal Factors 
which involve environmental and psycho-3-jcial factors.
Due to the integration of communicative competence and 
Performance (and the three factors underlying it) communicative . 
materials should cater for: -
1. Exposure of students .to situations where the language 
is to be practiced - allowing for meaningful memory 
storage;
2. Practice in processing langur..either through varied
llTerm mentioned, by Ladouse, in From needs to wants. System;
Vol. 10, n? 1, 1982. pp. 29-37.
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tasks or recycling - allowing for meaningful long term 
memory storage, and facilitating later retrieval;.
3. Balanced and careful selection of topics and language 
items to be exploited so as to limit task demand ant 
maintain communicative interest; -
4. A shift from teacher-centered to learner-centered 
activities to allow for: independence from teacher; 
interdependence among students;
: Responsiblity.
for own learning;
Interaction. ■
5. Introduction of a psychological approach to language 
learning where aspects of memory, attention‘and 
interpersonal relationships are taken into account.
Thus, in general terms it could be stated that, integrating- 
communicative competence and Performance in communicative 
Learning Materials involves choosing representative samplei- of 
language in useful contexts on the one hand and on the other it • 
involves presenting tasks to the students'in which they need to.,,.- - 
process this language in order to communicate. •
This is the f.-ame of reference in which comirunicative • .. . 
Learning Materials for a first phase Oral Expression course for ; 
the English Letros Course at UFSC should be designed so. that they 
can meet the regain aments we are aiming at .-
In the following chapter we describe the Learning situation • 
and identify some problems presented by available materials 
according to the features which we have described.
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PERFORMANCE AND ITS UNDERLYING FACTORS12
- LEARNER
1. Performed well due to his competence in communica­
tion .
- (Knowledge + Ability to use lower and upper plans)
possible sub-reasons:
- Feeling of confidence/acceptance as a language 
user in the classroom.
- Desire- for interaction.)
2. Performed well due to his ability to put into 
practice communicative strategies
- (Lower level plans not fully automatedIpossible 
^uh-reasons:
- Feeling of confidence/acceptance as a language 
user in the classroom.
Desire for interaction.)
3. Performed badly Hr spite of being competent
- Not enough practice in cc.m.iunication (lack of 
automation) ■■ •
Possible sub-reasons -
1." Circunstantial
- teacher's interference 
teacher's role fear element
- other students' role -
2. Personal
- did not like topic of discussion
- not a good-cominunicator/interactor
- shyness
4. r^ rforir.od badlv because language was not a/a liable 
in memory store sub reasons:
- .task too complex
■ - too much pressure from teacher and peers
- hot enough training .
- no interaction need arcusal.
5 ,. Did -.-ipt perform at all lower and upper level plans 
:iot available in memory store due to:
,-r complete lack of . knowledge + competence
- complete I.?ck of knowledge on the topic
- complete lack of automation
- inner and outer pressures
- no interaction need arousal.
SPEAKER •
1. Performed v-’ell due to his competence in communica­
tion
- (Knowledge + Ability to use lower and upper plans)
possible sub-reasons:. . .
- Feeling of confidence/acceptance as a language 
user in his speech community.
- Desire for interaction.)
2. Performed rjxl due to his ability to put into
3. Performed r.adly in spite of being competent
- Not enoiv h practice in communication i.. tne given 
. context/.j'ioice of inappropriate sub-lit es.
Possible sub-reasons 
1. Circnnt -.c.titi-al - •:
- co -toiiununica.tor1’' interference . . 
co-communicators role (in th'. conversation)
- 2. :ersonal • '
- did not like topic of discussion
- not a good communica.tor/interactor
- shyness ■
4. Performed badly because language was nor, available 
in memory stirs sub-reasons:
- information ioad too complex
- too much pressure from co-communicators
- not enough training in communication in the 
situation
- no interaction need arousal.
5. Dià not perform at all choices of sub-lines not 
activui.^ d d- a to:
- complet': ? ick of knowledge of the topic
- inner anc:/or outer pr'essures
- no interactive need arousal.
practice communicative strategies
- (Choices or the appropriate sublines to adopt) 
possible sub-reasons:
- Feeling of confidence/acceptance as a language 
user in his speech community.
-Desire for interaction.)
Based on Goffman's (in Laver & Hutcheson, 1972) and Levelt's (1978, terminology.
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CHAPTER TWO
EVALUATING THE COURSE NEEDS
2.1. Introduction
Before producing materials it is necessary to find out what 
needs the materials should meet. This involves presenting a .
picture of the students entering the English Course in the First 
Semester, stating the course Objectives and-evaluating existing 
materials in the light of this description. After all, there is 
no justification for presenting new. materials if books are already 
available whicc can meet our objectives. ■ .
First then, v,Te will describe the student population.
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2.2. Students Population
We shall now report some of the most important results 
obtained by a questionnaire which was applied to classes in 
the first phase of the English Letras Course’ at UFSC.
It was applied in order to get information about the students' 
past experience in learning English, purposes of studying 
English, the students own evaluation of their skills and some 
of their learning expectations.
Fifty three students answered the questionnaire (see 
Apendix) which consisted of twenty one questions. The overal 
picture of the results is suirm.ariz^ d in five tables isee 
Appendix!,
It seems worth mentioning however, that ibis present 
study is to some extend bound to be of a speculative nature and 
due to the limitations of the questionnaire itself might, in 
some cases, be misleading. Despite this there is still a basis 
for developing a ser.i ous working analysis of the results.
Here are the most significant and representative results 
for our purposes:
1. Students' Past Experience
The great inajority of subjects have already studied 
English for a good amount of time (3-5 years 48.81%) (l-r2 yearc 
24.36%). This fact suggests that students have some kind of 
background knowledge in the language and thus could be babeled 
as "false beginners".
This previous experience in learning was mostly achieved in
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their experience as negative owing especially to a negative 
attitude towards the methodology (16.98%). Hence, if communica­
tive Teaching is desired, the students should be aware of the 
validity of being enrolled in a Course which develops communi­
cation, without denying the value of getting some of grammatical 
knowledge of the language. In other words, a change of 
Methodology requires explanation.
2. Purposes
In relation to their decision to choose to attend the 
English Letra- Course, answers suggested■that the majority are 
motivated and interested in taking the course.
Those positive rasnltp ar? corroborated by the fact that after 
finishing the.course the students wish to apply their knowledge 
of.English either to Teaching (43.39%), other activities 
related with English (37.73%) or Translation (18.90%). Thus, 
this suggests students should be led to obtain communicative 
competence in the language as they will later develop 
professional functions in which this competence is professionall-/ 
essential.
3. Eva.lv.ation of Skill Level •
On the c^aestion of skill performance students were asked 
to grade the -'lies which they had more facility in performing.
The replies -^ <yt of a possible 10) indicate that they are weaker 
on Speaking (4.60) and Listening Skills (5.40) than in Writing 
(5.80) and Reading (6.30). • • . •
This' could bt a reason for emphasising, these skills in the
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English Letras Course.
Still, in the field of the students' personal assessment 
of-what is being done in the classroom, students were asked 
about the types of activities in which they felt more inhibited. 
Since their previous learning was focused on a Traditinal 
Approach it was not surprising that students appeared to be less 
inhibited when performing Grammatical Activities (4.20). On the 
other hand students do not feel comfortable when facing the type 
of "answering and questioning" relationship with teachers 
(6.10), when Reading Aloud (5.30) and when talking to friends 
in English (5.20).
Perhaps this suggests that if we are c:.ming at developing 
communication, there should*be an attempt to avoid "asking- 
answering .-situations " oi any other similar activities, .such -as- - 
Reading Aloud, where an artificial atmosphere is possibly 
created. Moreover, if students do not feel comfortable when 
talking to friends (possibly classmates) in English, and yet . 
communication. can only be accomplished with the pre.senco of 
more than one participant, there should be a concern to promote 
activities which are likely to lower students' inhibitions and 
increase interaction. . .
4. Learning Expectations
When asked to express their opinion about course Design, 
their responses showed a desire to have, their course especially 
focusing on the development of Listen..-..ncr (8.10) and Speaking 
(8.20). However t;he rates obtained in Grammar (7.50) and 
Writing (7.70) were also quite high. ■
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In corroboration with this, a preference towards the 
development of Speaking and Listening Skills is also noticed.
In relation to the skills they expect to develop during the 
course Speaking (8.80) and Listening (8.70) were the leading 
items. Despite their preference towards these two skill areas- 
Reading, Writing, Grammar and Translation also obtained high 
rates (out of possibly 10).
This specially suggests that there should be concern to cope 
with these different skill areas from the beginning of the 
Course and that communication should not be neglected even in 
the first stages of learning.
When asked to give personal opinionr. on which Oral 
Activities they would like to perforin, their preference for 
Free conversation Activities was evident. In spite of their -■ 
importance and meaningfulness foi the development of Oral Skills 
this can be hardly be applied to false-beginners. On the 
other hand the rates obtained in Giving Information (6.8),
Games (6.7), Interviews (6.10) and Problem-Solving Activities 
(8.05) suggest that students might be interested in developing 
them. Since these can be developed for false-begir.ners with 
some control. They may also turn out to be quite motivating as 
they can give students the chance to deal with the language 
meaningfully despite their limited knowledge of' vocabulary and 
grammatical items.
In short we can make the following generalizations:
The English Letras Course student:
- is not a 'general student', 
which means that his 
objectives in learning English 
go beyond the mere acquisition! . 
of a foreign language;
- is not a beginner student of 
English, as he has already-
learnt English in Private and/or • -
Public Institutions, but he 
is a "first phase student" in the 
course;
- is likely to have undergone
a learning process focused on ..............
Traditional Approaches and
thus lacks communicative • ■
Skills in the language;
- is willing to develop these during 
the course of his/her clasr.es.
As a conclusion we can say ; that this attempt to draw 
some conclusions and implications fror. the replies produces - a 
coherent and intuitively satisfying picture although some
*
remarks should be made concerning its ? imitations.
To start with the questionnaire Wi.s applied to a limited 
number of students, hence resultf r^ xg-ht. ncc reveal a fully 
reliable description of the students entering the.Course. This 
is one reason to avoid overgener* j.izing these results.
Another is based on consideration of possible intervening 
factors.which cannot be evaluated by the replies such as: 
students 1 attitudes and feelings when answering the questionnaire 
their reaction towards it; students' degree of seriousness, 
interest and concentration in the task and possible time 
pressure when replying to it.
Finally it should be mentioned t:;at some of the questions 
might not have been clearly understood thus some unsatisfactory, 
unexpected and even unanswered questions occured.
On the whole, however, it seems chat this questionnaire 
was useful in giving an overall picture of students entering
the course in the second semester of 1982.
In the next section we shall, describe the General 
Objectives of the First Phase English Letras Course at UFSC.
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2.3. Course Objectives
The general objectives of the First Phase English Course 
is to give students opportunity to develop their learning in 
the four skill areas.
For this the English classes are divided into Reading/Grammar 
classes, Writing Classes; Listening Classes and Oral Expression 
Classes.
In this first semester, due to the leve';. of the students, 
receptive skills are more emphasized, although productive ones 
are not neglected.
The Oral Expression Course is timetabled over 15 houVs.
The classes are administred once a week ancl last for an hoar.
The focus of this Course is on developing students1 communicative 
Skills. Thus, the course specially aims at the following 
objectives:
1. Students should be given opportunities to utter appropriate - 
words or ss'ntehees - in a communicative context and recalJ their 
basic ability in using the language.
2. Students should be accustomed to performing in pairs or groups 
without direct teacher contrcZ.
3. Students should be given opportuvji'ties to active oral 
production of minimal significant elements of the written 
course and of listening activities,
4. Students should be permited to operate orally in class despite 
their differences of levels.
In short these involve low level casks (linguistically 
speaking); promoting interaction; rec^^iing of language items 
and functions; and providing informatio/i gap tasks.
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In more general terms, the Course gives early preparation 
to the students in a skill which will become important in the 
third and fourth semesters. However, the importance of 
developing this skill at this early stage should not be denied 
since success in using language for communication in the later, 
stages will be also dependent on the students' awareness towards 
their role as communicators/interactors and what this implies.
For this the o'rientation that course has adopted should be 
made clear for the students.
There should also be concern for stating, what level the 
course expects students to. have; this is specially for the weak 
students attending the first phase. :h.
Bearinc; fc.aese general objectives -in mind., in the next- 
scccion vk; will elaborate a x.ist of features to base the 
evaluation of materials on.
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2.4. Evaluation Features
Evaluation of materials is, for our purposes, an investiga­
tion of their appropriatness for developing communicative skills 
for false beginner students.
For this, three general textbooks - Contemporary English 
(1979) by R. Rossner, P. Shaw, J. Shephered, j. Taylor, P. Davis; 
Streamline English - Book 1, (1978) by Bernard Harthey & Peter 
Viney; Starting Strategies, (19.77), by Brain Abbs and Freebairn
- will be evaluated although our attention will be focused on how 
the Oral Expression Part is presented and exploited. One 
specific book in the area of Oral Expression - Tandem, (198:0) by 
Mathews and Read - will be evaluated as veil.
We have chosen these four textbooks for reasons we think 
are .-important for later drawing conclusions on the field cf 
designing Communicative Materials. Our choice can be briefly' 
justified in the following way:
- Comuemporary English is a book designed by a team of
-tcàchers „n Mexico. For this - it .was expected that tasks,‘would -
resamble situations which would be closer to our Brazilian ; ,. j 
students' reality;
- Streamline English is a book well-known and broadly, 
adopted here in Brazil. For this it constitutes a useful sapple- 
to be evaluated,, • \
- Starting Strategies is a book v/hich was adopted in the 
English Letras Course and still is in the English Extra Curricular 
Course taught at this University. For this, it would be interesting 
to make a careful evaluation of this book;
- Tandem is a book which is now used as thé.core book for 
the Oral.Expression Course of the First Phase English Course. For
this, it is worth while evaluating. '
For each of these books a sample of exercises which seem to 
characterize the type of practice students undergo, will be first 
described in general terms and later carefully evaluated. For 
this, we felt the need to establish a.list of features. The 
topics could then be stated in the form of the following 
questions with its sub-items:
Is the v. ay in .which the teaching of English is being 
conducted compatible with the Course Objectives in relation 
to: •
- Exercise Presentation
- Exercise Exploitation
- Role or. Grammatical Items within the task
- Significance of Grammatical 'Items within the task
- Role of the students within the task being performed
- Criteria for evaluating students implied by the type of 
tasks they perform? ■
This list of. features will * erve -to identify the points to 
be evaluated. Thus, the next describes the materials point by 
’■joint.
The communicative criteria (1 - 5) will be applied to the samples 
in the subsaguvjnt section.
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2.5. Integrated Textbooks General Analysis
2.5.1. Contemporary English
by R. Rossner, P. Shaw, J. Shepheird 
J. Taylor, P. Davis (1979)
Sample: Exercise 15 (page 75)
Page 17 
Unit 3
1. Objectives;
- Give students oral practice through a reading and 
substitution exercise. . :
j
2. Nature of the Task:
- Students have to act out a conversation substitvL-i.ig . 
the underlined words for those provided by the chart. ,
- By doing the exorcise stvu^ .oncs will be dealing with 'r 
the grammatical core of the unit. '
3* Presentation
3.1. Input Material
- The full dialogue is provided. Information required 
for the completion of the task is already given in the 
chart in the form to be used.
3.2. Input Activity
- Limited to the reading of the dialogue and chart since
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the task to be performed is clear.
The procedures could be the following: -
1. Teacher reads dialogue
2. Choral repetition
3. Doubt solving section
4. Teacher reads the chart
5. Choral repetition
6. Doubt solving section
7. Students perform activity.
3.3. Cues
- T.-'-.ems to be replaced already underlined or writtep. in 
italics. ,
Exploitation:
- Students get in pairs. Read and re-read the dialogue
■ making the necessary substitutions .•
- Students reproduce scripted language
- Students memorize the dialogue
- Students reproduce the dialogue from memory.
Role of Grammatical Items within the Task
5.1. Grammatical Focus of the Exerrise _
Verb;CAN/Interrogative
Nouns: related to professions,, nationalities, places 
Adjectives: related to person.- physical description 
Pronouns: Persona/3rd person ::ingular ‘ .
Prepositions: with, from
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Setence Pattern:
Be + Subject + N?
Be + Subject + Prep.. Phrase?
CAN + Subject + Verb + Object?
Who + Verb + Subj + Noun Phrase.
5.2. Language Function 
Description.of People.
5.3. Significance Element
- Functions of language items deemphasized; students 
describe people they have not seen using language of. 
description. '
- Description is not done to.vfill. a need
- Language is practiced for accuracy of manipulation.
6. Role of the Students within the Task: .
Students: 1. Read the dialogue
. ^ead and understand items in the chart
3. Read/Listen to first line of dialogue with cor­
rect substitution
4, Read/Listen to appropriate response 
d , Read/Listen to final answer..'
- This pi -•vedure is likely to be repeated until the dialogu 
can be done from memory.
7. Role of tbo Teacher:
- Preseni'.er of the task 
. .. - Monitor of the task
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- Likely to.provide corrections
- Evaluate students' performance according to the criteria 
established by the exercise.
8. Evaluation Criteria:
implied by the exercise(s) students' perform
- Success in performing the task seems to be a matter of:
. correct substitution
. correct pronunciation of the'given sentences 
. correct entonation
- No implications as to whether cbe students have 
understood the nature of the exercise or-not.
2.5,2. Stream line English
Book One - Departures
by Bernard Hartley & Peter Vinev (197 8)
Sample: Lesson 14 - "At the Hairdresser's" (page 76/77)
1. Objective :
- Give scuoents opportunity to practice Oral Skills 
through drilling and comprehension exercises.
2. Nature of the Tas’k :
- Students have to respond to drilling exercises and 
checking-questions about a dialogue
- Modal CAN being introduced through these activities.
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3. Presentation :
- Teacher gives examples in order to introduce the modal 
CAN
- Teacher later presents the dialogue.. Vocabulary items 
possibly explained.
4. Exploitationi
4.1. Input Material
- Oral Drills
- Dialogue
- Checking Questions
- Transfer . ■
- Answers to be given already supplied by the teacher 
or by the dialogue itself.
4.2. Input Activity •
1. A whole series of substitution drills are presented 
and exploxted •
Exercise 2 - Students practice difference between 
Affirmative and negative iorms (CAN/ 
CAN'T)
3/4 - Students practice inflexibility.of the 
modal
5 - Extended Practice
6 - Introduction of CAN + different lexica."
verbs
7 - Teacher ask questions 
8/9 - Students ask questions.
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2. Students listen to the teacher and understand the 
procedure to be adopted. • -
3. Do exercises (drills) according to the clues given 
by the teacher.
4. Teacher writes Interrogative, Negative and Affirma­
tive Sentences on thé blackboard. .
- All the steps described above play the role of an 
introduction section so that the Dialogue can 
presented. .
5. Students read the dialogue:
- Choral Reading ,
- Pair Reading
6. Students perform oral exer^’ e^s, in pairs. Ask ques­
tions about the dialogue previously read, (no need
- for explaining vocabulary items or structures. Those 
possibly explained in the presentation of the 
dialogue. Structure [CAN] already practiced through 
drills).
7. Students do pair work. (Exercise 15) Ask about 
things that their bov/girlfriends, fathers, mother,, 
etc. . . can do. ' .
- Students are given the ch."nee to develop oral 
skills since they have to respond to oral stimuli.
- Language structure and vocabulary items already 
provided by the teacher.
Role of Grammatical Items within th; Task:
5.1. Grammatical Focus of the Exerc.1 ses
Modal verb: ' CAN - Affirmative, Interrogative, Negative 
Lexical verbs: speak, swim, cook, etc...
Adjectives: physical description 
Nouns: relaled to sports activities.
Sentence Pattern:
CAN + Subject + Verb + (object)?
TO BE + Subject Adj
5.2. Language Function
Describing/Asking about people's physical or mental 
ability .
5.3. S i gni f i cance Element
- Presentation of CAN does not guarantee that students 
have understood its function
- Items are firstly present without a context 
Talking aLout people's ability is not done to fulfil 
need - •
- Language used in drilling situation.; for accuracy 
purposes.
Role of the Students within the Task:
Exercises 1 - 9
Students: 1. Listen to teacher
2. Understand what was said
3. Respond to the Prompt
1. Read/Listen to the question
Exercise 14
2. Understand
3. Read-Respond/Besten to the answer
Exercise 16
1. Make/Listen to a question
2. Understand
3. Respond/Listen to what is being asked/
... answered.
. Role of the Teacher;
- -Controls the task being performed (Exorcises 1 - 9)
- Helper during Pair Work (Exercise 14) and Transfer 
(Exercise 16) Sections. \
- Evalu. ':s students according to the criteria established ■ 
b>; the nature of exercies. ; . .
Evaluation Criteria implied by the type of Exercises 
Students Perform
Success seems to be determined by:
1. Correct substitutions done in the drilling exercises.
2. Correct answers given in the Pair Work Section.
3. Correct pronunciation of vocabulary items.
4. Correct intonation of sentences. ‘
5; Correct transfer of the ‘CAN1, structure in the
'Tranfer Section11.
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2.5.3. Starting Strategies
by Abbs & Freebairn (1977)
Sample: Unit 11 (page 78-80)
Set 2 (Exercise 1 - 2)
Set 3 (Exercise 1 - 2 - 3 - 4)
Open Dialogue 
Oral Exercises.
1. Objective:
- Allow students to develop Oral Skills through controlled 
Oral ; .:ercises . '
2 Mature of the ' :r. .
- Practice Interrogative, Negative and Affirmative (short 
Answers) forms of the Simple Present with the verb "to 
like" in habitual actions.
3. Presentation;
3.1. Input Material
• - Examples, charts, dialogue and prompts provided by the 
book. .
- Infor mation to complete the task aj.rc-.ady provided,,
3.2. input Activity
- Set i - Exercises 1 - 2  
Set 3 - Exercises 1 - 2
1. Teacher, reads examples provided by the look :
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2. Students repeat
3. Teacher solve probable language doubts
4. Teacher reads the chart
5. Students repeat
6. Teccher solves probable language doubts
7. Students perforin the exercises
- Set 3 ~ Exercises 3 - 4
1. Presentation not required :
2. Teacher asks students to perform the activity
Open Dialogue -
1. Te.icher reads uncompleted dialogue
2. Students repeat
3. Teacher solve doubts
4. Students get in pairs
5. Students perform the activity
Ora! Exercises (1-6)
1. Teacher reads the examples (prompts)
2. Students repeat
3. Teacher gives other prompts
4. Students respond to them.
3.3. Cues
- Items /structures to be dealt with generally provided 
by e>. -mples or charts.
. Exploitation: . . .
- Students get in pairs. . Follow the example.
Ask questions. Respond to them. (Set 2 - 1/2
Set 3 - 1/2/3/4)
- Students produce scripted language.
- Students get in pairs. One student asks what is 
written, the other responds in accoxdance to what was 
asked and what is going to be asked.
- Students produce structures (Open Dialogue) 
already practiced.
- Teacher reads the prompt. Students give individual or 
choral responses. (Oral Exercises)
- Students produce structures from oral prompts.
»
Role of Grammatical Items within th>- Task:
5.1. Grammatical Focus of the Exercises
Verb Tense - Simple Present 
Lexical Verb - to like 
Form - Interrogative
Affirmative - short answers 
Nouns: coffee, spider.s, etc...
Pronouns: Personal: 3rd person sing
3rd person plural 
2nd person singular
Sentence Pattern ' .
Do/Does + Subject + like + noun?
Do/Does + Subject + like verb + ing?
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No , I don't 
he doesn't. 
she
I think jfit's all right ! '
jj:hey 1 re
He thinks ["it's all right, 
they're
5 2 . Language Function
- Habitual Function.
5.3. Significance Element
-Talking about someone's preferences is not used to 
fulfil a need
- Language Practice for accuracy manipulation,
6. Role of the Students within the Task:
Students:
Set 2/Set 3 ... -
1. Follow Pattern
Read-Ask/Listen to question
2. Understand
3. Respond/Listen to answer.
Open Dialogue
1. Read/Listen to question ; • •
2. Res ponds-Re ads/ Lis ten to ansv-i-v.
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Oral Exercises
1.. Listen to prompt
2. Follow written example
3. Respond to prompt
7. Role of the teacher within the tasik:
1. Presenter of the task :
2. Helper and monitor - possibly makes interventions/ 
corrections whenever necessary
3. Interacts with students (Set -3 - 4 )
4. Evaluates students performance according to criteria 
already established by the nature of the tasks.
8. Evaluation Criteria implied by the- type of Exercises Student
perform:
Sucess, a matter of: .
•1. Correct manipulation of language structures
2. Correct stibsti tuiion ' of language items
3. Correct supply of answers .
.4. Correct pronunciation
5. Correct intonation.
2.5.4. Tandem
by Alan Mathews and Carol Read (1980)
Sar.'.ple : Lesson 1A/1B (peige 81). '
Identifying Self and Others..
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1. Obj ective:
Give students communicative Practice through an
information gap activity.
2. Nature of the Task:
Exploit the TO BE verb, in the third person singular
when describing people.
3. Presentation:
- Teacher possibly introduces the activity - deals with 
items likely to help students when performing the. 
exercise.
- Teacher explains the nature cf r.he' task and procedures:: 
to be followed for ohe ta_.k to be performed.
3.1. Input Material -
- Two sheets of paper (A/B) containing different informa­
tion about eight people and their pictaico, one sheet 
for student A and one for student B.
3.2„ Input Activity
- Students read the infori'aatj cm they have so that they 
can later share it with their partners..
3.3. Cues
- Information given in note fops
- Blank spaces to be completed.
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4. Exploitation:
- Students get in pairs
- Students tell the information to each other so that the 
chart can be completed.
- -Students might check the information obtained with • * 
other groups.
- Teacher might check results as well.
5. Role of Grammatical Items within the task:
Verb: TO BE/AFF./3rd person singular 
Nouns: related to jobs, proper names and countries 
Pronouns- Personal - 3rd person singular 
Prepositions: from
Numbeis: relatacl co the people's age 
Articles: indefinite A/AN
Sentence Patterns:
Subject + verb + complement
Subject + verb + preposi'tior + adverb of place
5.1. Language Function 
Dfc'îcription/Identi-fication or People.
5.2. Significance Element .
- Students describe people's general eh-iracteristics so 
that they can complete the task
- Description is done.to fill a need
- Language is practiced for Fluency. .
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6. Role of the Students within the Task :
Students : 1. Look at the sheet
2. Read (silently) the information given
3. Think how the information can be conveyed
4. Give/Listen to infoimation
5. Get feedback
6. Mark down the new information in the chart.
This procedure is repeated until the chart is fully 
completed by the participants.
7. Role of the teacher within the Task.-
.. ■' . r ■ ^
- Presenter of the task .
- Mor-.l^ or of the task
- Helper - make intervantic-r.s/corrections whenever 
necessary. '
Provides feedback if necessary. .
8. Evaluation Criteria implied by the exorcise students perform
Success It: performing the task seems to be a matter of
- appropriate sharing of information
~ completion of the chart w:«.th needed information '
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1 5  Act out th is  conversation.
Then make up sim ilar  
conversations, changing the w o rd s  
underlined. The box b e lo w  w ill  
help.
U--J---- 1-------------------- 1---------- ;--'— -i---- ------ ^ ---;---
Carlos Lopez a thin man, with  
black hair
racing driver A rgentinian Buenos Aires
Yuki Teremoto a small man, with  
a brown beard
writer Jap:- s-se Osaka
Burt Hoffman a tall, dark man actor American Columbus, Ohio
Sheila Gould a tall, slim girl model Australian Sydney
Lott? Fischer a big, fair woman opera singer G-j u m D Hamburg
Extracted froni Comtemporary English by. R Ro.s.sneer, P. Shaw, J. 
Shepherd, J. Taylor, P. Davis. Exercise 15, Page 17, Unit 2.
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. . .  Oh, yes, m y husband's J?ne Pardon? . . 
mderful! SaJiy Can your nusbaad cook?
Reaii/? Is h e ? . My husband can't plav sports
Yes, he's big, strong and . . . but he's an excellent cook,
ndsome: . Jane Is he?
Well, my husband isn't very Sally Yes, and he can sew, and  
or very strong . . . but  h e's iro n . . . he's a very good  
:y intelligent. husband,
in'eliigerit? )^ne Rea'iy? Is he English?
' Yes, ho can speak six 
iguages.
Can he? W hich languages 
n he speak?
;  He can speak French,
>anish, Italian, Germ an, 
rabic and Japanese.
Oh! . . . My husband's verj 
hietic.
Y A t h l e t i c ?  '
■ Yes, he can swim, ?ki, play 
otball, cricket and rugby . . . 
y Can he cook?
Exercise
Example:
I can drive.
I can’t swim
Write ten sentences.
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Questions ' 1
1 Is Jane's husband big?
2 Is he ugly?
3. Can he play (ootoali?
4 Can he speak French?
5 Can he ski?
6 Can lie-sew?
7 Is Sally's husband athletic? 
.8 Is he intelligent?
9 Can he speax Arabic?
10 Can he piay cricket?
11 Can he ploy rugby?
12 Can he iron?
^ y^ -i* ** •J
■ \ 'D ..^3 - ‘-r.r 
, - v _  jy"\ I v
W *  r:.
m  Ya \: V
i-fej A  r--
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:racted from Streamline English, Book One - Departures by Bernard Hartley 
Peter Viney. Lesson 14. ____
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1 /! 
JL*j£
;srtjs-t Structures
au-I can't id.<) i ; . 
m  you (doi ;!?
p^ressions
:i, yes.
■ally?
ocabu!ary
cak handsome language
wonderful foot vail
i intelligent cricket.
ay athletic rugby
ok * ' excellent sports
w hairdresser's
-yn
iv e
ve
nice
angueges: French, Spanish, Arabic, etc.
Invention exercise: 
English
I can speak English. 
Italian
1 can't speak Italian. 
English
: I can speak English.
Continue:
trench
Italian
Arabic
Spanish
japan css
i  Hold up a snail object. T: Look a t  this. Listen and repeat: 
can see it.. Stress, weak (kan).
cu can see it.
/£ car. see it.
lecav  see ii. ' ■ -
he can set a . ‘ .
h ey  am  see it.
t Now hide ir e object in a pocket or handbag.
I can't see it. Stress ( kan?). 
on can't see it.
Ve can t see it. 
le can’t see it. . 
he can’t see it. 
hen can't see is.
j Invention exercise: 
. ri'i.uiou'
. 1 can sec a yir./.ow. 
pi^ne
! can t n-e a piane.
’: window
?.. / can sec a win.iaie.
Continue:
plane
can: ;ra
table
hus
chair
radio
door
3 T: Listen -  C wou drive? (Gesture is useful here.) 
mii yen ski?
U['U !'.;r:?
'an I,,!« danee^ ,
'I ti -Ii SI'. '
an lien i'i
ou! v.'.- /cnuneiaiion (L'-n)..
7 Now use gesture io indicateio students that they must 
ask you.
Continue with: 
drive 
dance
sing
cook
play football 
szuim, etc.
T: ski
C: Can you ski?
T: Yes 1 can. (kæn)
T: type
C: Can you tupe?
T: No I can’t, (kunt)
8 Ask questions:
T: Can you (drive)? C: Yes, I canlNo, I can't.
T: Can he drive? Can she drive? C: Yes, h e  caniNo, h e  can't.
T: Ask him /ask heriask me.
9 Pair Work. Stude-Ms ask each other questions as in 14.8.
10 Written Phase.
•T: I can $;v;k English, h u t! can ’t speak Italian, 
speak French, but I can’t speak Arabic.
I can drive.
You can't ski.
Lie type.
She dance.
It sing.
We swim.
They play tc. .:as.
Can I drive?
you ski?
he type?
she danc.:.
if si-:gr
we swim ?.
they i play tennis?
Yes, I can. 
No, I can't.
1 1 Focus at.enlion on the picture. Ensure the lext is masked.. 
Set the situsJon. Play the cassette or act out the text.
12 Listen and Repeat. '
13 Silent Reading.
14 Question and An-ver:
Is jan e’s husband big?
Is ?!■.■ strong?
h  he ugly? • ■ (
Can he play football?
Can he play cricket?
Can he v'av rugby?
Can he ski?
Can he sew 7' •
Can he iron? , .
'Is Sally's husbar.dati ':::c? .
■ Is he big?
' Is he Vent strong?
- Is he intelligent?
■Can he speak Arabic?
'Can he speak Spanish.' 1‘alian? French?
Can he play cricket? n-^bu? football?
Can he iron? cook? s*
15 Pair Work.
1G Further pairv.-O'' 
their giriir.ends. bo-,
Get the students to ask each other about 
iends, fathers, mothers, landladies, e'c.
17 S et II»e oxe'Ciy -. >n class or for homework.
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2.6. Evaluation of Textbooks
2.6.1. Introduction
In the previous section we have described the materials 
in the light of: Exercise Presentation and Evaluation; Role and 
Significance of Grammatical Items; Role of Students and 
Teachers and criteria for evaluating students.
In this section we shall evaluate the materials taking 
into account the features above mentioned. However we also 
felt the need for establishing some cor^.unicative' criteria to 
base our evaluation on. For this we si: all aim at considering 
the following questions:
- Do activities present an Infcrretion
- Gap Ingreedient?
• - Do activities present a choice Element? • •
- -Is there a Significance Element within the task?
- Are mistakes likely to occur? If then what is their 
significance for communication?
- Do activities allow for interaction to occur?
- Are activities va.vied?
Having these in mind we shal.1 next evaluate the samples 
of exercises.
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2.6.2. Evaluation of Integrated Textbooks 
Purpose of Exercises
In general terms .it seems that the purpose of all the 
exercises is simply to developing student’s ability to produce 
"accurate" language through the reproduction Of samples given 
by the exercises. This, however, does not imply that the 
exercises should have no grammatical purpose.
But. it ciues mean that grammatical objectives can also be 
achieved by more authentic communicative work, specially in Oral 
Activities. If communicative competence is being developed 
grammar has be^n necessarily taken care of.
Even if developing communicative Tasks for false beginners means 
"controlling1 the presentation cf language items to be 
exploitedsuch a control need not amount to a mere reproduction 
of scripted language items.
For this reason, the purposes to be achieved by the 
"successfiel" completion of. the.30 exercises full short of those 
established for jur Oral Expression course. We, above all, aim 
at developing students' communicative Skills in a foreign 
language, as opposed to only the lower order skills.
Presentation:
■ In every exercise the "Presentation" structures the tasks 
for the studeuL.s. In Contemporary English the dialogue was 
provided,, in t.y earn line drilling exercises attempt to introduce, 
the subject matter in a systematized way, in Starting Strategies 
"patterns" were given.
As far as we are concerned "Presentation" should be a 
means of introducing the task but not a ready-made procedure 
for students to follow.
Some guidance as to the purpose of the activity and what 
students are expected to do is helpful. But if students are to 
be responsible for what they do., some of .the decisions 
concerning what to do and the best way to do it should be made 
by them. In addition if "something" remains unknown an element 
of risk - taking is encouraged. . .
Explo11 at i on:
1. Infc mat on Gap.
The Information Gap element seeias to- be neglected 'in-.ths • 
majority of the exercises we are considering. This specially 
is due to the fact that the focus is on practicing certain 
language structures and not on communication. '
Consider these examples:
(Contemporary English)
A - Who's that small man with a brown beard'?
B - That: 's Yuki Teremoto
(Startin'-; Strategies) - .
A - Does NevilLe like black coffee?
B - Yes, he ao-js.
(Departures)
A - Can he (June’s husband) play football?
B - Yes , he c-.i ..
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In all of them the questions were asked for the sake of 
practicing a determined language structure since the student 
who asked already knew the answers, since they are given on the 
same page.
In example 1 to build up the question the student had to look 
for somebody's characteristics. He found those under YUKI 
TEMOROTO - consequently he/she already knew who was the small 
man with a brown beard.
In Example 2 when the student asked "Does Neville like black 
coffee"? he already knew that he liked- If. because this item was 
listed under the YES list of Neville's likes and deslikes.
In Example 3 a has already read th- text, consequently he 
already knows what answer he is likely to get.
Some of the exercises do however, present an information 
gap which we are going to label as a "theoretical information 
gap", since the information to be shared is actually unknown-: 
there is simply nc. communicative purpose beyond it.
We shall i llustratt; this with the following- exa.ir.ples. Let's 
consider the case where the teacher gives the Prompt; "Italian" 
and the student says "I can (can't.) speak Italian (in Departures, 
Exercise 2). This information might be new.-net only for the 
teacher but for the other students as'well.- But we have first : 
to consider that what caused the student to give this.informa­
tion was the exercise-pattern; secondly this information has nc 
communicative importance as nothing will be done with it; 
thirdly it is quite possible that nobody is interested in the 
fact that he/she can or cannot speak Italian.
Also in Exercise 9, the students do pair work and are told to 
ask questions about things his/her partner can or cannot do.
8 6
Let's imagine that one student might ask if his/her partner 
can cook because he/she does not know if he/she can. But why 
ask this?
Not because he/she wants to have dinner at his/her house or 
because- he/she wants to get a recipe of how to make a dish, but 
because he/she has been asked to deal with the structure "can 
you...?" for purely Grammatical Purposes.
The same happens in Starting Strategies, Set 3/Exercise 4 when, 
students ask about their teacher's preferences. They might ask 
"Do you like whisky" as a means of interacting, of knowing 
further information about him/her but what will be done with 
this? Probably nothing. . •
It could then be concluded'that come naw information might 
Lp* being given but in a communicative Approach the Information 
Gap has deeper dimensions which drilling exercises (even if 
"communicative-drillings), by their very nature, cannot tackle. :
2* Choice Element: . .
In general terms it could be stated that the choice 
element is restricted to the choice students have in selecting 
among his/her classmates the one he/she-wants to work with.:
The students cannot choose the' type of questions they want to 
ask nor how to ask them.
For example in Departures there are twelve questions they have 
to ask about the dialogue (Exercise 14). The students cannot 
choose what to ask nor answer because the answers are already 
determined by the dialogue. There may be a limited choice in 
how to supply the answer. • '
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If student A asks.: "Is Jane's husband big?"
Student B can say: "Yes".
"Yes, he is".
"Yes, he is big", 
and possible. "Yes, he is big, strong and handsome". - 
because that is the sentence Jane uses to describe . 
her husband-.
In Contemporary English, the student who starts the dialogue has 
the chance to choose which person is going to be described but 
this choice will limit the first line of subsequent dialogues. 
The problem is that it is the only choice they have - the 
language it eras have been already determined as well as the 
sentence-patterns to be produced.
The same1 is true for the majority of exercises i.n. Starting 
Strategies - the students have got to ask "Does Maria like 
sunbathing?" and have to answer "Yes, she does" because that is., 
what the exercise asks for (Set 3. Exercise 2).
i'xi. the transfer Exercise (Departures - Exercise 6), how­
ever the choice element sums to be more present sence:
- Students can choose the partner to work with.
- Stodents can choose the person they are going to ask 
about.
- Students c<?n choose the topics they are going to ask 
about.
i.e. They can ask if this person can play tennis,
drive, cook, -speak french and any other thing the;.- 
might want to know.
The first two characteristics' are also present in- Starting
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Strategies (Set 3 -  Exercise 3), although there is no choice 
of what to ask. ■ ■
In terms of the language to be used, the choice-element 
seems to be still restricted mainly because students have to 
use "can he/she + verb?" or "Does he/she like + verb or noun"? 
in order to do the exercise. Maybe in this step, students will 
be allowed to use language in a freer way, but due to the type 
of practice students already underwent it seems that full 
structures are likely to be practiced.
In communicative Practice, in our terms, thé choice- 
element. is specially characterized by the opportunity students
' »
have to make appropriate choices of language for appropriate . 
contexts. Toss, if the task is to be completed .students should 
be encourged to deal with the language resources they have at 
their disposal so that they. can " communicate/interact " . For 
this , and other reasons communicative matërials should not be. . : 
scripted.
3. Exercise Typology
With the exception of the exercise Analysed in Contempo­
rary English, the other two books nresent a series of very 
similar exercises. In Starting Strategies the whole unit (with 
the’exception of the 1st Set of Exercises) is centered on 
investigating people's likes and deslik^s. In Departures the 
focus is on whether people can or cannot do certain things.
In terms of communication it is awkwar.^  to imagine spending as 
much time as the exercises do in order to investigate someone’s, 
likes, deslikes and abilities. Of course there are situations
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in which such a phenomenon can occur. For instance, you might 
want to give a present for somebody you don't know very well 
so you might ask a friend of hers/his about her/his preferences. 
Or you are interviewing someone for a job, you might be ’ 
interested in knowing what things this person is able to do.
But in both situations it is not very likely that you would 
keep repeating the full structure over and over again.
The point to be raised here is that if over repetition 
in such contexts reads to "automation" it does not integrate 
automation into the hierarchy of communicative skills. Thus, 
one could argue that "automation"is a question of letting 
students use and re-use language items as a means of being 
able to internalize and integrate them ; into a hierarchy.
But this also suggests that even if the same structure is to be 
practiced,a variety of procedures and tasks are required to let 
students see other contexts cf us-:; let them reapply - with a 
purpose - something previously learned and to avoid boredom.
4. Significance Element
The question of "automation" previously discussed leads 
to the question of "meaningful memorization". In these terms 
it is worth analysing to what extent the presentation and 
exploitation of grammatical items is meaningful. For this th° 
following questions could be raised:
1. Are t'ie structures "Do you like/Does she like?/
"Can you(do) (this)?" Who is that..."? Meaningful, to 
introduce the habitual/ability/descriptive functions?
2. Are students likely to exploit such structures with
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these topics for communicative Purposes?
3. As the students' task is almost only the over and over 
repetition of the same language patterns how much 
attention is being devoted to what they are actually 
'meaning? .
4. Since mere repetition can constitute- a "low task load", 
in which little attention is required, mightn't this 
provoke a certain indifference towards the functional 
sign i. ficance of the language items?
5. Is Automation taking place? -
6. Does the fact that students have done the exercises 
successfully guarantee that they v/ill be able to ao it, 
in a 'communicative Environment?
To start with, let's try to consider the following: 
Describing habitsabilities:and people are useful language 
functions, but this does not necessarily mean .that they are 
useful in communicative terms. For instance, in■Starting 
Strategies the habitual function v as introduced for .talking 
about people's personal preferences. Of course, in real coin- " 
iTiunicative situations we tend, sometimes, to express something
9
about oarselves or ask about somebody's preferences.“ However 
we tend to do this "with a .purpose" ai;d generally in the course 
of a conversation. '
You are at a friend's house.
There will be a foreigner there.
Your friend is describing him to you.
She could say:
He is a very nice man. Quite handsome.
See, he's the type of person who -likes
See Exercise Typology, where the habitual usage is also 
explained.
2
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meeting new people. I'm sure you'll 
get along quite well."
This example reveals that "like" was used with a purpose and as 
an extra remark in the-situation. This leads us to conclude 
that there is qot a real need to spend a whole lesson on this 
topic since it could be perfectly inserted in situations in 
which there would exist a purpose for doing-so: are likes and 
deslikes a mot..1 mating topic? In addition, in most exercises 
students talk about persons they do not know and are likely to 
have no interest in. •
"Describing People" is also quite useful for communication. 
•However it is quite unlikely that you describe people you have 
never seen before. This easi remark is. pertinent since in 
Comtemporary Fr.g-lish they do not know the persons and cannot 
even see, a picture of the people being described can it be 
motivating, then?
In Departures,. CAN is introduced in’the following way:
T - I can speak English, but. I can't speak Italian. .
If the teacher said "I speak English, but I don't speak Italian"
- wouldn't this have the same effect?
Furthermore, talking about people's ability seems to be a 
function which could be exploited under other.functions.
The need for vising "CAN YOU (do) . . . ?" ,rDoer> ahe'/he' like. .. " seams 
to be derived from broader communicative contexts.
For this, if ':.e purpose is to develop communication a whole 
lesson needn! be devoted for the exploitation of such functions . 
Would then students be interested in doing this? -This suggests ; 
that there should be selection of language items which have a
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higher communicative value. Others could then be embedded or 
even exploited through the communication which is likely to be 
established between teacher and students.
Another point to be tackled is the fact that students . 
are not given the chance to deal with the items in meaningful 
terms. As we have already stated, students overreapeat ready­
made patterns and especially do not have any need or purpose for 
using the language.
Due to the nature of the tasks students perform .it can be 
suggested that very little effort is required from the student, 
consequently v?ry little might be being actually storaged.
Stevick (1975) states that: "a stuo.ent v/ho. is reciting a 
memorized dialoo'ae is not conveying information, hence, not 
conxinunicat.ivig, and r»'t using the .language" (34) .•
This specially describes the type of practice students undergo 
thus suggesting that performing the exercises might give 
students practice in how to deal with a specific language item/ 
structure. Although this does not guarantee -that they know the 
meaning of what xs being said/why it is being said or that they 
have stored its and hence does not ensure that they can reapply 
it whenever necessary. If you were the student, could you perceive 
the significance of what was. being dons and be motivated to 
perform these casks? ■
It seem?.-, that language use requires communicative practice, 
so if exercise- lack communicative ingredients students can be 
not expected to be able to apply whatever was learned to a com­
municative situation. Choosing an item and teaching:it is not 
enough to ensvre that it will be actually learned.
Special attent von has to be given to the language Functional. Aspects
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for communicative-Purposes so that these can be exploited in 
these terms.
The significance of a language item/structure cannot be only 
perceived by its mere presence: it seems essential that through 
the performance of exercises the students can:notice its 
importance, deal with it for communication and integrate what 
was learned Into the hierarchy of Communicative Skills.
5" Role of Mistakes
Low task load demands might, to some, extent indicate an 
attempt to present students from making mistakes. However the 
fact that exexcises are simple and the students do not have to 
really "think” r,f what they are saying is not' a garantee that 
erroneous performance .will not take place nor successful 
learning in general terms. Let's consider then how mistakes 
are likely to occur in the exercises.
•*-n Contemporary 'English, students are likely to make 
mistakes of pronunciation,•intonation and omission of redundant 
items. (Might say "who that" instead of "Who's that"). This is 
specially due to the fact that students might concentrate too 
much on the substitution-of items avid pov less attention to 
what is being ---.aid and how. '
In De p a rt ares in the first set of exorcises the student 
does not have any written aid to rely on, but even if he had, 
mistakes are likely to occur.
Consider this,:. T - window
T - I can see a window 
T - PI cine
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T ~ I can't see a plane 
T - Table
S ~ I can't see a table, (but he actually can 
see it in the classroom)
This mistake can occur, first of all, because of its purely 
grammatical basis. If up to this point the student has not 
understood the function of CAN, he can actually say CAN'T 
because in the previous example the teacher uttered CAN in its 
negative form. He can also say: "I can't see e plane" (not a 
table) because he was not paying attention when the teacher said 
"table" and all he can remember is what -was previously said. 
Problems in pronouncing CAN (kan) and CAN'T (kant) and other 
vocabulary items might occur as well.
In Starting Strategies mistakes of pronunciation, intona­
tion and omission of redundant items are likely to occur.
For instance, even if the student: has a written clue he might . 
say: "Do he like"?/"Does he likes? !’/!iDo he likes ?"/"Does she 
(but it's he) like?", etc...
Our question is to what extent are the mistakes which 
might occur significant for the students anc for their own 
learning in terms of communication?
The first, point to be raised is the fact that, in general 
terms, students do not have to "think” over what they are saying.
The second is to consider same type of mistakes likely 
to occur in communication. When attempting to communicate we 
might omit, reel und ant items, might choose an. uncorrect sentence 
formation, might choose inappropriate language items for the 
situation or might even mispronunce certain words.
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This might happen because the learner is concentrating on what 
message to convey rather than on how to convey it, or even 
because" lower level plans, not been sufficiently automated.
This further implies that in order to communicate the student 
undergoes a decision-making process whJ.jh will determine the 
success or failure of his/her choices. As far as we are 
concerned the mistakes made due to the nature of exercises 
students underwent,do not fit in the framework above described.
. Since the mistakes derived from highly controlled 
practice can be characterized as "language scripted mistakes", 
mistakes as they would occur in -communication cannot be monitored
»
by the teacher.
For these to take place there must be a place for Fluency Work 
in Oral Expression Activities: and these exercises do not seem 
to focus on Fluency.
Role of Grammatical Items:
Each of the books analysed concentrated on three language 
functions: Describing people's habits -{.starting Strategies), 
Describing people's Abilities (Departures) and Describing People 
(Contemporary English).* It also seems that the choice of 
exploiting these language items was made.according to their 
degree of difficulty. After all, a'.11 'L'.he three textbooks are 
designed for beginners.
The fact that language items are selected, ordered and later 
recycled reveals some concern to save ■•..he students from facing
* '
In this aspect we- cannot deny the usefulness of learning these 
functions but we have already stated .hat some functions of 
language might have a higher communif ntive valtiSTnat=k others.
■ '-T'; -.-».it
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a linguistic situation he is not already prepared for.
What could be claimed, however, is the fact that choosing 
certain Grammatical Items to be taught is not the only criteria 
to constitute a core of a course. It should be also taken into 
consideration
- the type of task in which these will be exercised
- the type, of demands required from the students
- the exploration of such items for communicative Purposes.
If there is a desire to develop Oral Expression on a 
Fluency basis, grammar should not be taught for its own sake. 
What seems to be lacking in those exercises is this type of 
concern vnich should be catered for. if communication is the 
.aim.
Role of the Students:
In most of the exercises students perform they are either 
under the teacher1'-; control (as the case when the teacher, gives 
clues for the subs'citution to be done ~ Departures) or under 
the "exercise control (the language to be used is scripted, or 
an pattern is provided' - contemporary English, Starting 
Strategies and Departures) .
This specially suggests that students' are likely to perforra thi: 
role of manipulators of language structures as they spend much 
time over repeating and following a certain linguistic item which, 
is being drilled. For this their participation is limited.
Even if they perform pair work, have the chance to interact w.i,; b 
teacher and students, repeat examples and ask for unknown 
vocabulary items, they are not actually personally involved in
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the task being performed.
For participation to take place self-involvement is required.
But as they do mechanical practice where grammatical accuracy 
is the aim; talk about - people they do not know and/or do not 
have the least interest in; and are not responsible for the 
language being used - it can be concluded that participation 
is.not likely to take place.
In spite of the fact that students are given some 
opportunities to interact, this interaction remains on a very 
superficial level. They have limited choices (if any) of how 
to ask/give the information and even it there is an information 
gap there sum:-' to be no need for relying on the other person :s 
answers. For this, students play the role of low-^interactors . .
In addition, ?•.‘.I the learners in the classroom generally 
are asking for the same things, using the same patterns, which . 
means that there's no concern for the 'individual' in the class
- there is no chance for them to crcate within the task being 
performed. (At least '•here is no «• vidence- that this might 
happen due to . the nature of the exercises).
In short, it appears that the student?1 role is pretty 
much determined by the nature of the tacks and since these lack 
communicative -.‘jeatures .promoting the students’ full participation, 
the qualities of interaction, se 1 f-envolvernent and creativity 
are not among the possible goals to be developed within the 
exercises. .
Role of the teacher ■ ‘ '
In general terms the teacher '•controls ' the students'
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performance (Departures - 1st set of Exercises) but he helps 
and monitors students (Pair work Sections) as -well, since he 
might guide thim and make interventions whenever he feels it 
is necessary.
However, due to the mechanical nature and grammatical 
focus of the exercises it seems.that the teacher has few 
choices for evaluating the students in terms of
the language which was used,how it^ .was used and the students 1 role 
in the task accounting for individual differences.
In the majority of the exercises being performed the 
choice to use the language is so limit-.::' that it limits the
»
teacher as well.
For. instance .in Starting Strategies students have to use 
"Do you like...?"/"Does he/she li\e>. . . in Departures 
"I, can/can Vt (do) . . ./He- car./can ' t (do) . . ./can vou/he.(do) ...? , in 
Contemporary English "Who:s that..."/"Is he/she...?"/"Can I hav 
your autograph?".
Due to thi-s,all the teacher has to consider is the fact that 
they were uttered but not used correctly.
After all if the students do not play a significant role, the 
teacher will not do anything significant either.
Since the parameters for ;\suocv>cs ' are highly determined 
by the task, flexibility and-sensitiviness in realising the 
meaningfulness of what was performed i:; neglected for teachers.. 
This specially reveals the importance of developing work on a 
Fluency basis. This allows students + :-. make their own -decisions 
on. how to deal wit.h the language , and J.x. allows teachers to make 
their own decisions on either accept or reject .what students are
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doing.
For instance take the case of a beginner student who, describing
I '
a picture of a person says: "tali'" and another student describing 
the same picture, says: "He is short" (but the person is 
actually "tall").
It seems then that the first response,dispite of the fact that not being 
given in a full sentence is to be accepted and the second to be 
rejected.
Thus, this also leads to the question that it students have
! • •
some freedom to use the language,; the-teacher can also choose
the best way to provide feedback, (if ...? stakes occur) and
choose which language items deserve corrections
The-last consideration to make ib' that in the same- way 
that v;e want our students to decide ou what to do how to do,, 
some decisions should be left for the teacher into so that he 
can monitor the students- learning in the best way he wishes.
Criteria of students' Evaluation
Criteria implicit in the exercises for evaluating the 
students basically reveal their grammatical focus on what is
being taught/learned. Since the ixercises aim at develöpin
the students ability in manipulate no language structures it
' -
seems that providing correct substitutions; uttering well - 
formed sentences; pronouncing language items correctly and
I
adopting correct intonation patterns -re coherent forms of
evaluating students. At least it race-' . the objetives the.
! . 
exercises aim at. j
However,.in communicative terms; this criteria is, at • 
best, insufficient. It seems that if m e  focus is on communica­
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tion "success" should be measured by whether communication was 
appropriatly shared or not. Such a criterion leads us also to 
consider :
- how much effort the student has made in order to obtain 
the desired results
- whether language was used meaningfully, even if little ' 
was used
- what type of personal relationships arised from this 
communicative work..
It seems, in conclusion, that if exercises are designed 
on a purely grammatical/accuracy b?,sisf it is quite possible 
that the aspects relevant to conviunicative/Flu-ency objectives 
are not given priority. Thus, communicative' objectibes are 
hot jatered for,by these materials..
1 0 1
2.6.3. Evaluation of the Communicative Practice Textbook
- Tandem.
Tandem is a book which presents Communicative Practice■ 
Materials and through the exercises it can be noticed that there 
was concern for applying some of the principles implied by a 
communicative Approach.
The exercises aim at giving students:
- opportunity to communicate - for this an Information .
Gap is present;
- choices of how to convey the message - the language is 
not scripted; ' . •
- opportunity to interact -• for this pair work takes 
place and the need for relying on the information 
being given is present;
- opportunity to notice the significance cfwnat is being 
done—  for this the functional aspect of language is 
stressed ana thus used with a purpose.
Due to the presence of these characteristics the students 5 
role within the task seems to be specially characterized by 
Participation and Self-involvement. And the teacher is specially 
in the position of making.decisions on how to best-present the 
task, monitor it and provide feedback. •
This . emphasis on Communlcabio a .implies that success
is much more a matter of sharing appropriate information than 
using correct language. Thus Fluency work is being aimed at.
Now, if Tandem is a book which meets the Course Objectives 
in terms above-described, what is the need for designing new 
materials for Oral Expression if this is available?
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The need persists because Tandem fulfills some, but not 
all the requirenments.
For this we can mention four shortcomings:
- similarity of tasks
- fictitious situations
- lack of task dependency
- functional core of the book.not related with the func­
tions exploited by the course.
To start with the activities are of a very repetitive and- 
similar nature - this, does not allow for different types of 
interaction to occur. ;
Secondly the fact that students deal, throughout the book 
with topics which are not intrinsicaj.ly related to their 
reality might lower their interest and motivation in -performing 
them. -
fictitious situations are likely to occur and have their place 
within the course but this does not mean that there should be 
no concern for designing tasks which are closer to tho. students ' 
reality for which success is also a matter of activating the 
students' previous knowledge of the topic.. It seems that we 
should have -some educational perspectives in mind if learning 
is to be focused on the fulfillment of the students' needs 'as 
'individuals' in the classroom.
Thirdly, even if communicative feedback takes place, 
feedback at the level of the overall accomphishment of the tas\ 
does not. This means that if this feedback is absent the 
students’, purpose in doing the task is diminished, since 
accomphishing the first task does not help the students to
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complete subsequent ones. The exercises do not lead anywhere.
Finally in spite of the fact that the. functional aspect 
of the language is emphasized and carefully recycled through 
the activities, there is a need for establishing a core which 
copes with the language items/functions being learned in the 
other skill areas of the course. This means that when 
performing these activities the students are not necessarily 
given a chance to automate items which were previously encoun­
tered in the course.
For the .-easons above mentioned Tandem has certain 
inadequacies :'or our purposes.
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2*7.. Concluding Remarks
Taking into consideration the three Integrated textbooks 
which were presented and analysed we shall finally conclude 
that if there is an attempt to develop communication, the 
exercises should provide students with language for communica­
tion and be designed in a communicative framework.
It seems that ''drilling practice", even if contextual'ized, does 
not prepare students sufficiently to communicate in a foreign 
language. It has its place in the learning process, but if 
communication is the aim students should have to have practice 
in generating language for communication in the classroom.
If the exercises lack communicative Ingreedients.it can 
be concluded ^hat the objective.-- implied by such practice 
which is communication ~ cannot be achieved.
On the other hand, even if some exercises take into, 
account some communicative Principles, such as the case of 
those in Tandem; they still lack some requirements which are 
important for the purposes we aim at.
The fact that activities are similar, the situations are ; 
fictitious,. the choice of functional/grammatical items d<"> not 
follow ti," functional/grammatical core of the course and 
feedback is vf.t accomplished at the level of the, overall 
activity constitute the shortcomings of tnis book.
For the reasons above mentioned it can be stated that 
the exerciser, are inadequate for developing the type of Oral 
Work we are aiming at. This specially relies on the fact that 
the objective;' implied by such a practice do not (fully) meet
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ours in terms of developing a work on a Fluency basis in Oral 
Expression Activities.
Due to the. insights derived from the evaluation of 
materials we can state that materials will be specially 
designed for developing a basis for Oral Communicative Skills'.
In this light v/e can establish the following parameters:
- presence of an information gap, so that there will be . 
a need for sharing information and relying on what is 
being said for the successful accomplishment of the 
overall activity.
- presence of a choice element-,, so that students cz\n 
underco a decision-making process in terms of how to
. convey the message,
- development of interaction, so that opportunities should 
■be given for students to interact among themselves and
with their owi* environment - for thio varied activities 
and topics are required. .
~ presence of a significance element, so that students can 
perceive the meaningfulness of being able to do the 
tasks. . .
Our objectives and parameters discussed in this chapter 
shall be encountered in the activities designed for the Oral 
Expression.course. This is the topic of our next chapter.’
CHAPTER THREE
MATERIALS DESIGN
I-r'-rodu cion .
In the previous chapter some textbooks were analysed 
under, some criteria which attempted to reveal the lack of com­
municative Activities definied in our own uerni?. Since the 
purpose of the previous chapter was not only to analyse material 
on theoretical grounds but to give some insights which account, 
mainly.- for the production of materials. - its effeciancy in 
helping students to learn; the sessions of our Oral course were 
designed havii.-g in mind the presence of four.- elements:'1'
1. -; ■ .udents 1 Interaction .
2 , Students' choice 
. 3, students '. need for sharing information.
(Information gap)
"^A careful explanation of each of these elements can be found 
in the concij..-ion section of the previous chapter. . (page 99 )
4. Significant Element students will be dealing with.
Once the criteria for designing materials were established 
the actual production of activities took place.
The materials cover a set of eighteen sessions, in which 
two are introductory, three are problem solving ana thirteen are 
information-transfer activities. The two introductory activities 
were designed to give students* opportunity to deal.with already 
learnt, language items in a new communicative situation,, aiming, 
specially, at giving students confidence when using the language 
for oral purposes,,
The problem solving activities are characterized by the setting
►
up of a fictitious problem which can be only solved through 
logic and thought.
In the information transfer activities communication processes 
are stimulated by the existing information gaps which should be 
bridged if the task is to be caccessfully accomplished/
With the exception of the first two introductory activities the 
others are linked to the students' Reading Course Book", since 
the language iLems/functions which constitute the core of this 
book are likely to be exploited through the sessions. This means 
that we based our choice of language functions on those ..which a::a 
exploited 'in the. Reading and Grammar' Paxc of the Course through 
Functional English. Such a choice reveals our concern for giving 
students opportunity to practice, in an. oral communicative situation 
the language functions which were already seen by the students.
Thus, opportunity for automation" is grven to the students.
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‘"'The Reading couse .Book adopted in the English Letras course ai 
U.FSC is Functional Englished 1. . Consolidation; by Ronald V: 
White,- Nelson. 197 9..
The language functions in w 
are; Describing People/Place, Gi
hich our course is centered on 
ing Directions, Describing Roles
and Routines and Asking/Answering Questions
The sessions were designed to cover a fifteen-week- course,
for one-hour cl asses
Those are organized in the fol3.oyi.ing way
for an average number of twenty six student
I
1. Presentation
2. Gramm,-: t.ical items arising from the Communicative 
Object. .Ives
3. Communicative Objectives
4. Grammatical items likely to be exploited
5. Procedures ' j
6. Characteristics of the tlask 
.7, Appendix: Visual Aids
In the Presentation Seccion the main topics' are introduced, 
as a means of enabling students to have the first contact with, 
the task to be later exploited, 1Ir rough terms, it plays the 
role of the "Motivation Step" v/lyj.vh is likely to be part of a^v 
communicative activity.
Through the establishment of the communicative objectives
there was an attempt to set up w 
to do in terns of.communication.
xat the students were exoected
Since in all the sessions communication is more important tha.o- 
any of the specific language items which can be used, the Gram 
matical Objectives labeled as "Grammatical items aresing from 
the communica-' ;'re Objectives” re 
the task. However, it was import 
language was -ikcly to be produc
.mal its less dominant role in 
ant to estabilish what, type of 
id in order to match materials
to the students. For this, the Grammatical Objectives enable us 
to have' a summarized view of the language level.
By "Grammatical items likely to be exploited”we attempted
to list the main language items which may be. used. Expressions 
such as "likely" and "may be used” reveal our concern for giving 
students freedom to deal with the language items they have got 
at their desposal in the best way they wish. ■
For this, the development of fluency and not accuracy is being 
aimed at. •
Each session is then carefully explained in the Procedure 
Section. By reading this the teacher/reader has a clear picture 
of how tii;- activity or activities are going to be conducted, what 
both teacher and students are expected to do.
In the characteristics of the tv-.sk, the sessions are 
explained in the light of the four items which constitute our 
body of criteria. General explanations say how and why such items 
are present and consequently exploited through the communicative 
Practice students undergo.
Finally, for each session there is a set of materials 
students will deal with. These are presented in various forms 
since the activities are varied and deal wich different subject 
matters. Maps, charts- pictori.il c Lues f tables- and symbols 
which either the students or.teachers v ill use .constitute the 
visual axds of the materials.
In the same way that some criteria was established for the 
organization of materials, it was wortr, while setting up a body 
of criteria for the sequence of activ:-. ties. The presentation 
of the language .functions/items follow r. he-.same sequence of the 
language functions/items in Functional English (1979.
Since the Oral course is constituted by eighteen sessions., in 
which the first two are "introductory".and do not follow the 
text book in question, the language items/functions, will' have 
already been encountered by the students due to"' the fact that 
the Oral course- will be a week or two. behind the Reading course. 
It should be mentioned that that: since there are 18 sessions- and 
the course covers 15 weeks, 3 activities.can be omitted at the 
discretion of the teacher.
In general terms the activities allow different types of
communication to occur taking into account' the variety of
3activities thr-:. students will' be involved with. They also 
provide opportunities for .personal relationships.to occur among 
the students. Such interactive processes create a contexr. 
humanizing cort-’xt which - -supports the students' learning. In -Dll 
the activities the students feel the desire to speak because, they 
have a purpose for doing so. The same happens with the student 
who copartici'pates -in -the task• as the listener - he also has- the 
desire to 'listen because he has a purpose for. doing so.
In a brenf: sense the teacher play’s, the role of a mer.itor 
and a facilitator of the task. The fact that the teacher's 
interventions are reduced to a minimal level and interpersonal 
relationships are stressed, create few or no inhibitions and 
are- specially :--upportative and accepting. .
For this, the first step-towards a Fluency Practice is -being 
achieved,
In terir-o of the information content, the majority of acti- .
3For. further information look at the Typology Table (page 112-3)
' which summarises the Activities under six'headings: name, 
language-, function, major useful language’ Items, class organiza­
tion, number of steps and exercise type activity.
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vities deal, with real information about the students' world, a
fact which gives them the opportunity to interact, through
English, with something they.might .be interest in talking about.
Since the topics were written having in mind the First -Phase
Students of the English Letras Course at OFSC the set of
4materials designed can be considered as original.
In all the cases, despite all the significant features 
the activities reveal, the principal objective is to use all' 
means available to develop communicative interaction.
By "original'-' it is specially meant the Session content. For
'•'•‘similar types of : exercises , however, consult visual aids_for
classroom Interaction , by S.. Holden (Ed.) ,. Modern English Pu- 
' bS'SStfcms (T978T7"randem by A. Matthews, C, Read. Evans,1981;
ancTDiscussions that work, P:Ur, CUP, 198
T yp o log y  T ab le
11 2
Name L a ng u o q e !•' n n c t  i  o n M a jo r U s e fu l 
Language Items
Ani'bir o f
1
2
3
4
Class: O rg& n ixa t i.on
Small a coup v.ork ( 5 
to 6 s is)
E x e r c is e  Type 
A c t iv i t y
V is u a l  Acds .
1. See i f  you arc able 
to  I&maiiber (Intro­
ductory)
Description/Charae- 
te riza tjon  o l  ob­
jects
Simple vocabulary 
it.CÏÆi 
r\' nr.bers 
oolours
Inde fin ite  A r t i­
cles
Inforv.rttion 
transfe r through 
menpry
-cards containing 
objects to b'e 
-used by sividonts 
arid teacher
2. Corrrnunicnte through 
•words and gestures 
(Introductory)
Description o f 
Objects
Simple vocabulary 
iter>s
adjeetives 
Tense: Simple 
Present
1 Class work/Group work 
Small group work
Information 
trims fox through 
language use and
-cards
3. Do you know these 
People?
Description o f 
(Members o f  tlio 
Engl i  sh Department )
Tense: Simple 
Present
Personal/Possessive *
A lje t iv e
Pronouns
Verbs and v o c . iteras 
Related to Descrip­
tions
1
2
3
P a ir  work 
Class work 
Pa ir  work
Information 
transfer through 
Interaction
-chart con I.'*, i nir* 
v isu a l ciixi non. 
v isua l Irr. luna­
t io n
4. Who are the "d is- 
tra c tc rs '1?'
Description o f People 
(Teachers o f  the 
English Department)
Tense: Simple 
Present:
Ptf j ecr-ives, i’.buns, 
Veit) fo i" s  re la t id  
. to Description
1
2
4
P a ir  w ,rv 
Group v.ork 
Group work 
Class work
Information 
transfer through 
.v isu a l stim u li
-chart
-p ictu ie.. o f  the 
teachers
5. Test your knowledge 
and memory...
Description o f  a FIs 
ce (Fe.upe Schmidt 
Street)
Tenser: Simple 
Present
Prepositions o f
Place
1
3
Pa ir v ork
Croup work 
'.J.air.;-' work
Information 
transfer through 
Previous knovled 
ge.
-map o f  . l ip e  
Schmidt :..reet
6. Arrange and Describe Description o f a 
Place Description o f 
Persons
.
Verb Tense: Simple
Present
Pr epos j .t ions, Prepss i  - 
t io n a l
Phrases, adject.ives, 
nouns (related to 
the clothes people' 
Weir , ard lu n à tu re  
in  the room)
1
.
2
group work 
■.'dir w r k .
Information 
tran s fe r through 
in te raction  p : :j. 
Problem Solving
-p ic t i r:- ': \x 
jigsaw I ’ ’ _ 
fo r ’.»
7. Gat to know Santa 
Catarina State
i
Description o f a 
Place (Santa Catari- 
na Map)
Tense: Simple 
Present
Prenosit ions ,Preposi- 
t  i c'na]
t.rases, adjectives 
conpuss po; its
■1
2
Pa ir  work 
Sm.i.l group work
Information 
transfe r through 
in te raction  and 
Previous knov?led 
ce
-map o f  Santa 
Catarina 
Key symbols 
fo r ecQiT'rnie 
a c t iv it ie s  
•
1 „. Cfcannunicate to  Solve 
a Problem ~ "Who is  
who.-'"
Description o f 
Place
Description o f  cha­
racters
Tense: Simple 
Present 
P repos itions.
Voc,items re la ted  to 
descrip tion  o f  per- 
sor j.
WRO clauses 
comparative
1
2r>.j
Small group wr rk 
Small group work 
Cl.-ASu V.\rK
Problem Solving -s im p lified
map
.
,
•
'■). What a route* Geving. D irections Verb Form ■. Imperative 
P rq .os ir ions, Preposi 
t io n a l
Phrases '
■ i  
2
1
Sna il group work 
Small group work
Information 
.transfer threugn 
in teraction and 
v isu a l clues
L.’ ve cards 
cor.'vinina
di^r-eree',.’ sets
Of •diP2f:!-'-‘'.,-i3
1 0 .Get to know the 
Ifriiversity Campus
Describing a Piace 
Giving D irections
Ve/b forms: Simple 
Pres ent.
.;:i.ve
Preposi tionaJ. Phrases 
Ædverbials o£ d ire c ­
tion
Si'- 11 group work Information 
transfer through 
in te raction
map o f  th-j UFSC j 
campus
11 3
. ..... - - ----------  ■ ■' —  —
Name Language F u n c t io n M a jo r U s e fu l 
Language Item 3
■■lumber
o f  S te ff i
C I a s i? 0 r  g a n iz a t io n £ x e r  c i  s e T y p e 
A c t iv i t y
V is u a l  Acds î 
. . . . . .  .... . ...;
31.Get to know Santa 
Catari;va
’
A s c r ib in g  a Place Verb Forms: Simple 
Present
Ad jectives,vocabulary 
items re lated w ith 
descrip tion
!.
2
Pa ir  work 
Sm lJ group vork
Information 
transfe r thveuqii 
interac tion and 
sharing of: 
w ritten  infonna - 
Lion
cîr.irc -  w ritten 
iniornution. J 
Santa Catarina ] 
Island nvip
12.Make up your Ic ine- . 
rary
Giving D irections Verb Tense: Imperative 
Sequenr x?rs, vocabula ry 
itens re lated to  the 
ac t .1 vit. i  es pe r  fo rmed
3.
2
3
SjibI I  group work 
Small group work 
Class work
Deci sion-Maki rgs 
Information 
transfe r through 
in te raction
Santa Cat^'aina 
Islan,] ir&\'
Key symco^ :-; 
fo r a c t iv it ie s
13.What a d a ily  Routine! Describing ro les and 
Routines
Verb Tense: Simple 
Present ,
Voc.iLeras: Related 
to characters1 darly  
rout, ine acti.vit-i.es
1
2
3
Small group work
Sira 11 group work 
Snail group work
Info met ion 
transfer through 
in te raction  and 
v isua l clues 
Selection Hjkiug 
A c t iv ity  
Problerci-So} ving
cards
14 .Got to  know d iffe ren t 
' University L ife .  
Slyles.
Describing ro les and 
general facts 
(Students from 
D iffe ren t countries)
Verb Tense: Simple 
Present
Voc. items:, re la ted  to  
the general fa cts  
about, the students * 
routine
1 Snail group work In forration  
transfe r through 
in te raction  and 
■sharing o f u n ii­
near information
tables
figures
15.Get to know d iffe ren t 
countries
Description o f gene­
ra l facts 
(B razil, Engl^r*â, 
Spain)
verb Tense: S. Pre­
sent
uxrne expressions 
voc. items re la ted  
to the information
about the d iffe ren t 
countries
1
2
Small group work 
c^ raJ. \ ^roup work
Dicisiop, Making 
Information 
transfer' through 
in te raction
chart -  i v conratJrn 
about d ir  v_-..ent 
countrie
16. ,:Who ar=* the tv/ins" ?
' '
Description o f 
Person.«
(characters o f the 
A ctiv ity ) 
Description o f 
Roles and Routines
Verb Tenses; Simple 
Present
voc. items -  adjectives 
and nouns re lated to 
the ch ild ren 's  charac­
te r is t ic s  and Darly
Routine A c t iv it ie s
1
2
>>.all group v-ork 
Small group work
Problem. Solving 
iiu b ' v-ation 
transfe r through 
in te raction
chart
w r it t  .-a ciuss
17.Guess where places 
are located
Asking and answering 
Questions 
(U.S.A. map). 
Description o f Place
Verb Tense: Simple 
Present
Question form:'
10 BE inversion 
compass points, preposi 
t i.  ii s p iepos it iona l 
ptaxi-es
1
2
Pa ir work 
Group work
Infonrstioe 
transfer through 
in te raction  and 
guessing
;:3A rrap
! -o.Guess the it in e ra ry ! /asking and answering 
Questions
(F ie ri oi'iopolj s map) 
Description o f Place 
Directions
Verb Tense: Simple 
Present 
Question form:
DOES + Subject + 
Verb.
noun ,p repos itions. 
prepositiona l phrases
1
2
Small group 
Snnl.L group
Informatior: 
transfer through 
in te rac tion  and 
guess-1 ng
Florianôp-.Ais -
Map
Set o f w ritten 
instru ctions
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Cour
Ob j e
’>e Planning
Section One/Two
- 'Preliminary Section's '
rtive: "The two tasks enable students to use simple
vocabulary items in a meaningful way, having a choice 
element present ? this two sections constitute above 
allr an opportunity for students to pass through a 
preliminary stage in which some communicative elements 
w i 1 be successfully inserted.
The sections attempt to be a i ink between Struc­
tures Practice which the students are accost uni i-d to 
perform and Communicative Practice 'which they will 
„onstanf 'i y race in the Activities performed during 
the English classes.
Moreover another concern is to give students 
confidence through their success in performing the 
tasks . Such successful results' can he expected si ;’oe:
1 . the vocabulary items to be used are simple and 
probably already known by the students 
2 the structures to be ased are elementary and 
students should manage them without difficulty
• 3. he nature of the task is simple and basically 
toes not throw the students into a totally new 
•••ommunicative situation they have not been exposed 
»
cession Or
’See if you are. able to E
Act i
Group wor (5 to 6 student;
stucu.uits recall some vo 
sti-Ti' .ilus which is a c 
of objects.
1. Each group is given a card wit
a house, a tree, a 'bird,
C i C C T
\z tnere w n i  pos&ibiy ce
emember"
pictures, for each group, ther
GivüHlr a - 8 +; a cigarette, an
his 'first activity is to. make 
cabulary items though a visual 
d containing a set of pictures
h 10 objects drawn in it,
?.t’ a car, a boat, a flower, a
nips of 6 in each sequence of
'j*11 be 2 différant.objects
B' — 8 -!• an orange, a hat 
C -• 8 -i- a bicycle, a blackboard 
D — 8 f a table , á book
-tj 8 + a television, a lorse
2. The teacher then allows studen
for some s-vvoncts* Tne cara is
3* The student s are given some ti
groups
4. Each croup is asked to say hov,
:s to have a look at the card
curned. aaam,
le to recall the words in
many objects they recalled.
"he group 'which knows less starts
5. They are giv::n- another chance t 
recall the -.•araes of objects th
3 'look, at the card. Students
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6 , Each group has' the chance to say the ten names of the objects
i
again.
7. While each group is telling the list of the ’names of objects
1
the other qroups have another task.
They have 90t to identify the 
on their cards»
2 objects which are not drawn
80 After this each group has; the chance of trying to recall the
objects wni ch do not belong tb their cards. (i.e.) 8 objects, 2
i
from card of the 4 groups).
he teacher passes around and, asks how rnanu extra objects
i
they were Vole to recall. j 
1 0 .Finally ea'-h group says aloud' tne nanes of the "extra objects”
Ac r. i v i t y T wo
Ob j etive: The main objective of' ■Jth.is second sessions is to make 
students recal 1 the obiiects they saw and their .
I
correspond!ng colours
The same procedures - adopted for activity one are used in this 
second activity.
Activity Jhree
)bjetive: The main objective of this cession is to make studc-.nti 
reuse the items already exploited foccusing the atten- 
'tic;, on how the students can recall and perceive 
rale: ing elements,
1. The t eachev 1igh ts the 0,H,P. For the first time there'll be
a sequence of 13 pictures (8 common pictures + 8 extra ones)
FIGURE 2
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2. The teacher then turns it off, He covers 4 objects. Turns 
the o .H.P. on. - Turns it off again.
3. The groups have the chance to recall together the; missing 
items.
4. Each group says how many-missing elements were missing, Those 
which they.could recall» ■
5. The group. wMch knows less starts. When all the four are 
checked th^ teacher covers 4 more,
- The same procedure for recalling. is adopted.
- This is none once more;, so at. the end only 6 objects will
■ remain ir t cove red. ‘ •
- The whole class can then say the names of those elements and 
their corresponding colours-
As an introductory session? the teacher can first «..over 
just: one object. • He then may ast. the class.
‘'Which object is missing? Is not here in the card?" The 
.whola class can participate.• And then■the activity starts.
Activity Four '
Objective: Its main, objective is to rr-,ai:e .students - reuse the
aV^aady exploited items adding a new element which
i,; the different quantities of objects.
1. Each studeat receives a card. In each card there'll be 2 
objects ir. different quantities. (Ten objects in a whole, 
some objects will be drawn twice and the students will have the 
chance to sae it more than once) „ ■ ,
1 ? n
2._ Each student is told to look at the card and pass it to the
■ next student.
3, This passing-round activity finishers when the students .receive 
back the picture which was first given to them.
4*. All the c3.3 
quantities
:e turned down. The aroup recalls the
5. The passing-round activity is repeated.
- For a checking Section.the same procedure is adopted, 
Activity 1 - Steps 4 - IQ. • ' •
Activity Five .
Objective; To check students individa^lly .{It can be set as a 
•- homework) .
Each student receives a card like this: ,
•
Co lour
. .
Quantity Name
.
Colour Quantity
1 9 !.. . _ __ L . . _ _! _ .. _
2 ! 1 0  ! !
•
3
Iii i i
'
. -
4 It '11
!
i
c; ■
6
f
!
i
14 1
,
7 ! ! T  »
i
8 1 
i I
1 6
...: . . . .  .
- Each student has to complete it according to what he is able
to remember. •
Grammatical items ■ to be possibly used by the students
FIGURE 3
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1. Indefinite acticles - ft/AN + (noun)
2. Noun ~ names of the objects in question
3. Adjectives - colours + (noun)
Phrase; 1 - article + colour + noun
2 - definite article + noun + to be verb + colour
4. Numbers ~ (Determiner)
Phrase; 1 - number -f colour + noun
2 - There to be + number + colour + noun,,
Characteristics of the Task
■- As--it previously said the main purpe ,<e of this sessions' is 
to introduce the students communic at iv e tasks. Taking .for 
grafted th?:/c the students have already learnt the vocabulary 
and structures exploited here, these sessions then might sum 
to be unnecessary. -
The point is, however.» that the students will be deal!na - 
v/ith them in .? different 'way from, what they are ‘used. to. ?he 
fact is that each vocabulary item is used for a purpose. When 
the student recalls the word "apple" he is net merily 
utteringthe name oi a fruit but the name of something he was 
able to recall and which in the ecu; ext. is important. .If he is 
able to rexnember that the car is blue, far. instance, it .is not 
just a matter of an arbitrary combination between a colour and 
an object. Any car could be any colour, but in- this case the • 
relationship between blue + car is impc ■;cant because it cannot 
be any colour expect this one. .
Moreover when- they are asked to recall th.3 ' missing objects, the 
words again have what iialliday calls e 0meaning potential" that
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is If the orange is missing the fact that the. student says "The 
orange is missing" ,lets say, is not only meaningful but adequate 
because the orange and only the orange, is the object to be 
recalled.
This means f then, that the student is trying to recall 
things which are,, in the context, significant. And that he,, 
himself, has a purpose for doing so.
Furthermore group work makes each member important within 
the group. The ts.sk of recalling is. not -the responsibility of 
each group member but a result of mutu-;l cooperation which will 
probably lead to the successful accomplishment of the task. 
Meaningful nemorization requires atteir-:,ion, and if the group as 
a whole wants to be successful it has ant' to be attentive.
Finally., another important characteristic is the fact that 
students are independent from the teacher. They themselves deal 
with the cards and they are directly responsible for what is 
being done» They are during the whole sessions,the participants 
and if siicess .is achieved, they are the ores directly responsible 
for it.
Since we have identified three elements which are cru.xial 
for any communicative- activity they could be not ignored in. this 
f:rst Section.
The choice element is present., .‘a rst in a very elementary 
way in which the students are free to choose who to work with. 
But they also have the chance of .sayirg whatever they recalled 
in the way the want. For example they can say "Apple", "An 
apple”, "I see an apple" or "red apple1’,- "apple is red", "a red 
apple", "It is a red apple'* and so c . Moreover how they are
12 5
goint to rocall the items is something which varies and each 
student can do this in the way he wishes, If on his group card 
there is a house, a three,, a bird, a cat, a boat, a flower, an 
airplane and a cigarette, he can associate these things as they 
were in the picture or he might create jituations in which these 
items will be in and so on. -
As for the information gap element, it will be also present. 
The fact that, everybody uses the- same card with a. set of pictures 
an it does not mean that all the information is shared by 
everybody, So, it is very likely that the students are going 
to recall some common items but some different ones. If student.
A recalls "cigarette" and student B do^^n't, "cigarette" 
constitutes a new bi h of 'information and once, it has been uttered 
an information gap has been briged.
An ;information gap can aiso happen on a different level. If 
student A utters "cigarette" and student•B was not sure if he had 
seen it or not, the information given by A confirmes something 
that B he'd ■ doubts about. There is still another information gap 
level which could be called "linguistic“. If A says "cigarette" B 
might rememrer the object but cannot remember its linguistic 
symbol, the fact that A says the word the linguistic gap is a].so 
bridged,.
In this sharing of information the third ingredient comes 
in, which is interaction. If the students are working together 
for the same single purpose, any of thi actions performed by the. 
group participants will be characterizby cooperation, reliance 
and mutual help. • ' . ■
Significance Element;
The students are given. opportunity to recall already 
learnt vocabulary items meaningfully in a new communicative 
situation. The task of recalling is particularly characterized 
by the addition of new bits of inforraati.cn,
In terras of the general organization, this session is 
especially significant since it constitutes the first step 
towards the. development of a. Fluency Practice.
Session Two
(Preliminary)'.'
This session has the same purpose as the previous one,. 
Although, some new ingredients are inserted its main objective 
is to make students acquainted with performing oral comraunica- 
five tasks and to m them fell they are able to perform them 
through successful results.
Procedures ■
• Activity One *
(Introduction)
1. Students will deal with the same objects they had dealt in 
the previous session.
As a warm up section the teacher asks the students to recall 
the objects which were previously dealt with, ■
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l\i L.fc 1. uil is the- teacher can ask how they would describe an 
apple,» lets say. With the help of the whole class it can be 
figured out that the students can describe the objects’ 
cha.racterist.ics (big, small, colours, shape) and its utility 
•™ that is what can be done with it.
It's iir.por.tant to make students aware of the fact, that there 
will be cases, in which some descriptive words will be unknow 
and in order to overcome this problem they have got. to do 
something to express what they mean.
Some clue words such as shapes can .be given to the student 
such as; (playing the role of adjectives) •
round squar--' rectangular
2. Students get in small groups, For each group there will be a 
pile of cards facing down.
3. Each student in each, group takes fnrns. One student picks 
up a card, looks at .it, puts it back in the end of the pile.,
4. Student then describes it. to the rest of the. group.,
5. When th? object is guessed, another student has a turn and 
picks up another card.
- The activity is finished when each student has described 
at least two objects,
- During the activity the teacher can circulate around the 
groups in order to see hov/ the task is being performed anti 
can help the students if necessary. ■
6 . The same type of activity can 'be. done in. a slightly different:
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have described some objects, 
to be described to the other
manner. After all ■ the groups 
each group selects one object 
groups,
7. The group has some time to discuss among themselves how the
to describe the object, or some 
description, 
twice. Each descriptive ses- 
other group guesses the object
object will be described,
The group can choose a person 
students can take, part in the
8 . Each group can do this once oi 
sion finishes when one of the 
described.
Activity Two •
In this second activity the stud? nts vi?. 11 deal with objects they
have not dealt with yet. Consequently the degree of difficulty
is increased,• since', in the first 
know some objects to be described 
help in the selective process of 
Now . since -the objects are not no 
students have to put in to practi 
able to use since no "words" will 
encouraged to use only gestures i 
have in mind,
1. Students get in groups. Each 
On each card" there will, be 10 
For instance: 1. a shelf
2 . a wardrope
- 3, a cooker
4. a wig
a c t i v i t y t h e s t u d en 1: s • a 1 r e ad y 
. a factor which was of great 
either description or guessing.
essarily unknown but "new" the 
ce all the strategies they are 
be allowed. Students will be 
order to .express what they
student, receives a card, 
objects,.
6 . a frying pan
7. a box of matches
8 . a pencil 
9» a needle

•O"}
• U)
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5. a wallet 1 0 . glasses
2. One student selecsts an object to describe. .
He/.She describes it and the students either recognize. the 
object or utters says its name.
.. Each studer.t describes one object,,
4. Probably thore will be 5 or 6 objects described,,
5. The; teache.. then, passes by the groups, asks them which object 
were descr:* ^ ed and how many they were able to name.
So, he/she-can have an idea of which objects the majority doe 
not know the name of.■
6 . Then he describes an object and uses gestures.* . .
• After' describing it he gives’ students the chance to say the number 
which correspond.:, to th« objects. And sees if any of the sts 
is able to name it. If not he gives the corresponding 
linguistic label. If he wishes he can ask. students.to repeat 
it and.can write its name on the blackboard. .
- The teacher can adopt the sane procedure with the others 
and can eventually describe one object more than once (but 
spacing this over described items with others).
~ This can be done as many times as the class . time-table
C: llOWJ * '
justification of the task
Due to the wr in which this section is conducted and exploited 
two very interesting questions can be raised;
- How ec.ne students are exposed to bits of language which 
thev might not know how to handle?'
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- And what is - than the purpose 'of doing so?
These two questions are certainly part of the same problem.
First of all every session of this course attempts to develop 
in the students the ability to communicate in a foreign language 
and for this students have to be exposed to situations in which 
the need for communicating is real. Now, if we consider that com­
munication is a process in which ’‘meaningful information" is 
shared, for this sharing to be accomphi^hed strategies have got. 
to be applied„ Doubtless gestures are one of these strategies.
If the student xs in a situation in wh3 ch he has to communicate 
something and he lacks- some gram./voc. icents t he has got to put 
some strategies into practice to make b \mself/herself undersbood. 
And if gesture.-: are used and- used successfully he will then 
perceive that communication is not jr^t a matter of using language 
but using all the commuhicative resources he has got to make any 
bit of information meaningful. . .
Another thing that makes -u.s believe" that such a session is 
meaningful'is the fact that the student might as well perceive 
that even if does not know much that he can be successful in 
trying to communicate. Moreover if in this process he is 
interacting with his partner or partners he has got the 
responsibility of transforming -whatever he knows into something- 
meaningfull iro the others. For 'instance, if the student is 
trying to describe a cigarette and if says "you smoke it" and 
if the others do not know what, "smoke” oeans this sentence has 
no communicative value for them. But i." the uses gestures to 
express what -'smoke” means he is not jii-it -being communicative 
but he has also contributed to his collogue 's- learning process.
Our last justification again relates to the type of 
activities to be later exploited. Since in many of them the 
student has to respond to a visual stimulus in order to communi­
cate, gestures will be extremelly important. For example if he 
has to describe a person and has to say this person has curly 
ha.ii“ and he has forgotten both words he can perfectly use 
gestures to mak-j himself understood. And through this visual 
clue others miqht decode his information into linguistic symbols 
and then processes of interaction and mutual help are "unchained".
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE TASK 
Choice element; '
1. Students ba”c the choice to choose.the persons to work with.
2 . Students have the choice of selecting the object to be 
described. ■
.3. Students have to select which gestures will be .more appropriate 
to make themselves understood - even though there are llmitc-- 
tions due to - the type of object to be described (i.e.- to 
describe a cigarette the gestures for "smoking” are essential).
Information Gap Element;
1. Since the students can choose, the objects to be described there 
will be the need of decoding the information given in order to 
.select which, object was described.
2. There exists another type of information; gap in which the students 
might recogoxzed the object described but -might rot know its name
.13 4
in English. '■
This gap can be eventually bridged through the group 
participation (if one st. knows its name) or through the 
teacher’s participation in the task. . ■
Interactions
1 , 1st level - student. - student 
2nd level - group - group 
3rd level ~ teacher - class
Sts have got to rely on each other
- Sts • have got co interact ? cither in the sharing, of informs.- 
tier., or in the declsion-makicg process (Activity 1-7)
- Teacater nas to interact with students - If he wants to be•
' successful.
Siqnificance Element
The development of the student,-; ’ cor-anunicative strategies 
through activities which give students opportunity to share 
information in a verbal and non-verbal form.
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Session Three
"Do you know these People”?
Presentation: In this presentation part the teacher will intro­
duce the topic of this session which is "des.cribi .ig 
people*1. This description however is not related 
ta physical characteristics but rather to general 
information about persons such as name, job, age, 
marital status,. interests, office, hours.
The teacher puts on the'c/er head projector the 
picture of a persons (another member of the 
department - or a secretary) and tells the students 
co. get in groups and possibly imagine her charac­
teristics» A c.j ue is givens She works at the 
English Department. Teacher helps the groups.to 
fill in the items.
Then as each group says the things they thought of, 
teacher marks the different answers on the black­
board. Then the correct answers are given and 
students have the chance *:<-» see how close they got 
to the correct answ ar.
Obs,: This presentation is a kind of guessing game in which the 
sts might apply, some pervious knowledge they have of the 
subject -- the main purpose however is not really to gues 
but make students acquainted with some vocabulary items 
and structures which are likely to be practiced in this 
session.
Grammatical Items arising from the Communicative Objectives;
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FIGURE 7
I Marital
Status
I Hobbis
Te acher*s Answer •
Name - Antoniw (Toninho)
Job - technician of the LAB
Office Hours - MON - FKI
14:00 - 18:00 
18:30 - 21:00
Marital Slate;- Married
Hobbi es 
Acre - 3
.si'- - nq
13.7
In terms of language use, question forms are not required
I ■
although students might eventjually use them. ■ In order to share 
the unknown bits of information students have to use 
descriptive bits of language in affirmative sentences.
Communicative Objectives:
By the sharing of information, students should be able to 
complete the chart successfuly,
Grammatical Items to be. possibly used by the. students
to enjoy /to like (simple preseAi: - 3rd person sing) 
to be (3r person sing)
Personal Pronouns (3rd person & ing -- he, she)
Poss?!''3ive adjective (3rd per^c •; sing - hes, her)
Numbers (according to the age of the parson in question) 
Days of the week 
hours
Prepositions: on/from - to
P i ~ C' Ij-SSIO
Structures :
ss
Ris/Her name is '
He/She is x year old 
He/Ph^ is a/an x 
He/She. wrks or, xs, ys and 
from x to y 
He/She is married 
single
He/She injoys + verb + ing ( + object) 
likes .
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Procedures ~ The task itself
Activity One ■
- Students get.in pairs
- Each student is given a sheet of paper containing different 
pieces of information
(st A gets information A 
st B gets information B)
~ Students then have to find out the information which they don’t 
have at th^ i.r desposal.
- While students are performing the task the teacher should 
circulate around the class to help any student, who eith«.-. asks 
or se eras to b*; having problems. •
Activity Two
- As a feedback session the teacher might ask students to put the 
sheets aside. A chart may be put on the blackboard with no 
information written on it,
- Students form small groups (5 or 6 ) students.
Each group is aeked to supply the correct, answer for the 
missing information.
- Student3 may ’"■e .eventually allowed to give a look at the 
sheets if the teacher .notices, they hav:~ difficulties .in 
recalling the items.
. ~ Problems of pronunciation and formation of sentences may be 
solved at this stage.
Activity Thro'..- • '
- Follow up. .'Interactional Activity)
13 9
Figure &
Student A
'
.
'
.
•
Name Anisio Neusa
*
Fidzabeth
Job secretary 
of ijVJ.F ■ •
Coordinator 
of the 
English
Course!
Age- 4-7 . 2 8
' ' :....I
36 |
Office
Hours
■
.
MON TO FRI 
08;00-12:00 
14:00-18:00
MON TO FRI 
08:00-12:00 
14:00-18:00
i]
Marital ■ 
Status
Married
"
.
single Married
Hobbies swiiPiidng 
=nd . 
promenading
■
■
reading 
s.. .  .. -
{
i
i
1t\1
\
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S tu d e n t B
FIGURE 9
. ■!
)
t
i
Name ■ Dirce
\
i . 
i
' I
Barbara
Jo b tech n ician  
o f the LAB.
secre tary  
os the DLLE
*
• c h ie f  o f 
the DLLE
» •
•
Rge . -
.
-
31 41
'
O f f i c e
Hours
MON ID SM1!
i .
0 7 :3 0 -1 2 ;0 0 |
ij
i.... ....... . i______  ..........
MON TO FRI 
08:00 -12:00 
14 :00 -18 :00
iym/TUE/'iHU
08 :00 -12 :00
i’lci£ i  c a l  
S t a t u s
■ sin g le
;
!
!
Married.
'
H obbies gardening 1 .i
I'
doing
jhaix>rcaft
iIL. ...... . . ..
i
doing
water s;x>.vfcs
If there is sto.ll some time left the. teacher can give a sheet- 
containing a list of interests, ■ - •
Such as: reading, watching' T.V, , going to discos, cooking, going 
out to eat, playing volleyball/football/ tennis/basket­
ball,. swimming, jogging, going to the movies/theatre, 
listenning.to records, dancing,, doing housework, studying 
English, travelling, shopping, etc...
- First students have to write down YES or NO. for the activities 
they either enjoy doing or not.
There should be some extra space with the student wants to add 
some more aor.ivities he thinks are interesting.
- After doing this the students circulate around 'the clcu-s 
listening to each other's personal likes and desiikes an t cy to 
find the student or stuaents who have similar preferences to 
theirs.
- The activity finishes when the students have identified this/ 
these persons. •
Activity Four
- Consolidation;
As consolidation students May be asked to write, in full, 
form, a paragraph containing information about one of the 
persons of : he department or about the partners they . found to 
have similar preferences.
Characteristics of the Task
- The .information gap is present .at' 3 levels: . . ■
1« The studcv:,:s might w ant the' information because they do not .know 
anything "bout the persons. •
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2 .•The students might need th 
something they already, knovj?
information in order to check 
ï but are not a 1 00% sure.
3. As in most communicative situations, it is not necessarily
i .I
the case that every item, of information is unknown to.' alli
students,,
r
The three levels can be covered since the students are dealing
j
with real persons who are or will be part of their academic life,
Moreover the student's have a visu al clue so they may recognize the
person ~ the type of information likely to be already known are 
the items which are related to the persons names and job.
- The choice-e,v.rrnent is present ajs well:
In terras of he students s behaviour they can:
|
~ choose tue person they arje going to work with
going to work with in the
k with in Activity 3 - Follow
e the paragraph about.
- choose the group they are 
feedback sessions
- ohdose the persons to tal 
Up-
~ choose the person to writ 
lidation.
In terras of the language items to be used students can
- choose how and what information (taking into consideration
i ■ 
the 3 l;.-vels of information gap mentioned above) is going
to be shared
despite the fact there are some restrictions concerning 
the ty’-.-i of language to bja used, students are free to 
commun! te using the language resources they have-at 
their disposal.
In terms of Ini -,\r act ion: ,
- knowing something "possibly new" about, somebody in the
14 3
department (which will possibly be of some helps for 
the students) gives them the opportunity to Interact 
with a. new situation which is that of now being.universi­
ty students. •
~ Working in pairs gives them the opportunity to interact, 
in real terms, since there will be the need to rely on
■ the information given by the partner. In addition each 
pair--meraber' plays an important role in the task since 
the. information each of them possesses is cruxial for 
the accomplishment of the activity.
- Knowir-g something about the students'' class mates gives 
them rae opportunity for interacting among themselves 
in a classroom environment; making them feel that the 
c.lass conc-f- -. r ates some kl nd of community in which its 
members should know something about one another.
In the feedback session (Activity two) students have got to 
recall the information already shared in ths previous activity. 
This gives s tv dents to chance to reuse the gram./voc. items,, and 
recall them in a meaningful and purposeful way.
Significance Element: ■
The cepr-ion, for its information load... enables student to 
interact thro-r.gh classroom activities with their university 
environment. ;
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Session Four
"Who are the Distractors?"
Presentation
The teacher sticks the picture of 3 different people on 
the blackboard. These people have different physical 
characteristics,,
Each person is given a name.
- The teacher gives clues for the students■and they 
have to guess, by the description, who is being talked 
about.
■I.e. This person is short and fat
This person has short iiair . •
This person ha.* short fair hair etc.
Then the teacher chooses one student and him to give
two or more characteristics of a person in the picture 
for the class to guess. .
- This presentation can he extended if the teacher starts 
.working with his own class. , *
For instance he can say;
Somebody with black hair and brown eyes, etc.
~ Students na're then to name' the person (s) who have/has black 
hair, brown eyes, etc,
- Students can take the- role of the teacher and do the same.
Grammatical items a sing from the communicative objectives 
Students will have to use affirmative statements and ,
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Communicative Objectives
By responding to visual - stimuli! students have got to bridge 'the 
existing information gap established by the nature of the . 
task.
Grammatical Items to be possibly used by the students;
Verbs: to have., to enjoy, to be - 3rd p. sing - aff. 
Personal Pronouns: 3rd p. singular (he-, she)
Nouns: hair, eyes, height, biuld .
Adjectives colours (black, brown. grey, blue, green) 
slim, heavy, skinny, p''utnp, fat, fair
*
tall, short, medium &■ ze
Structures;'
She/He + is +. adjective '
- She/He + has + adjective + noun . .
She/He + is + adjectives in biuld
She/He + enjoys * verb r ing
(These language items and functions occurs in 
the course book functional English I being 
followed by students in this semester)
Procedures - The task Itself. ’ •
Activity One . ■ -
- Students are 'told, that they are going to talk about some teachers 
of the English Department»
- The class is divided into 2 halves, .
- Each half is going to work with info mat ion about. 5 teachers'.,
- In each half students get in pairs.

FI-tíURE


f i g u r e
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Figure 15 - Chart to be given to the Students
GROUP A
0 h aracteri st ic s Teacher A I Teacher B Teacher C Teacher D Teacher E
NAME 1|
CLOTHES }
HAIR
I
■ . , |
EYES
--T" ' -1■ ■
i
BUILD .
NOTICEABLE
FEATURE
i
i
1i
HOBBY | •
GROUP B
CriciX' ciC'Ccf r x sties Teacher F Teacher G \Teacher H Teacher I Teacher J :
i
Cd
»
CLOTHES ' ' 1
HAIR
BUILD
.
i
I
1
NOTICEABLE
FEATURE
? j 
■ j i 
i
t
HOBBY j 
......... .. .. .i. _■ —
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- Each pair receives 2 pictures, of the same person and a sheet 
containing 5 colurns
- This pair has to work on the description of this person.
~ The students are giv'en time to fill, in {.in note; form) the
information (if possble also the name).
- The teacher can help students in this stage.
Activity Two
- When this step is over 5 persons one from each pair, form a 
new group,
- In this group they have to share the information they have 
about the five people among themselves•(each, member ha^ all 
the information about only one person). Since the pictures 
are going to be t'kcn each student has visualised the charac­
teristics of 5 persons»
~ The activity' finishes when ail the information is shared; and 
consequently the students * chart is completed although it is 
likely that the ’persons' names are still unknown,.
Activity Three _
- The group now is gathered into 2 big halves.
Each half has a set of 8 pictures, of which are from the 
after group -■ 2 "distractors". (Group A Is given the set cf 
pictures dc5It with by the B group and group B is given the 
set of pictures dealt with by the A group).
- Each half t^kes turns in describing one person which has to ■ 
be identified by the other group. The group might try to 
give the per.^on's name,
- After all the people have been identified -each group has found
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who the distractors are. They also should try to name them, 
-Distractors are inserted in this activity as a means of
making the matching of a picture with a given description more 
challenging. If only ten pictures were to be shown, once the 
nineth persci had been recognized there would not be necessary 
to describe the last one. •
Activity Four
- If the students were not able to name the persons the teacher 
can name them by giving the person’s characteristics.
- The students then match the names with the persons being 
described 'hr; the teacher... ■ .
~ At the end of this activity students should have their chart 
completed, including the person’s name.
'Follow Up Activity
- Students could be asked to choose one of the teachers 
. described orally in the cl&f-sroom and transfer this into 
writing»
Characteristics of the Task
Choi ce -E leiaent ■
Despit? the fact the task itself obliges, students to use 
specific language items,•the students have a choice of how to 
share bits oi information. This means that as far as the 
student share;--, appropriately, the most significant bit of 
information fxr each item, he is free to say it in the best way 
he can.
(For example he can say Teacher A - short
Teacher A is short 
A is the teacher who.is short.)
In terms of classroom behaviour'the student has the change 
to choose the partner, and later, the group to work with. More­
over the procedures adopted by the group in order to get the 
task done is something which concerns the pair/group.
Achieving positive results in an economical way is something 
which depends on how choices are dealt with whor- the students 
are organizing themselves.
Interaction ■ .
Since students are directly responsible for'the informa­
tion to be shared any cooperative process derived from this 
involves o. deep lev«! of interaction and participation.
In figuring out the required information (Activity One) 
students have the opportunity not only to, apply what' they have 
previously learnt to a new situation but to rehearse together 
with their partners in order to better accomplish the task.
In addition this group participation promotes mutual help among the. 
students,.
In the second Activity students have the opportunity to work
with a new grc-ap, to be responsible for his bits of information 
to be shared Furthermore there exists a purpose in listening 
to the other students and to rely on them- sence their informa­
tion is need~C to accomplish the task..
Activity Three promotes interaction between students and 
teacher since the process of sharing information is going to 
happen at this level.
Finally,- the information to be shared is not only relevant
for accomplishing the task but i 
to know something about persons 
university life. -
t also gives students opportunity 
who are or will be part of their
They arc their also intera'cting with their own reality.
Information Gap IngreediemJt
I
In Activity One the Information Gap exists at a linguistic
I
level. It is the students task tjo react to a visual stimulus . and 
transform this Into meanings, factual pieces of information.I
In Activity Two and ’Three jthe ' Gap is of e. dif ferent n •*.turo..
!
Information ha:s to be shared because others do. not have it.
Jv doing these activities the students are not only bridging
an Information Gap imposed by the task itself but they are also 
estabilishing contact with an sdtc-r reality. What makes such
Information Gaps worth bridging 
external motivation for doina sc
is the fa.ct: that students have an 
. which extends the students’
socialization .in their university.
Significance Element :
Accompl i.--?hing the task is, above all, a matter of reacting 
to a visual stimulus in order to produce appropriate bits of 
language items so that communication can occur.
The .information to be shared is real, a fact which enables 
students interact with their university lives in the classroom.
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Session Five
"Check your Knowledge and Memory"
Presentation: Teacher should briefly review"prepositions".
For this the teacher shows a map of Deodoro Stree 
on the O.H.P. Some places will be already marked. 
The 1st part of this Presentation will be 
"receptive” .so that students can review the 
prepositions.
The teacher can give the following pieces of 
information:
"It is next to Tto XT' shoe shop". *
(Inf. can be repeated)
"It is next, to L.L'!.0."
(Inf, can be repeated.)
• "it is opposite Kretzer."
(Inf. can be repeated)
!'.It is between L.T'.0,. Via Tre.ve.re.,"
- Students listen to these instructions and say the name of 
places being located. .
In the second part the students should actually use the preposi­
tions deali r.c with the same shops of part 1.
The teacher initiates the activity by giving the name of 
the place to be located. Students complete the location.
I.e. "Lunardelli is.,..
Michael Meynar...
Kretzer is...
Via Trevere is... , etc.
.In the 3rd part students might be asked to locate other
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shops i n  t h e  s t r e e t .  T e a c h e r ' m i g h t  h e l p  whenever ,  n e c e s s a r y .
G ram m atica l  i t e m s  a r i s i n g  f r om t h e  c o m m u n ica t iv e  Obj e t i v e s :
Students have to describe p l a c e s  i n  a s t r e e t , u s in g  s t a t e m e n t s  
and s u i t a b l e  p r e p o s i t i o n s  f o r  t h e  s i t u a t i o n s .
Communica t i v e  Ob'j e c t i v e  s
By u s in g  some p r e v i o u r s  knowledge ab o u t  t h e  s u b j e c t  
s t u d e n t s  have t o  s h a r e  i n f o r m a t i o n  i n  an a p p r o p r i a t e  way ■ 
i n  o r d e r  t o  do t h e  t a s k .
Gramma t i c  a l  I tems _ l i k e l y t o  be « ed :
V e rb ;  t o  BE ( P r e s e n t  T e n s e ,  3rd  p e r s o n  s i n g ,  n e u t r a l )
P r e p o s i t i o n s :. next to
o p p o s i te  '
between
S t r u c t u r e s : S u b je c t  + ^erb  + p r e p o s i t i o n  + Ob jec t
P r o c e d u r e s ;
A c t i v i t y  One .
-  S t u d e n t s  get.  i n  p a i r s
-  Each student ,  r e c e i v e s  a s h e e t  o f  p a p e r  w i t h  t h e  map o f  F e l i p e  
Chmidt S t .  drawn c-n.
F o r  each  . .b lo c k  t h e r e  w i l l  be some c l u e  p l a c e s ,  t h a t  i s ,  
p l a c e s  which w i l l  be a l r e a d y  l o c a t e d  f o r  t h e  s t u d e n t s .
( s e e  f i g u r e  17 page 159 )
-  S t u d e n t s  t a k e  r o l e s  i n  d e s c r i b i n g  a p l a c e  t h e y .k n o w ,  from t h ^ i  
p r e v i o u s . k n o w le d g e , i n  t h e  s t r e e t .  r ■
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- Students have to share their information in order to complete 
the map,
~ This activity.is finished when each pair has shared'as much, 
information as possible in order to complete, the map.
Activity Two (Optional).
- If students have difficulty-in completing the map they can ge 
. together with another pair and try to locate places they had
problems with.
- The students can ;*»ork with'as many pairs as they wish in orde 
to gather ail the bins of inforir^ vcicr which are missing.
- The activity is finished when the whole map has been complete
Activity Three' ■
- The pairs, are split up. Students form a semi-circle.
- The map of Felipe Schiuidt is schown on the O. H.P,
The whole class participates in crying to fill it with the 
information working, from memory«
Characteristics c£ the Task
Choice Element.:
Students can choose which shops are going to be first 
located according to the knowledge they have of the road and 
according to whether the other student can locate it with only 
one bit of information already given.
For- example: If STA says
1 6 1
Candy is.opposite Livraria Progresso and if SB does.not 
not know where candy is, the inf. given has no informative value. 
So it is up to S.A. to transform the inf. being given into 
something meaningful in order to enable S.B.- to locate the 
place on the map.
The appropriacy of the- inf, given depends on how much each 
student knows about the subject and it is their responsibility 
to deal with the "choices" they have in a way in which the task 
can be accomphished. . • , '
Taking into consideration the classroom organization
students are. allowed to choose their partners. De-spite the .fact 
that situation itself imposes the usag 3 of certain language items 
is the students' task to apply theiu appropriately - they sho”L 
practise dealing with the linguistic choices they have at their 
disposal. .
Interaction .
In the process of sharing information students interact 
among themselves because each bit of information given consti­
tutes a step towards the accomphisuxnent of the task - this also 
suggests that students' should rely on the inf. being given bv h 
her partner. , .
The fact that students can later check the results with 
other pairs .shows that students can give each other mutual - 
help. This is an important feature of any group interaction.
In this session students are able to apply knowledge also an 
outer reality in the classroom environment» A link between the 
students and reality 'is • being established. „
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Information Gap Element:
Since students are working from memory, and have to recall . 
appropriate information in order to complete the task, the infor­
mation gap can be present in 3 different levels.
Sometimes students might share bits' of unknown information. 
Sometimes students might be giving information which was possibly 
known by the other student . And sometimes information needn * t be 
shared because the I. G, is non-existent.
The first is the most common feature of any communicative process, 
in the second the sharing of information is present in the process 
in which you want to confirm that what you know is correct.
In the• third case the fact both speaker and heaver 
'already know the information does not characterize the absence 
of a co.Tuaunicative feature since in many communicative situations 
not all the information need necessarily be unknow by any of the 
coparticipants.
Signif icance Element :
In terms of interaction, the activity establishes a link 
between the students and reality since the information to be 
shared is pari, of the students! enviorament. For this signi­
ficant "recalling" is requeued.
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Session Six
Arrange and Describe
Presentation: Teacher presents some vocabulary items related to 
r.he task.
For example: Tell somebody’s name short/tall/with 
'blue eyes /etc ... /
wearing a blye T-short/ while shoes, 
etc. ..
'.’his has the purpose of- reviewing some items 
already, exploited in previous sections.
Then the teacher starts working with prepositions 
of. lo.ration. „ • .
For example: HSt x is Ffi'X TC St.y, etc. .,
.He does the same with: OPPOSITE/BETWEEN.
After this students have to recognize these language 
items. -
For example: Tell the name of somebody 
s -itling WE/.’.: TO T.
OPPOSITE Z., etc...
Tell me the name of something 
OPPOSITE the door. ~
And finally students have-' got to produce, these language 
teems:
For example: "Where is Si. Y?/Stz/St X sitting?."
- ”Where is '-ne door / the blackboard / etc, . .
Grammatical Items aresing from the Cor:municative Objectives:
Sts'are expected to use vocabulary, items related with
I d 4
descriptions of place and people in. statements. .
Communicative Objectives :
By sharing information students should be able to make 
up the jigsaw and find out. the possible differences between the 
2 pictures.
Grammatical Itéras likely to be exploited :
Verb forms: TO B& (3rd p. singular . - Present)
TO WEAR (3rd p. singular - Present)
Prepositions; next to •.
b e t w e e n
opposite
Prepositional Phrases : on the corner of-
on the right 
o n  the l i f t
Vocabulary items; ' ■
Those related with clothes {dress, pants,, T-skert) 
Those related with the furniture in the room (bed, 
table,. T . V., et a ...)
Those related with personal physical characteristics 
(tall, shorts etc ...)
Structure ..
Subject + verb + prepositional phrase 
Subject +■ verb + object -
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Procedures ;
Activity One
- Students get. in pairs. There will be A and B pairs.
- Each student is given a picture with some common objects/ 
persons drawn (the. door, the windown, the table, the bed,.the 
chair) the sofa and with eight, extra ones (the T.V., the tape record, 
the plant, the cat, the dog> the sofa 0, Sonia Braga, Delfin 
Neto, President Reagan). (figures 18-23, page 16.6-71) .
-• Each student has then to give directions to the other so that 
at the end of the activity they have the picture completed.
Activity Two .
- At the end of the previous activity students of the.A pairs 
have completed a picture and students of the B pairs have 
completed a slightly different one. (Figures 24-25 , page;.' 72-3).
~ Nov;, the pairs are rearranged, a student from the A pair gets 
together with a student cf the 3 pair. ‘
- Students have to describe the picture to each other so that 
they can figure out what the differences are.
(look ai the list of differences in frgure 26', page 174 )
- Students are hold chat there are 13 differences > that aorue 
involve . the persons phys: cal characteristic or clothing and 
others the arrangeaient of the room.
~ When the students have found the 10 differences they are
allowed to look at their partner's picture in order to check. . 
and compare the results obtained.
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Figure 2 6 ~ Table of Dif ferenlces
Picture A . j
! .
1. The window is next to the bed.
i
2. The T.V, set is between th'e. table £ nd the sofa.
i
3. The door is in the left cotrier of the room near the bed,
.4. The tape recorder is on th<2 table. ■
i
5. Sonia Braga is on the bedJ
6. Delfin Neto wears jeans.. ■■ ■
7„ Reagan smokes. ; '
8. Sonia Braga wears.a bathing suit.
9. Delfin NeLo is on the chair.
10. Reagan wears a cowboy hat.; * .
11. Reagan is behind the sofa.i
12. The dog is between the table and the bed.
13. The cat is between the chair,and the plant. . •
Picture B
1.. The window is opposite the ;tab1e.
2. The T.V. set is between thé table a.nd the bed
3. The dcor is ,1a the right ccjrner of the room.
4.' The tape recorder is under tre tablo
5 . Reagan is on the bed. *
6, • Delfin Kcto wears shorts
7. Sonia Braga'smokes.
ess.8.. Sonia Braga wears a mini dr«
9. Delfin Neto is near the plalit and. •:• e dog,
I
10. Reagan does not wear a cowbby hat,
11. Sonia Braga is behind the sLf a.
12. The dog is belawen the table and L-bX fin'.
13. The cat is on the chair.
FIGURE 2 7
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FIGURE 28
Characteristics
Choice Element:.
Arranging the picture and finding out what differences 
exist between them is a matter of'knowing how to.deal with the 
alternatives that the picture, itself, presents. Choosing what, 
features are first going to be described is something which is 
up.to the students to decide and according to the choices they 
make the problem will be solved more or less efficiently. ■
Even though the choices of what to say is an pretty limited, 
Since the picture itself imposes the usage of certain language 
items, the students have to choose the item which is appropriate 
to the feature he is trying 'to describe. In addition the bits of 
language loose their arbitrary characteristics and are transformed 
into ite-r.s with a meaning potential. If the student says "The 
window is next to the sofa" - only "the window", only- "next to" 
and "sofa1 are the appropriate items in this case. This charac­
teristic tran.'vxo^ fus the ”dealing with choices" into a meaningful- 
process where appropriatnes, above all- is reguered.
Interaction:
Since students have to share information among themselves, 
the need for re.Lying on the informatics given by his/her partner 
and the interdependence created are important- characteristics of 
interactive processes.
Informatj on Gao Element:
' 177
The Information Gap Element is present in both activities.
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The students have'got to share the information, given by.a visual 
stimulus, in order to be successful in the task.
In addition the fact that the student respondes to a visual 
stimulus creates a gap between what the picture means and what is 
adequate to express this meaning. By doing this he is not only 
becoming personally responsible for the information being shared 
but he is also forced to use his memory as the has to apply 
previous language knowledge to what the task demands.
Significance Element;
Despite the fact the situation Is fictional, students 'hav^ 
the chance to communicate about people who they actually know, 
Either to arrange or describe the picture students .have to 
the language'for meaningful purposes.
Note: A similar exercise can’be expanded using figures 2 7
& 2 8 on pages 175-6.
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Session Seven
"Get to Know Santa Catarina State"
Presentation: A map of Brazil is projected on the Q.H..P. (figure,29,180 
The teacher first presents the new vocabulary to 
be dealt with.
First north, south, east and west will be exploited 
through example’s „
"Santa Catarina is in the south of Brazil."
"So, Rio Grande do Sul is in the ___ ______  of
Brazil." .
(SI- preside the answer)
"Amapá- is in the nor-tk of Brazil."
"So,. Amazonas is in the _____ _____ .of. -Brazil. '•
(Sts provide the answer)
The same procedure can be adbpted to introduce west and
• east and then south east/west, nor-t east/west. Vocabulary • 
j tetns such as * on the 'ned-west, eastern/ northern/wes tern/ 
southern side and western most/ souther most/ northern 
most/ eastern most (state) can be introduced making varia­
tions on the exercise-type previously exploited.
Grammatical I terns arising from t he Communi c at i ve Ob j ec t i ve s :
Students have to describe 'the location of different towns in 
the Santa Catarina map by using sentences in the affirmat J.ve 
form. Vocabulary items related to geographical location.' 
like south, north etcprepositions, of place and the TO 
BE verb form in the 3rd' person singular are the main gram­
matical items to be exploited.
CURE
181
Communicative Objectives; |
i
By sharing appropriate and meaningful bits of information 
students have got to be I able to fill in the Santa Catari­
na map correctly. S •
Grammatical Items likely to be exploited
Verb forms: TO BE (3rd p. sing./aff.)
• i
Voc. Items: compass points.
i  ■
Adjectives: northern/southern, etc...
'p oi-th er most\/southern most „ etc...
I
Prepositions; next to J
between j .
i ■ 
below \ -I
I
above • j
Prepositional Phrases: in the south -
oji the souther side 
■ | - border
Structure . j
Subject + verb + prepositional phrase
c . . • . .■ , I ...Subject + \oero + v>,repoatv'uor,
I
Proceduresx I -
Activity One . j
- Students get in pairs.. j
- Each student is given the Sanjta Catarina map, but each one 
has only either the northern pr the southern part of it 
completed, that is with the dames' of the towns written down.
‘ j
~ In pairs students have to exchange information in order to
FIGURE 30 , . ■ . Student A
F I G U R E  31 ■ ' Student B -18 3
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fill in the towns missing from their map.
- The activity is finished when the whole map is completed' by 
both students. "
Activity Two
- Students now get in groups of 5 or 6 students.
They check the*results obtained in the previous activity.
-- At the botton of the sheet there are some symbols with the 
corresponding vocabulary which are related to economic 
activities. -
- In groups the students try to match the given economic 
activities with the respective 'towns. For this they have got. 
to use some previous knowledge the}-- might . have’ about our stat-;,
- After matching students can form new groups (each student from 
a group forms a new one) and go over the selection., - This 
might be either a checking or a further sharing of j nfQ.mia- 
tion, .activity depending on the answers got by each student.
~ In order 'to•know the students’ answers che teacher can check 
this east activity through questions to the. whole group.
Obs. : In this last activity the structures and language itevs "to be 
dealt with are lifferent from the ones exploited' in the 
1st part of this sessions and the objectives' are slightly 
different as will.
Grammatical items likely to.be exploited:
Verb form: to -produce (Pres. Tense, 3rd p. sing.)
Voc. Items: those related to the economic activities. 
Structures: Subject + verb + object.
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Communicative Objectives: .
By using some previous knowledge sts.have of the subject, 
they showld be able to bridge the existing Inf. Gap. with 
the help.of all group members, .
Characteristics of the Task 
Choice Element:.-
The language items to be dealt with are heavily constrained 
by the nature of the task; so in terms of what to say there is 
a limitation &Lnce the students have got to make the appropriate 
'choice in ordor to share the information. The students, however, 
have got more than one town to locate which means that they ha^e 
got to decid° which town they are first going to give inforruation 
about; this implies, above all, that, the students have got to 
choose a town which can be located even it there is no other 
town to relate it to. Consequently this choice is going to 
Influence all the others he makes during the performance of the 
task
In the Second Activity the students' choice is determined- 
by something they know (or might know) about their reality; so 
it is slightly different from the previous one„
Finally., the students are free to choose the e] ascmateo'to 
work with - feature which is important and meaningful if we 
think of the real social nature of language that the classroom 
environment : : ouid develop.
Interaction
Since e ll the -.activities/ involve either pair or group
187
work, students have the chance ; to interact with different 
members of the group. In the first Activity the contact 
estabilished by each student'is characterized by the need 
students have to get the information they do not posses. This 
includes features such as cooperation, reliance and total 
envolvement in the task.
In the second activity interaction happens as far as the 
students have to think and help each other in order to make*• I
correct associations. Since, the students-might have varied 
ba.ckround knowledge on the topic the participation of each is 
cruxial for the successful accqmplishment of the task.
i . ; - .
Information Gap Element: j .
This activity is primarally based on an Information ?ap 
Element which, gives students' a purpose for talking, and sharing 
information with their partner (s)«
In the first Activity students have got to negotiate among 
themselves the information each: one posesses. Since the student 
have the towns marked by dots, the'cormaunication can take the 
form either of a sin .pie sharing; of information or else of. a 
process of information checkingj. For instance the .student-, might 
think that a specific dot marks- the location of Lages, for 
example. When the ot.her studentj gives him this information he is 
consequently confirning something he had some idea of. Moreover 
this activity also .resembles a further feature of real communic^ 
tion since some bits of information'need not be shared if the 
student who does not posses on his.chart the information 
actually already knows it. This might happens since the activi c
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deals with a subject which the students should have already some 
knowledge about.
- , In the second activity the Information Gap is of a slightly 
different nature. The sharing of 'Information depends on what 
'every individual knows about the matter and according to. what 
each student knows the Gap can be characterized in the same way 
as described above.
Significance Element. . .
Students have the chance to interact and communicate in 
meaningful terms, specially because th° information load, is 
significant, and is part of the student,1- reality.
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S e s s i o n E i jg b.tI-'
'"Who is who"?
Procedures
rtivity One
The teacher first explains V/hat sort cf activity they are 
going to perform and what tiiey are supposed to do,
They must be told that there will bcj «ome bits of information 
that cannot oe sorted out. j
••
They should however write this information down an a piece of 
paper. > *
Students get in groups {+ 4 jg roups o r 6 -students) .
Two groups will work v;ith the inforio=vtton urder the A group
heading, the other 2 eith th'e in format ion under the B group
i ■ . . . .
heading.
In each group there will be p. pile of cards face down,, which 
coni ain? clue sentences . |
Each student receives a street with t-v- colored houses
I
displayed and the spaces to write down the information.
■ .
Each student takes turns; picks up a card and reads the 
message contained an it to the others»
.If the students are able to solve thv problem provided by 
each clue sentence, the information s written down on the
I •
sheet. ! •
When all the possible decoded information is shared,students, 
should write down the sentences in vh.ich the bits of informa-
I '
tion they have axe not sufficient to solve the problem.
During this activity the teacher sheuld circulate around the
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FIGURE 3 3
Sheet Given For Each Student
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1. Name
2 . Age
3. Occupation
4, Hobby
Information Given to the Students in separate cards
Group A
The man who lives in the 
middle house on the left 
is a doctor.
The man who enjoys playing 
the guitar lives on the 
right side of the street 
on the left of the green 
house.
The • rani) who li^es on the 
far left on the right hand 
si.de i s a d e nt i s t .
The maxi in'the seccnd houre 
from the left on the left 
hand -side, is 4 6 years old.
The zze.n wno lives on the j
i
right side of the street j 
opposite the yellow hov.se 
enjoys colleting stamps . 
The man who is 48 years 
old lives on the left hand 
side to'the right of the 
green, house.
The man who is 5 4 years 
old enjoys fishing.
The man who likes jogging 
is a teacher.
41.
Group B
1. The man who is a teacher lives 
on the far right .on the left 
side of the street.
2. The man who lives on the right 
side of the street in the third 
house rroin the right is a cook. 
The man who lives on the left 
side of: the street between the 
blue a y e l l o w  house enjcvs 
playin-.' cards.
The man wb-- lr,es on the right 
side of the street opposite the 
rei house is a waiter.
The man who lives on the left, 
hand side opposite the red 
house j s 5 4 years old.
. The man who enjoys wakheng T.V. 
1ives on the far left on the 
right b-rnd side,
7 J The who is. an accorentanti
j is 4 6 years old.
8.[ The ma o who plays the guintar
I
! is i year older than the one 
| who l J;es jogging.
9j The ma: who is a dentist is 2 
I years older than the one who
192
S.. The man who is a cook is 4 
years older than the one 
who plays cards.
10. The waiter is 3 years older 
than the man who watches 
T „ V .
collects st amps„
10. The man who is a doctor 
enjoys fishing.
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class and later check the results obtained by each group.
Aotivity_Two
- Nov; every 3 students of each group form 4 new groups. They 
are asked to take the sheet containing the houses plus" the 
unsolved clue sentences. .
(These sentences are the ones numbered from 7 to 10 for each 
group}.
- Each sentence has to be read again and instructions about the 
information previously obtained has to be. shared in order to 
solve the problem.
- At this stage it is up .to the students to conduct the problem
i.Q.iving activity i-:- the way they thiak best.
-• The activity is finished, when each student has fui.ly completed 
the sheet, with the housec,
- Each group can check the resulte with the others.
Activity Three
Up to this point the students were able to discover the. 
persons' age, occupation and hobby consequently they still 
don't know the persons 5 name.
The students remanin in their groups and a set of clues given 
orally by the teacher will enable th- students to find out 
the names of the persons involved, -.each sentence can be 
repeated more than once) (figure 34)
Each student, individually, marks t"..• new bits of information 
down „ .
In order to check the whole activity the teacher can ask the 
group some questions like those suggested in. figure 35 .
gure 34 . ■
i
. Teacher's Information listening Comprehension Task
Activity Three
l
Mr. Stevens is the man who lives on the left side of the
i
street between the red andj green house.
Mr. Pulteny is the man who| lives on the right side of the
street opposite the yellow! house.
!
Mr. Bilious lives on the far right on the left side of thei J
street. 1
Mr. Willie;./'^  lives on the tight hand side to the left of the 
yellow hou.no„ 1
Mr. Smith ives on the right hand side next to the green
house and opposite Mr. Col.l!ir:.
i
gure 35 j
Questions for Checking Pjurposes :
• i ’ '
What, is Mr. Collins.* occupaxjion?
How old is . Billows?- !
What does Mr, Pulteny enjoy doing?
How old is Mr. Williams? j .
What is Mr. Smith’s, occupation?
What docs , Steve’s enjoy doing?,
etc...
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Objectives due to' the Gr-am./Voc. Items to be practice
Students have got to be able to decode the clue sentences 
(either by the mere understanding of the task or by the 
sharing of information) practicing through reading and 
giving the information using relative clause construc­
tions and expressions of place.
Grammatical and Vocabulary Items which are likely to be Practiced
Verbs; vo live, to enjoy s TO BE 
Tense : Simple Present, 3rd person singular 
' Prepositions; between, opposite. n«xt to 
Preposi ional Phrases: on far left
on the far right 
on the left hand side 
on the right hand side 
or. the right 
. . on t'h# I efi
Vocabulary iterr<s : Related to pro fissions
hobbies
age
Structures
£ object + who clause
Cotiimunicativc Objectives ;
- In the iirst activity students have to be able decode, 
correctly, the bits of information given in written form.. 
In the ' ; corsd. students have got to share the bits of 
information previously decoded and the unsolved problem 
sentences in order to accomplish the task successfully..
- In the chird students have got to decode the information given
in oral form, by the teacher in order to fully coraolete the 
chart *
Characteristics .of the Task- 
Interaction
-- Students interact in a deep level because each bit. of information
each student posesses is needed for the accomplishment of the 
task.
-• The task can only foe fully completed if students share the 
information they have among themselves and if they rely on 
the student(s) who is(are) actually giving the information.
- The sense of responsibility each student has in order to maks 
the accorrphishment; of the task possible does not only make 
each student into an important informant- but. transforms the
• problem solving activity into a process of sharing meaning..
Choice Element:
Although the language and vocabulary items are heavily.
controlled it is up to the students to decide share the informc-
tion - for instance if a student wants Lc tell the others who is
the cook he has many alternative? to do so such as . He is
the man who lives r-on the right side between the yellow and blue
houses
- opposite the ysllow house
- in the middle house
“ on the 3rd house from the left 
or The cook lives... 
or only: on the right side, . ».
And even tough the position of the houses itself emposes some
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limitations on the choice of language to be used, whatever the 
student produces is the result of a thinking process where 
meaningful and "important” information is being given, Since 
situations constrain our choices of what to say and how to say 
it, the task itself resembles this-communicative feature in a 
realistic way.
The task, after all, is a matter of dealing logically with a 
problem, and solving it is a matter of reasoning out the choices 
they have got at. their disposal.
Information Ga;;.- Ingredient.
Every ser tencs of this task constitutes a gap which ha,o to 
be beidged. In the first activity each student prossesses r* oil. 
of information which tl>° ethers do not have, but the gap also 
exists at a deeper level. The. information has to be decoded for 
the message to be understood, cU)d then applied,
.In the second activity this element has a new demension.
It is not. enough to understand the message, it is necessary to 
establish the correct relationship between new bits of informa­
tion and previously given ones (and for this A and B groups 
have to negotiate), in order to tran.-.form the clue into something 
meaningful. The fact that the information gap is estabilished 
in that way'gives the students a purpose nor only to talk but . 
specially to i iteract. .
Even wher. the problem is solved by the students a gap 
exists because they do not still know the people's names. This 
transforms the clues given by the teacher in the Listining 
Comprehension Activi ty into a purposeful and•meaningful task- 
because attention and' understanding of what is being said is 
required if success is to be achieved.
Finally despite the fact all the information given remains 
on a fictional level the problem to be solved is real because 
it -is a matter .of logic. And for this,, thought and. adequacy of 
the language to be used is required.
S i gnifle ance Elenent
For the sharing of information to ne significant logic and 
thought are required. For this, above oil- a communicative and 
interactive process is being accomplished.
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Session Mine
'"What a Route ! "
Presentation: Teacher gives to each student, a simplified- version 
of the Florianópolis Map,
In order to get students accost timed to the 
pictorial aids they will deal with, the teacher 
gives a set of vérbal inf? "ructions using the 
pictorial aids, By following the instructions 
the students have to get to the correct place.
This can be done two or v.rree times.
After' this in order to ensure that the students 
are able to decode the p'cto-rial clues, the 
teacher can show some of them ii„ isolation and 
ask students to respond to the given stimulus.
Grammatical Items arising from the -communicative Objetives
f'tudents have got to use Base forms verb and language 
items which can play the function c.I giving instructions.
Communicative Objectivo
By decoding the pictorial olu'is students have got to share 
information they had seen so tha: the other students will 
be able to get to the desired L" cation.
Grammatical_Items likely to be exploited:.
TO BE: Simple Present, 3rd person singular - neutral 
Verb Forms : to take , to continue , to -turn ,
■Imoerative form
2 0 0
PrepositIons: Right5
lefty. as far as '
Prepositional Phrases: on the right/left
Structures:
Verb Adverbial
Turn right + into y street
con-.: ape as far as + the traffic light.
Subject + Verb + Object + Adverbial
It f is + the first biulding + on the right.
Procedures , .
Activity uno
- Ptuderr^ get in groups (fi^e to six students)
- Each students keeps the map given in the. presentation section, 
(see figures 36-7. page 2 0 1-7 2)
- Teacher puts a set of instructions on his/her desk.
(see figure 33 , page 20-3 } '• .
- One student, from each group takes turns in going to the 
teacher’s table and going back to his/her group in order to 
give the instructions.
- Students should be told to put a cross on the buildings they 
have re ache-.'; .
In the fir-.-- set of instructions the teacher sets a starting 
point. In .'he other the destination point of the previous set 
of instructions serves as the starting point for the next. 
Teacher should start by giving a simple set of instructions 
and gradually making them more complex. . •
- The activity finishes when the. teacher feels that enough
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instructions have been given; although each student from each 
group should be responsible for the sharing of information 
once„ ■
- Teacher can check the sequence of places located in the map, 
asking each group to name them in the sequence they have 
obtained.
Activity Two
- This activity can be done as a variation cf the previous one.
- A group of studante is asked to make up a set of instruction; 
They choose the sr.arting and destination points.
They go to the teacher's tabl; a.id choose the cards suitable 
for the 5;ter.erary chosen-. . '
- Then the other groups choose a person/persons to go to the 
teacher's table and to report the set of instructions which 
were seen. . '
- When the groups finish, they can check the results obtained 
with the group which r;as iespon^ible for the instructions,
- Each group should be responsible for the arrangiraent of the 
pictorial clues once. The criteria for choosing starting 
point should be the same applied in activity one (with the 
exception or rhe first group who is free to choose both).
Characteristics of the Task
Interaction
In the first activity both teacher and students interact 
among themselves. The teacher is responsible for setting the 
instructions and the students for decoding it. Moreover the
O n c;4+ \S ***
students interact among themselves since they depend on the 
other group member's instructions in order to .get at the 
desired destination point.
In the Second Activity students have got. the opportunity 
to interact with other class members. The fact that, a group is 
then responsible for the setting of instructions implies that a 
process of interdependence is created. The successful 
accomplishment of the task does not only depend on the correct 
decoding of the message but on the original arrangement of the 
set. of instruction.:, itself..
Choice Element
Despit.e the fact that ,it is up to the students to de«;l usag 
of certain language it “ms it is up to students to deal with
the language in meaningful terms as a means of sharing the correc 
information.
.For instance, saying "turn left" is not only a matter of. 
decoding a clue card out also the only possible alternative for 
the point of destination to be found.
In the second activity the choice element is stressed. The 
students themselves are responsible for the setting of 
instructions to be given to the others - Although once the 
itenerary ic- chosen the choices are more limited, they still have 
to choose the clues which will be suitable for it. For this 
choice precision is required.
I n fo rmat i on Gap
Decoding the information either given by the teacher or by the
students is a matter of bridging the existing- information gap. 
Since students take turns in decoding the pictorial- clues it 
is their task to share the information with others so that the 
activity can be accomplished.!
The information gap, in. this session,, is created by the
I
setting of instructions which|means that the students themselves 
participate in the bridging arid in the creation of it. For this
they become far more involved !in a dec I.-.-si oh making process
i
which the activity is characterized by- The gap is also created
i
by putting the information on a table a^parate from the groups.
!
Siqniflcance Elenient j
i ■
In order to accomplish the I ask the students have got. to 
respond to a visual stimulus, jwhich means that students have to 
recall appropriate - language it bras for the situation. ..
The- f'.’ct that a destination point becomes the starting 
point of the next set of instructions creates interdependence; 
that, is the successful accomplishment of a given set of instruc­
tions demands on the successful accomplishment of the previous.
i
one. The students are given, aft.or all, a chain of instructions
which enables such a process to occur,
-i
Significance also derives from the fact that the Map is
i . . ■ .
of the university town. , '
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Session Ten
"Get to know the University Campus"
Presentation: Taken for granted since the grammatical and
vocabulary items have already been exploited.
It might be useful to introce some shapes since 
the students themselves will have to draw the 
buildings, on the map. vocabulary items such as 
rectangular/square/triangular building should be 
introduced taking as examples.some of the shapes of 
buildings in Florianópolis.
Grammatical Ite.ns arising from the communicative Objectives
Students have got to deal with grammatical, items which f^lf 
descriptive and instructive functions of the language. 
Affirmative sentence forms are to be used.
Grammatical items fo be exploited in the task:
Description -- Prepositions; next to, in fr-otj. of, behinf, opposi­
te, betvne't 
Prepositional Phrases; on vhe eoi-ner of 
Verb Forms: BE', simple present, 3rd person singular
instructions - Action verbs:
(Information forms without TO)
- Takem continue, turngo, Pass, etc,..
Adverbiais of direction
on the left, on the right-, opposite',
2.08
- .next to y, etc. . .
Setence Patter
Ver + Object + Adverbial . . .
Vocabulary Items: round-about.
Procedures - The task itself 
Group Work
1. Each Group of students receive an empty map of the 
university campus.
2. On th-: teachers desk ■ there! 11 be a si mplified version 
of tr.e map with 8. buildings drawn.
3. Each student takes the role of the leader, . goes 'cc the 
teacher1s table and describes the position of the 
building i** che campus■ - with the exception of one who 
will be responsible for the drawing, or glueing as the 
ohapes of the buildings can be provided by the teacher.
The map would look something like this;


4. The students have to give the information in order to 
locate the right buildings. The purpose is to make 
students think of the best, way of giving the unknown 
information. The Parking Lots, Bus stop and the Round- 
About serve as orientation poi.-.ts for students to locate 
the buildings in question.
5. When this step is finished. The teacher puts the 
simplified version on the O . H . P .  Each Group then 
chooses somebody to say the legation of one of the 
places. If the rest of the class agrees with what -was 
said the number which correspondes to the building is 
Wiitt er? down. . ’
This is a form of -feedback section. -
6. After this step, the students are going to receive a 
; new map with the points already located (the ones
dealt with in the 1st part of the task) and-now cries.
7. One half of the group (propably 3 students) will, 
receive the .map with the buildings marked by letters 
(A/B/C/D) and the. .-.-other half /-.irh numbers (11,12,13,1.4,
15 , etc, , .) The names of the streets will also have to be. located.
The correspondence between’number +■ letters would 
be the following. •
A/ll - Centro Ciências Biológicas (CÇL
B/20 - Centro Ciências Humanas (CCH)
C/13 - Centro de Educação (CED) '
D/22 - Centro Tecnológico (CTC)
E/28 - Centro de Ciências da Saúde '(C'.-i) : • " ;
F/15 ~ Centro Sócio-Econômico (CSE)
G/2 4 - Centro de Ed. Continuada e Convivência Social.
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- Imprensa Universitária
- Museu Universitário
- Horto. Botânico '
- DACES-Departamento de Assuntos- Comunitários e Estágios
- Estacionamento
- Escritório Técnico-Adrninistrativo. da ÜFSC (ETUSC)
- Prefeitura do Campus
- Almoxarifado‘ Central *
-• Núcleo de Desenv. Infantil
- Colégio de Aplicação
~ Laboratórios de Odontologia.
- Auditório . e Diretório do C---r- ‘ ' . *
-  Es t a c i . c n amento
O *1 o
In order to locate these buiIdingc the students are going 
to share information through instructions.
The groups give instructions for the places which are located 
on their map.
Among themselves they can decide which point, of the campus they 
start fro:"'..
When giving t—:. instructions the name of the building is not to. 
be rnenhoned, -;o as to force . the addressee to follow the direc­
tions ir order to identify the place. - - 
SA -1. e. You ' : in front of DAE -
Contj to follow this street. .
Pass the . round-about.
Go straight, ahead.
Turn 1o f t. ■ . ‘
H/30 
1/26 
J /17 
K/ 12 
L/ .19 
M/14 
N/21 
0/27 
P/16 
Q/2 3 
R/2 9 
S/25 
T/18
21
Student _A-
A - Centro de Ciências Biológicas (CCB)
B _
C - Centro de Educação (CED)
13 - Centro Tecnológico (CTC)
F —
G - Centro de fMucação Continuada e Convivência Social' 
H -
I -
J -• Hortc Botânico
K - Deptc de Assunto-* Comunxtãri,;- e Estágios (DACES)
T. _
M - Escritório Têcnico-Administratxvo da UFSC (ETUSC)
N -• .
0 - Almoxarifado Central. . .
P - 
0 -
Pv - Laboratório de Odontologia 
S -
T - Estacionaiw-nto ■
Figure 41
FIGURE 42 Student A
11  -
12 - Centro de Ciências. Humanas (CCH)
13 -
14 -
15 - Centro Sócio-Econõmico (CSE)
16 - Núcleo de Desenvolvimento' Infanti
17 -
18 ~
19 - Es tacionamt nto
20 - Centro de Ciências Humanas (C^ H).
21 - Prefeitura do Campus 
22-
23 - Colégio de /Aplicação 
2 4 -
25 -■ Auditório da Reitoria
26 - Museu Universitário
27 -
2 8 - Centro de Ciências da Saúde (CCS)
29 -
30 - Imprensa Universitária
Figure 4 3
‘ Student B

I . .
Pass the round-about
It's the 1st building on the lef.
SB - can have the chance to say the name of the building. If 
not SA says .it, and B identifies 'it and marks the 
naiPi'. of the building down.
The activity is finished when the students have given
I ■ . •
instructions of how to get to lo -buildings (each group
I ’ ' '
giv. : 5) . , ■
i
Extension: Since there will still be 10 buildings left, the 
stevents individually,, at home will, give written 
instructions of how to get to the.se places,. They 
lat t..c share the written instructions and locate these
I- • ' . . .
places on the map. 1 .
I ' •
Ohs.: If ccudents have located' mors than 1 0  buildings in the Oral
I
Section the number of buildings 'to be located in the
written activity will vary. If. the have located the
i .
2 0 ones, this written, activity will have 'a - consolidatio
purpose, since the written instructions can be handed
in and correct by the teacher.
• t . .
I
Characteristics of the TaskI . •• •
Interaction ~ In the first part; of the t^ sk.. interaction is going
to happen an a deep level since there'll be the need
i •
of oelying on the information given by his partners. 
Moxvover the task can only be successfully accomplished 
with the participation of all the members of the group. 
-• the second part1 of the task, in which the
, 217
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students will have to give instructions, interaction 
will also take place in "depth". Firstly, the students 
who have got the same information can share the 
responsibility of giving the information they have to 
the other half of the group which 'does not have it.
Sucess once more depends on cooperation and group 
effort to accomplish the task. ■
Choice Element: 1. Students can choose the. colleagues to work with.
2. Students can choose which items are going to 
be first located or those, which they will give instino­
tions for. .
Such•a choice however is not just a matter of the 
students5 preferences for one place rather than the 
other but a result of some, thought causing a place to 
be choosen first becaur.y it is the one which can be 
more easilu located. For this the students structure 
the task according to what they see as most feat i'ble- . .
• 3. The choice of what to "ay is .quite limited
since the task itself requires the use of_certain 
grammatical/vocabulary items. However each student is 
free to choose how to’ say it. For instance according 
to the students 1 position on the map- . ■'
The way in which instructions will be give.n will vary.
I.e. If they have decided they are at the bus stop near' 
the central Library and have to give instructions of 
how to go to CED. They could say:
- Pass by the 1st round-about to the south.
- Go straight ahead until the end of the street.
- Then turn right»
- Pass the round-about.
- It is the 1st building on the lift. • •
Now if they were in frent of Emprensa Universitária. 
Something of this kind could be said:
Continue on this street of the east.
~ Pass the 1st round-about.
~ It is the 1st building on the lift.
Even if his choice is restricted by the other students' position
on the map he has to work with the possible sub-choices he has
within the general one.. For this he has to ."think" and choose 
the best way to give his instructions,.
Information Element \
The students have to share information which can be 
significant for the completion of the task. They have got, first 
of all, v.o share "meanings". If,- m  the 1st. Part of the task the 
students says: There’s, a porkin-j lot.
The university stadium is next to it this won't be enough, 
because with this piece of informa.tion the student won't locate 
it -
So, he has '-.o ‘hink of a way in which his'information V7i.il be 
meaningful anc precise enough to be decoded by his partner. • -
Significance Element:
Communication is here characterized' by the interaction 
promoted, amovij- the students themselves and their communicative 
environment. Accomplishing the task, is also a matter of getting 
to know something which is part of their reality.'.
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Session Eleven
"Get to Know Santa-Catarina Ilsnad-"
Presentation; The teacher can start the class by making some
general comments about S-'.nta Catarina. For ins­
tance some questions about the location of Santa 
Catarina could be asked as well as questions about 
the., location of Floriano-;:: lis ,
After this the teacher could say that Florianópo­
lis is an Island and consequently it has beachs.
He might even ask if they know the number of 
beaches located in the i 3land. •.
As there are many beaches the inhabitants and 
tourists have a lot of choice, but their choices 
may be infIndeed by the beaches characteristics 
and location. '' .
He could ask students to name some beaches which 
’ are; near the eontre
far from the center 
bay beaches 
ocean beaches
Grammatical Items_arising from the CtommMnicative Objectives :
Students have to use sentences ii.s the affirmative form in 
order to say the names of the beaches and describe their 
position on the map and their distance in relation to the 
centre of Florianópolis. They ?•so have to describe the 
most important characteristics of the beaches.
22 0
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Communicative Objectlve:
Students have got to share the information- in. order to 
complete the chart and later locate the beaches on the 
map ' .
Grammatical Items likelv to be used bv the Studentst
- .......  i - , , i - •, - ___  ■ - - - — ------  - ..........  . ----  — -----------
' Verb Forms: TO BE (3rd. person sing-Present)
There + TO BE (3rd person sing-Present)
Adverbs; on the northern side of the island
southern . ■
eastern • . . .
Adjectives: baij beach ' ■
ocean be^ch
'Wayym ■ ■
-polluted
Nouns: beach, waters waves, surfers
Structures" Subject + verb + complement .
Subject. + verb + adverbial
Procedures: • .
Activity One . .
- Students get In pairs
- Each student receives a sheet of paper containing information 
about five bv*aches. Each student will have half of the 
information completed.
(There may be 3 different pairs for each chart (1/2/3/4).. ;
- Each pair first performs a simple type of information gap
F IG U R E  4 5 GROUP 1
S tuden t A
Beach D is ta n ce C h a r a c t e r is t ic L o c a t io n
Cacupé bay beach
25 km
between Ju re  
re  and Dan ie 
la
N
P ra ia
Mole
Ocean beach
17 km
near Canto da 
Lagoa
SantiYiho Ocean beach 
B a rs /K o te j NE
S tuden t B
Beach D is ta n ce C h a r a c t e r is t ic lo c a t io n
11 km
the  n e a re s t 
beach
P ra ia  do 
F o r te
bay beach
15 km 
near B a rra
E
Jo a q u in a
-
Ocean beach 
B a rs /H o te l/  
R e s tau ran t
4 0 km
near In g le s e s
GROUP 2
S tuden t A ;udcj.nt B
"■*£ ach D is ta n ce C h a r a c t e r is t i c L o c a t io r
13 km
between Sam­
b aq u i + Cacu 
oé
NW.
■
Can?ir v i ­
e l  r r s
bey b.eao;i- - . ■
.
2 0 km
n ex t t c  Campa 
che I s la n d
!
SE
. ' ' .1
Armação
...................... "
Ocean beach .S '
'
2.7 km
between s a n t i  
nho '+ B a rra
.
n 'G U i ' r :  4 o CROUP 3
Beach D is ta n ce C h a r a c t e r is t ic L o c a t io n
Sambaqui bay beach • 
camping
3 4 km
next to  Lago i 
nha
NE
Pantano
do Su l
bay beach 
Bars
22 km 
near P e r i 
Lagoon
B a rra Ocean beach E
Beach D is ta n ce C h a r - a c t e r is t ic •Loca tion
17 km
between Santo 
A n tô n io  and 
D a n ie l la
.
Mi
In g le se s Ocean, beach 
Gas S ta t io n /  
R e s tau ran t
31 km
so u th e rn  most 
beach
S ’
Morro d es 
Pedras
Ocean beach ■ NE
?C km
near C once ição  
Lagoon
GROUP 4
Stumor.1: A . S tuden t B
toe ach D is ta n ce C h a r a c t e r is t i c L o c a t io n j Beach D is ta n ce Ch^**a_t e r is t ic : L o c a t io n
D a n ie la
.
bay beach 
R e s id e n t ia l  a rea
.r
2 2 km
near P r a ia  do 
F o r te
.
■
■
NE
37 km
N o rth e rn  most 
beach
' N
L a g o i-
nha
bay b ra ch
Pont a da«' 
Canas
bay beach
•
•
.
3 6 km
near c a n a s v i-  
e i r a s
N
__ ____
2 9 km 
near the  
A e rp o rt
R ib e ir ã o  
da I lh a
bay beach 
t y p ic a l  a z o r ia n  
v i l l a g e
, sv;
•Jurere . N 2 3 km
between can&s- 
v ie i r a s  + Fra i?. 
do F o r te
bay beach 
camping s i t s  
'
co
-
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activity where each student has to share the information he/she 
has got {.in written form)' with his/her partner.
The activity is finished whin each pair has the chart completed
Activity Two
- Now each member of the pairs form 6 groups of. four persons 
The distribution of pairs would be something like, this
Previous Group«-: (Activity 1)
Group 1 
- St A 
■3 Pairs - StC
r* X- tp
Group 2 
3tA
Pairs StC 
StE
Group 3 
St A
StC.
SuE
StB
StD
StFl,
StB
StD
StF
StB
StD
StF
New Groups (Activity 2)
Group A
StlA/2A/3A/4A 
Group If.
SL1B/23/3B/4B 
Group C
StlC/2C/3C/4C 
Group D
. StlD/2P/3D/4D 
Group E
StlE/2E/3E/4E 
Group F
St1F/2F/ 3F/4.F
Group 4 
StA 
StC 
StE
StB
StD
StF
Then they are given a map of Santa Catarina Island and., with
225
FIGURE 47
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the information, they have got to try to locate each beach on 
the map. For this each student has to look back at his com­
pleted chart in order to give these bits of information to 
the others so that the task can be accomplished. (Figures 
45-6, 22 2-3} :
I '
The.activity is finished when the map has been completed.
(Figure 47f 225) 1
When the activity is compléted the students can circulateI . . .
around the class to see whèther the other groups had obtained 
the same results as they ha,d„
I Activity 
1 »
Fallow Op Activity 
If there is some. Lime left the teacher can do this as à problem 
solving activity; or the activity can be'set as a homework). 
Students can either receive cards or a sheet of paper containing
clue sentences. 1 • ■ . .
By looking at the map and r^yir.g to recall some basic inform^-, 
tion about the beaches the students have to identify the beach 
which is being talked about j
If the activity is done in class each member of the group 
receives a card containing ai clue - sentence. This clue 
sentence is read by the student to'the others. The. students> 
in groups, have to solve the', probler..
I
If the activity is set as a'homewox1- each student receives a 
sheet containing the clue sentences. With-the help of the 
map> at home., each student individually has to solve the 
the problem.
227
Characterics of the Task 
Cho i ce El eraent : .• >
In the pair work Activity the choice of what to say' is 
quite limited although there’s a choice of "how to say it" since 
our emphases is on fluency and not accuracy.
Fox’ example the student can say. It's a bay beach
A bay beach or 
Bay beach
It's in the north, of the Island 
It's j. the north west 
In the north west
»
In no.rth west or semply 
North west.
In the second activity, however, the choice- élément is of 
c~ 'different nature. . ' ■ .
Since the aim is to locate the beaches on the map the 
selection of the most important bits of information to be first 
shared depends on the students. In addA cion their choices will 
also contribute either to the successful or unsuccessful 
a comp], ishment of the task.
In the Follow u'u Activity the’ students will be working with 
probabilities - as there are 20 beache? located in the map it 
is their responsibility to decode the information and to choose, 
among the 2 0 , the beach which correspondes to- the clue - . 
description given.
In terms of classroom organization the students are free to 
choose their partners and the groups to.work.with.. The way in 
which the task, is going to bè conducted is something which is
22 8
Interaction:
Students interact in real terms during the whole session.
In the first Activity, information has to be shared in order to 
complete the chart. This means that students depend on one 
another if the task is to be completed. The same happens in the 
second activity where the need for getting unknown pieces of 
information so chat they can complete the map is real.. Such a 
type of interaction brings to the task ingredients such as 
cooperation and. reliance.
If the Problem Solving Activity is done in groups thp 
responsibility of decoding the information together promotes 
mutual - help among them.
In any activity-if success is to be achieved students have 
to interact they have a. purpose for doing so - that is, 
information has to be shared and specially transformed into 
"meanings". ■
I^nformation. Gap Element:
In ">rder to complete the tar.k, infoiraation has to be 
shared; in th.- first activity to complete the chart and in the 
second to complete the map..
Since students are dealing with, "real information" which 
they might ha : • some previous knowledge of they might need the 
shared information in order to check something they were not.a 1 0 0% 
sure about. Indeed there would be a gain in authenticity if they 
did not even need, to share certain bits of information since in
up to the students to decide.
2.2 9
many communicative situations not every item has necessary to be 
unknown by the speakers.
In the problem-solving'activity the activity, itself, 
represents a gap which can be only solved by reasoning and a clear 
understanding. of the message. Moreover recalling the information 
previously shared is something which is required so that students 
can estabilish a meaningful link between the clue sentences and 
the information they, have at their disposal..
Significance Element:
The information load oi: this session is its most important 
characteristic, •
■ Students have the chance to interact v-i th their own environment - 
in a communicative.sitnation where English is being used.
230
Presentation:
Objectives- ch
Communi cat iv
Grciirjnatical
Session Twelve
"Make up your Itinerary"
; The previous session can be briefly recalled. 
Teacher can ask questions about the beaches, their 
characteristics and so on. After that the teacher 
chooses a beach, gives its characteristics and 
asks students what type of activities they could 
do there. The teacher can help students and then 
introduce the vocabulary items they are going to 
deal with (the ones in the key). (Figure 48, page 232) 
In order to explain all the items the teacher can/ 
should eventually chouse other beaches which will 
oe suitable for explaining them.
,xe to the Graxnmatica 1_ iterns to be pos sibly exploited :
- Students have got to give instructions to.the 
other class members of where to go and. what to do.
?. Obj ect.ives :
In choosing , the beaches to be visited and th~ 
activities to be dor.e students should use appropria 
L-.-3 bits of language in .ordax to communicate among 
i:heir groups and later share their information with 
the whole class.
r~; •..■ms likely to be exploited:'
Verbs: those listed in the key section 
Imperative Form. '
Sequencers': First
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Then
After - that 
And then
Finally ' - . •
Vocabulary Items: those in the key section . ; .
Structures:
Verb + object '
Verb + adverbial
Verb + object + adverbial
Procedures? -
Activity One .
-■ Studa.it s get in groups of 5 to 6 students.
- Teacher gives then one map of Santa Catarina Island with the 
names of the beaches and the key'.
Students receive small cards containing the drawings of the 
activi-'-ies.
-- Teacher explains the activity .
Each group has to choose 7 beaches for a tour; decide the 
sequence in which the beaches would be visited ana the things 
the tourists could do at these places and the time spent at 
each place.
They have to marK down the route on the map and stick the 
activity cards at the appropriate places. (Figure 49, 233) 
-Students then start doing.the activity.
- The activity is. finished when- groups have done what, they wer-. 
asked„ ■
- Teacher, can check the activity by giving attention to each

FIGURE 4 9
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group at.a time:
Activity Two 
~ Sts remain in groups.
- Each group receives new maps and more key activity cards.
- Each group takes turns in saying the choosen itineraries and. 
activities. The groups have to complete the map according to 
what the other groups, say,
- This activity continues until all the groups have talked about, 
their iteneraries and activities.
In this sharing of information it. is up to the students 
to decide: *-7bo is going to talk, if a reader (chosen, by the 
group) or each student at a time, ote., . . ,
It v'ould be more challenging if students had to tell 
their etinerary/activities without looking at the key chart only 
making us£ of it if. necessary.
Activity Three
- Once the whole class knows the itinerary/activities chosen by 
each group, each group is given a time to choose which is the 
best itinerary. .
- A list of reasons is going to be giver- to each group (see, 
figure 50,. page 235) and the teacher is going to give some 
explanation about it if necessary.
- Once the groups have decided, each gr up has the chance of 
saying which itinerary was. the best - for this the list of 
reasons can be written on the blackloard, or be presented in 
the form'of a big card.
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Reasons
Figure 5 0 Chart
Reasons Itineraries
Group.I\ ! Group. B Group C Group D
YES NO ! YES NO YES NfO YES NO
beaches:
- interesting
- beautiful
~ too crowded
- too deserted
- dangerous
- too far
Activities:
- interesting
- -Piriii'j
- adequate
(to the beachi
- exciting
- adequate time 
~ 'takes- too' long
Tour:
~ well organised
- too long
- too short
- too repetitive
no food
- The teacher can help/enterfere in the activity if necessary.
- The activity is finished when the best itinerary is chosen, 
if the students/groups eventually agree on one.
Activity Four - Follow Up
- Students can be asked to write, in full form, about the itinerary 
they liked best.
Characteristics of.the Task
Interaction:
- In ord'-r; to perform activity one students have to make 
some decisions together, this make.-; them interact since i-ie task 
can be only completed if they listen to each other leading to 
cooperation and group par t i o ip at z.c n.
In the second Activity students interact arac-ig themselves 
since there is a purpose to listen to what is being said - 
firstly 'students do not know the itinerary chosen; secondly they 
need this information in order to be able to accomplish the third 
Activity.
In the third Activity through.cooperatxon and mutual 
agreement the students have got to estabiiish understanding so 
that the whol.-i class will be able to choose the best itinerary 
presented.
Choice Element..
This sc :;:on is specially characterized by the great 
amount of "freedom" the students have when performing it.
Students are free to choose their itinerary and the
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activities to be perfomed there. In spite of the fact that the 
language items are limited it is up to the students to apply them 
appropriatily according to the beaches chosen to be part of their 
itinerary. Through common sense it is also the students' task 
to choose the best itinerary by making a careful evaluation of 
those presented.
In terms of classroom organization students are free to 
choose the partners to work with in any of the activities 
explained: in this session.
Finally, it is worth mentioning t.hat the choices made by 
the students are linked to a reality Vvhich they are part of.
*
■ Information Gap; ' . ■ •
In the first Activity the information gap is pressure since 
the group has to decide on a topic. This makes students 
negotiate in order to get to know each other’s opinions about it.
"In the second Activity students have got to listen to what 
the other groups have to say in order to be aL?e to fill ia the 
map they have received. ■
They have to listen not only because they might be interested in 
knowing their classmates * itineraries but also because this 
information is needed if the next activity is to be accomplished.
In the last activity the Information Gap is of a similar 
nature to the first One. Students have got.to listen to one 
another and consequently get to know t’ra itinerary they have 
chosen in order to select the best itinerary presented in class.
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Significance Element:
The students are directly responsible for the itinerary 
to be chosen. In addition the beaches, activities and time to 
be choosen have to be carefully selected.
For this, thought and interaction are required,
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Session Thirteen
"What ai daily - routine"]
Presentation: Teacher puts a sequence of ten pictures which 
refer to someone's daily routine on the O.H.P.
The pictures are in scrambled order.
As „.a first step the teacher elecits,
from the students, what the pictures mean.
Then students have to order the pictures in the 
appropriate way. By doing this students recall 
the; p’ente.nces elicited in the first step.
Finally the teachcr ^an eventually ask.students 
to set the time at, which the activities are 
likely to be performed.
Grammatical items arising from the- communicativo objetives;
Students have got to use sentences in the Simple Present 
-• 3rd person singular, in crd/ir to describe someone ‘ s 
daily routine.
Communicative Objectives;
By sharing the information which is given in the form of. 
visual stimulii students have to organize someone '-s daily 
routine paying close attention to .-the pictural clues.
Grammatical Items likely to be used:
Verb Forms: to have
to play
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t'o prepare 
to go 
to get up
. Structures:
Simple Present {third person singular)
HE/She + verb + s + ...
Vocabulary Items:
those related to the persons daxly routine.
Procedures: •
Activity One .
- The '■'..lass is divided into two halves. (A and B*
- In each half students get in siro.ll' groups of five students. 
Each student receives a chart which contains seven blank 
spaces under two headings: time and Activity (figures 51 & 5 6 , 
page 241 & 248)
- Group A students work with the which giver, wife *‘3 .daily 
routine, Group B students work with the husband *s daily 
routine.
-\
~ The A and B set of scrambled pictures is displayed on two 
. desks, . {figures 52-5.../ 57/9, pages 242.-5. / 249-51)
There will be two groups working with the A set of pictures 
and two'with the B set of pictures. .
- One student from each group has to go to, the A or B desk and 
get some information about one of the pictures.
He/She chooses one of the pictures to talk about..
Goes, back to the group and reports what- he has seen.
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Chart - Group A
Figure 51
TIME ACTIVITY
07:00 a.m.
*
07 :15 a.m.
08:00 a.m.
08:30 a . m
!
09*00 .a,m. -
IS; 00 p. in.
i(
j 14:00 p.m.
!
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FIGURE 5 2
FIGURE 5 3
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FIGURE 5 4
FIGURE 55
i
i
- Students write down the information in the chart in note form.
i * -
- Students take turns in going to the teacher's desk and report-
i •
ing what they had seen. ;
~ This activity is finished when the information contained in
I •
each picture has been decoded by the groups members.
- During the activity the teacher can circulate around the class 
and help students where necessary.
I '
I . .
Activity Two ;
-------- ,------ ;--  I ■ -
- Once all the basic information has b'ien gathered students now
■
have to put the activities in the right order according to
i
clues given tr\ the pictures!
The li st of activities the wife performs is the following:;
i ‘ ■
1* She gets up« ,
i - 
2.. She plays tennis. , . .
i .
3. She takes a shower. , '
i -
• 4. She has breakfast. i
5. She goes shopping. ,
6 . She has lunch. i
7. She goes to work. -. I
!
The students will be able to oiider the pictures in this yisy
because: !.
Xn picture one she is wearing pajamas, and is in her
bedroom. |
Picture three shows her in the bi:':hroom and her tennis ------------— i
I
clothes are spread an the flo.... ■ consequently she 
played tennis (Picture!Two) before taking a shower.
Picture_four shows her iri the kitchen /■ wearing -her ord-inarv
clothes wnich have been hanging on- the bathroom hanger
' ' ■
(picture 3) . | ■ ■
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Picture six shows her in ordinary clothes having lunch 
with some shopping bags around her which implies that 
she went shopping before having lunch . (Picture Five).
Picture seven shows her leaving her car, in front of a 
company. She has her hair fixed then, which implies 
that this is the last activity performed because in 
the previous pictures she had a different hair style.
List of activities the husband performs in the morning:
1. Gets up
2. Goes to the Supermarket
3 . Prepares break fast
»
4. ‘lakes a showex- .
5. Esc: breakfast
6 . Goes to work
; 7. Has lunch with, f reends. • -
The students will be able to order the pictures this way 
because:
Picture One shows the man in his bedroom, wearing pa.garr.as ;
Picture Three shows hira in the kitchen, wearing the same 
clothes he wore in the supermarket (tennis shoes, jeans 
and a T-shirt), He is preparing break fast, there are 
some supermarket paper bags, spread on the table 
implying that he went to the yupermerket (Picture Two) 
before preparing breakfast.
Picture Four shows him in the bathroom, the clothes he wore 
in the previous pictures are -'t- the floor. His suit is 
hanging in the bathroom.
Picture Five shows him having br-sak fast wearing the suit
which was seen in the bathrocv„
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Chart - Group B
Figure 56
TIME ACTIVITY
06 : 45 a.m.
'
07:00 a.m.
•
■
07 :30 a.m.
; ’
07 :45 cí.m.
08:00 a..a. ,' ' • '
'
08 : 3 5 a.m'. ... ■ . ' 
' ' ■ . .
1 2 : 0 0 a.m.
.
■ ■ ' ■ ' ■ ‘ ' ■ ' .
2 4.9
25 0
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FIGURE 5 9
252
FIGURE 60
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Picture Six' shows him closing his car door, Carrying a 
brief case in front of a building,.wearing a suit.
Picture Seven shows him in a canteen, setting with friends; 
He is not wearing his over-coat and" his tie is untied. 
This implies that he might have left his over-coat at 
the office, as he arrived at the company wearing it 
having lunch is the last activity performed by him.
- In order to put these activities in the right sequence the 
students have got to go back to the teacher's, desk to be'able 
to notice the details which function as clue devices. A new 
chart can be given to the group as. a.iueans of enabling them 
to oraarnzt the information they already have.
- When the students have figured out t .;a correct sequence they 
can eventually check I-he sequence cLcained with the qthsr 
group who dealt with the same information.
Activity Three '
- Up to this stage each group knows the time at which the. 
activities were performed and which were, the activities per­
formed by either the wife or the hisband.
- The tcacher then writes a question on the blackboard:
At what time do the husband' and wife meet each other .in
the morning?
- In order to answer this question ttv- members of the two A 
groups have to share, information with the members of the .two 
B groups about the characters daily outine.
- The groups are rearranged in the fo:Xowing way :
25 4
Previous Classroom Arrangemont (New Group Arrangement)
Group A^ 
Group A2 ^ Group G.(ten to twelve students)
Group ^ Group D (ten to twelve students)
Group B2 '
- The members of the C and D group share information about the 
wife and husbiuid ' s routine so that they will be able to 
answer the question. For this the information previously 
obtained has to be reused.
- Once the two groups have come to a .conclusion the teacher can 
check the answers with the whole group.
(The students should come to thi-. conclusion that they te rot. 
meet each other at any time of the day)
- The activity fin-? shss when the .Recking activity is done.
Students have the chance to interact with the participants 
of their group. Since the students take turns in going to the. 
teacher's table and .in reporting what they had seen to the other 
the sharin? of .information is characterised by responsibility - 
each student i.-. directly responsible for th.^  message being 
reported; and cooperation - all the bits of information have to 
be decoded meaningfully as means of enabling students to 
accomplish the 'ask.
The second activity shares the same characteristics as the 
first, although the purpose'of the activity is of a different 
nature. Students' have now' to get the information previously
Characteristic of the Task
Interaction
obtained in a coherent order. For this each student has to 
pay close attention to the pictorial clues. Sharing.such 
information promotes not only group-thinking but also interac­
tion.
In the third and last activity s< udents get together with 
different classmates. Getting together to obtain hew bits of 
unknown information to solve a new poblem - which is answering 
the question made by the teacher - promotes social and task, 
interaction.
Cho ice E1ement;
*
In spite of the fact that the pictures once again impose 
the use of certain language* items and the pictorial clue's impose 
the ordering of the activities, the choice element .■ s present 
in this session, _
If we think of the fact, thnt communicating is a matter .of 
playing around with the eg choices we have at our disposal., 
choosing adequate language' items for a situation presented through a 
picture is a matter of selection as well.
Moreover ordering the pictures is also a matter of know­
ing how to play around vzith the choices that the task presents.
Choosing the classmates to.work vith is always a charac­
teristic of this task, although the classroom arrangement .itself 
imposes some limitations upon this.
Information Gap Element;
Each student, will be responsible for passing on information 
which is, at first, unknown by the others. In the process of
255.
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sharing information facts can be eventually repeated to ensure 
that the information given is significant.
In the second activity.students will then know the informa­
tion previously shared and then will get into a logical stage, 
where through and cooperation are required as they have got to 
establish the sequence in which the events took place.
In the third activity information has to be shared among 
the members of the new group so that the question asked by the 
teacher can be answered..
In every activity there exists a purpose to share informa­
tion and consequently to corrununicate. .
Significance _Element:
Despite the fact the task presents as fictitions situ-icion, 
being performed by a fictitions couple, the task still maintains 
its communicative validity, because of the information, gap and 
logical olement.
Students have to select and encode messages from visual 
stimulli, a fact which makes them apply whatever they previously 
learned in a new and meaningful, situation.
Attention and thought are required if pictorial cluo* are- 
to be noticed.
The problem-solving question con be only answered if 
meaningful relationships are. estabilished between the two daily ■ 
routines.
Significance Element:
Thought and logic are required if communication is to be 
achieved.
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Sessions' Fourteen
"Get to Know different University 
Life-Styles"
Presentation: In this part the teacher could.introduce the
"topic” by asking students something about their 
own university lives.
Questions such as those suggested below could be 
asked: ' .
"Do you live at home or in a rented flat?"
"Where do you have lunch, at home or in the 
university Restaurant?" .
"How many hours-do you spend altending classes.' 
studying?" •
"Do .you work?"
"Have you got a sholarship?"
These questions could be asked of many different 
students.
. An overall picture of the class co.uid.be drawn.
Grammatical Items arising from the communicative Objectives:.
.Students should use the Simple Present, in .statements 
as a means of talking about genera], facts of students 
of different nationalities.
Communicative Objectives:
Students should be able to. complete the task by 
sharing the bits of information each of them 
possesses.
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Grammatical Items likely to be used:
Verb Forms: to li-ve, to have, to study, to work} to attend 
Simple Present, 3rd person plural
Vocabulary Items
those related to the general facts about the students' 
university life. •
Structures:
Subject + verb + adverbial r.-f place 
Subject + verb + time adverbial 
Subject + verb
Subject + verb + object. .
Procedures:.
- Students get in groups ot four.
- 'Each student receives a card which contains some • information
■ and a blank sheet to be cop.-.plet^ d {figures 61-6, pages 259-63) .
- In each group students have is;iormation about different facts, 
in the following way
Student 1 - accomodation and lunch 
Student - Tims spent attending classes 
Time spent studyiiV/
Student 3 - Type of class attendance
S.tudent 4 - Employment and sholarshiuj '
- The students have information in a •-j-'ble.
- The students have to share the info.vnation among themselves 
as a means of completing the chart.
- The activity is; finished when all the- information has been
shared and the chart completed. ■.
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Figure 65
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Follow up Activity:
- Students can be eventually asked to write down a report 
on the topic exploited in class.
One of the countries can be chosen.
Characteristics of the Task
Interaction:
Students interact as far as there is the need of sharing 
the unknown information and relying on what is said.
Since students are dealing with real facts, they have the . 
opportunity to interact with reality in a classroom environment.
Choice Element..:
The ch/vioe of "what to say’ is quite limited since the 
figures impose the usage of certain language items, but it is 
up to the students to share rb.is information usin.j the language 
resources they have at their disposal ■
■ In terms of classroom arragement the- students are Tree 
to choose whc- to work with.
Information Gap:
The infocmation gap element is present since not all 
students share the same bits of informaiiop. For this the 
sharing of ir. formation is purposeful, since ths task can only be 
accomplished i[ such a sharing is present.
It mig)• be possible that students have some previous 
knowledge on the topic in question. If so, students might share 
information as a means of checking something they were not sure
2 65
of or the sharing' might be unnecessary due to the fact that 
some bits of information are already known. Even in the latter 
case, the communicative value of the task remains unaffected 
since in "real" communicative situations it is not necessarily 
the case that every item of information is unknown to the 
participants.
P  4 m  -4 -C m  J— TT1 "I v\ +- *DICIHCIIL ,
This activity is a simple type of Information Gap 
Activity. The procedures - are simple. Its value, however, reli-i 
specially on its i.nforriiation lead. By performing this activity 
students do not only have the change to communicate but to com­
municate on a real topic which is likely to be interesting for 
them.
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Session Fifteen
Get to know different countries
Presentation: Look at Activity One, page 2 67, which functions 
as the presentation of this session.
Grammatical Items arising from the communicative Objectives:
Students have got to use the Simple Present in statements 
as a means of talking about general information of dif­
ferent countries» •
Granimatical Item» likely to be u s :
Verb Forms: to olosa t to. o p e n t o  have* to go, to spend 
to retire, to live,
Simple Present,, 3rd person plural 
TO BE •
Simple Present, 3rd person singular
Vocabulary It tins
those related to the information about the-differen 
countries.
Time Expressions .
at x o 'clock
pastat a qujri-er- . ■
to xy .etc. ..
Structures :
Subject + verb + object
Subject + verb + time adverbial + place adverbial 
Subject + verb + place adverbial 
Subject + verb + complement
L.
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Procedures •
Activity One
- Students get a sheet of paper which contains some headings 
which have to be completed with information about Brazil.
(see figure 66 , page 268) .
~ The teacher explains the headings, if necessary.
- Students get in groups (five to six students) and using their 
previous knowledge try to complete the chart.
- Once it has been completed the students can check the informa­
tion obtained with the other groups.
- After this group-checking, the teacher checks the activity
*
with the w>ioie group in order to get co a consensus about the 
results. Information which was not obtained can be shared by 
the teacher at this stage,
(look av. the answer-chart/figure 67, page 269).
Activity Two '
- Students' form groups.
- They receive a new sheet of paper containing a chart with in­
formation about England (figures -68-9*page 270-1)..
- Students have got to share the unknown bits of info.rmat.ioa in 
order to complete the chart.
...Characteristic of the Task
Interaction:
In Activity One students interact among themselves because 
every student has got to participate and cooperate if the task 
is to be accomplished.
Figure 6 6
INFORMATION BRAZIL
SCCIO-CULTURAL
1. Age People Retire
2. Minimal Wage
3. Number of cars 'par .Family
4. Average Accomodation
5. Average size of Accomcxiation
6. Average size Family
7. Oficial Religj on
8. Oficial Gover^ ient
EDUCATIONAL
1, Age . children go to school
2. Time spent at school 1I
3. Time spent at college
4. Holidays
SERVICES .
1. Time shops open/close
2. Time banks open/clcse
3. Time p»ix' open/close .
daily mur.nt".
1. Time People hr?re
~ Break fast.
- Snack
'-Lunch
- Snack
- Tea
- Supper
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ANSWER 'CHART
FIGURE 67
INFORMATION BRAZIL
SOCIO—CULTURAL
1. Age People Ratire AFTER 5 5
2. Minimal Wage Cr$ 51.157
3. Number of cars per Family 1 - 2
4. Average Accomodation' FLAT
5. Average size of Accomodation. 2-3 BEDROOMS
6. Average size r,f Family 2-3 CHILDREN
7. Oficial Religion CATHOLIC
8. Oficial Govern aent I
EDUCATIONAL 1
.1. Age children go to school 6-7
2. Time- spent at' school 11 YEARS
1 11 '
3, Time spent at college 3-6 YEARS.
4. ii.;l:id-.:jy3 3 MONTHS
SERVICES
1. Time shops open/close 08:00-12:00/14:00-18:00
«
7. Time banks open/close . 09:30-16:00 |
3, Time pnbs open/close
DAILY K)CulNri
1., Time People i
- Break fast 07:30-8:30
~ Snack —
- Lunch 12:00-13:30
- Snack 15:30-16:00 ‘
- Tea —
- Supper 1«:30-2 0 :0 0
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Figure 68 . .
Student A
INFORMATION ENGLAND SPAIN
SOCIO—CULTURAL
1. Age People Retire
2. Minimal Wage
3. Number of cars per family
4. Average Accomodation •
5. Average size -:i: Accomodation
6. Average size cf family
7. Oficial Pelitjion
8. Oficial Gover:::iiTicint
60/65
house
2 children 
• Anglican
Cr$ 45.000,00 
1-2
3-4 bedrooms
Constitutional
Monarchy
EDUCATIONAL
I,. Age children go to school
2. Time sper.c at school
3. Time spent at college 
4 _ Holidays
5
11-13 years 
.
4-6 years 
+ 3 months
S E R V I C E S  j
1. Time shops op: o;/ close
2. Time banks open/close 
?. Time pubs open/close
09:00/17:30
09:00/14:00
09:00/21:00
DAILY ROUTINE
. .
1. Time people have: 
- break fast 07:00-03:00
- snack 11:00-11:30
- lunch 12:00-13:30
- tea -
~ supper 21:30 20:30-22:30
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Figure 6 9
Student B
INFORMATION ENGLAND SPAIN
s<5cio-cultural
1. Age People Retire 60
2. Minimal Wage Gr$ 140.000,00
3. Number of cars per family 1
4. Average Accomodation flat
5„ Average seze of Accomodation 3-4 bedrooms
6. Average size of -fmdly 3-5 children
7. Oficial Vtelegion Catholic
8. Oficial Government Parli^ rnei /r arism
EDUCATIONAL
•1
1. Age children go to school
2. Time spent at school
3. Time spent at college
4. Holidays
3-6 years 
3 months
5-7
8 - 1 1 years
SERVICES
1. Time shops open/e3.ose
2. Time banks oppn/close
3. . Time pubs open/closc-.
09:30/15:50-
14:30/17:30-22:30
08:00/.12:00-14:00/10.00
DAILY ROUTINE
1. Time People have
- break fast
- snack
- lunch
- tea
- supper
18:00
21:30
07:00-08:00
13:30-14:30
20:30-22:30
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In the second the sharing of unknown information promotes 
not only interaction but reliance.
In both activities students interact through the language 
specially because they have a chance to use some knowledge they 
have of the topic and also because they have a purpose for doing 
so.
Choice Element:
In the first Activity the students have the choice of com­
pleting the blank chart in the best way they wish. Doubtless 
the choices are limitée., since they are dealing with.reality, I a 
this case - Brazil. It is the st.uder.ts1 responsibility to deaJ 
with whaterer previous knowledge the-7 have, about the topic .in 
t-he most coherent way.
In the second Activity the.choice of "what to say" is quite 
constrained but since Fluency is being stressed the choice of 
"how to say" is broader. Finally, students are free to choose.:. • 
the group and pair members, to work with.
Information Gap:
In Activity One the Information Gap is created by the type 
of information which is being asked :for. Bridging such -a gap 1::; 
a matter of using the knowledge students might have on this . 
topic.
In the second Activity each student possesses bits of in­
formation which are unknown to his/her partner. The accomplish­
ment of the task depends on this sharing of information.
Some students are likely to know or to have an'idea of
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what the missing information is. In the former the need for 
sharing is absent, in the latter it happens as a information 
checking process.
Significance Element:
This session is specially characterized by the opportunity 
which is given to students to apply/recall information they 
have about the subject and by its information load.
Knowing some, interesting aspects of different countries 
is not only a matter of giving students the chance to interact 
with external reality but is Lrar.s^orrning English into a tool 
through which new things can be learnt..
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Session .Sixteen
"Who are the twins?"
Procedures . '
Activity One
1. The class is divided into two big halves A and B.
In each half students are going to get in pairs . . Half 
A will be working with the A - Problem Solving Activity and . 
those in half B with the B - Problem solving activity.
2. Each member of the pair receives a sheet of paper containing 
the chart vhich has to be completed. isee figures 70/71,pages 275-6) 
In the firn.t part of the activity only one member of the pair 
receives the 5 clue sentences, (see figures 70/71 - Set 1, pages 275-5) 
He has to share those bits of information with the other 
student in -order to solve,.part ically, the problem.
(With these bits of indorsation the students will be able 
-to identify six items, which 'mfrans that half of the problem . 
will be solved. They will be able to know the physical 
characteristics of the 4 girls; what one of them has for 
breakfast and what activity one of them performs in the 
morning„) .
The sharing o+‘ information - has to be fore in oral form, the 
students are ?J llov/ed to read the clue sjenhences- to the other ; 
as many timec as it is necessary for them to solve the problem.
This step finishes when some parts of the problem have been 
solved.
3. Then student 2 receives the second set of clue sentences.. Now 
he takes the role of the leader and shares the bits of infor­
mation wit.'/:, the other student, (see figures 70/71 - Set 2,pages 276-7)
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Problem Solving Activity 
Chart 1
Physical Characteristic What she eats for Break What she does in the .
fast Homing
Jane
Janet
Jessie
Julie
• ■
Information about.the Girls .
Set 1 -Group A (half of the cla°~)
Student 1
' 1. Only one of the children has fair hair and black eyec but it 
isn't Jane or Jessie. -
2. One of the children has 'brown hair and green eyes but it i.jn't 
Jane or Janet.
3. One of the children has black hair, and blue eyes but it isn't 
Janet or Jane. . .
4. The child who has red hair and brown uy-is plays the piano in 
the morning hut does not have pancakes for briak fast.
5. The children who has brown and green eyes hair eats cereals -with 
milk in the morning but it isn't Ju]le.
Set 2 - Group, A (half of the class)
Student 2 • .
1. The child who plays with her toys in the morning has black
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hair but doesn't eat peanut-butter sandwiches.
2. One of the children drinks orange Juice in the morning but it 
isn't Jane or Julie.
3. One of the children-watches T.V. in the morning but it isn't 
Jessie or Jane.
4. One of the children does her homework in the morning but it . 
isn't Julie.
5. One of the- children, has pancakes for breakfast but does not. 
watch T.V. in' the morning.
Chart 2
Physical Characteristic What he eats for break- -What he does in the
. fast morning
Robert
Richard
Ralph
Rudy -
Set l- - Student 1
1. One of the children has brown hair.and black eyes but it 
isn’t Robert or Ralph.
2. One of the children has red hair and brown eyes but it isn't 
Robert or Richard.
3. One of the. children has black hair and green eyes but it 
isn't Richard or Robert. '. •
The child who has fair hair and blue eyes plays tennis in 
the morning but does not have peanut butter sandwiches for 
breakfast.
The child who has red hair and brown eyes has coffee and 
milk in the morning but it isn't Rudy.
Set 2 - Student 2
The child who plays football in the morning has black hair 
and green eyes but doesn't eat ham and cheese sandwich..
One of the children has cereal with milk in the morning bu.. 
it isn't Richard or Rudy.
One of the children plays with toys in the morning.but it 
isn't Ralph or Rudy. ■ ' ■
One of. the children goes to school in the morning but it 
isn't Rudy. . •
The child who has peanut-butter sandwiches for breakfast doe 
not play with toys in the morning.
- Find out the.pair of twins by checking the bits 
information about the girls and +-he boys.
Each pair has something in common. ■
Which ore the 4 pairs then?
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He 'follows the same procedures as in Set 1.
4. When the chart is fully completed each pair can check their 
answers with the other pairs which had to share the same 
type of information as they did. . •
The activity is finished when the checking is over.
Activity Two *
1. Now each member of each pair in group A gets together with 
another pair member of group B.
2. Each student is allowed to take the chart containing the 
information they had got in the previous activity. ■
3. The teacher then explains what thoy.havt got to do; that is 
they have to describe each child ru-. the. chart and to find 
but his/her twin sister/brother by finding something in 
common,. .
4. Each member of the pair takes turns in describing one of the 
children. (Each, student is going to describe 2 of them)
By the description given by the other student, the student . 
has to match the right pair. - -
5. The activity is finished when the A pairs of tv'ins are sorted • 
out.
Grammatical 1't.egs arising from the communicative Objetives;
_ Students have got to be able to decode the clue sentences of 
each set, practicing through reading the present tense 
of habitual and descriptive verbs in the 3rd person 
singular..
They also have to be able to apply then meaningfully 
having as a stimulii the written information contained
in the chart.
Grammatical and Vocabulary Items-which are likély to be praticed
Verbs: to have, to eat, to play, to do, to watch, to go 
Tense: Simple Present, 3rd person singular.
Vocabulary Items: adjectives Related to the
nouns - children's characteristics
and Daily Routine 
Activities
Structures :
He/S';:,} has + adjective + noun
Ue/S'ie plays + object + time adverbial
d.~'3S
watches 
eats 
.... goes
Communicative Oh,j sctlve :
. By sharing the written information students, have to be 
able to do the problem-solving activity. In the first 
activity they have to.be able match the bits of infor­
mation -,.rith the right child; in the second'they have 
to be able tc match the twin-pairs.
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Characteristics of the Task
Interaction:
The students are able to interact among themselves because
through cooperation and group thinking the problem can be 
solved.
Relying on the information given by.the partner is a charac­
teristic present in this task, moreover the "checking 
activity" givi-.s students the chance to interact with other 
group members.
In Activity 2 each student Interacts at a deeper level 
because each bit of information each of them possesses is crucial 
for the accomplishment of the task.
Choice Element;
In spite of the fact that the linguistic choice is o;.icc 
again very limited due to the nature, of this task the studenr 
are free to conduct the task in the way they think best in 
order to solve the problem* . How they are going to "reason" in 
order to do it is something which is up to each pair.
The success of the task relies on whether the students have 
dealt with the ''choices” they had in a'meaningful way or not. 
This is so because the task is just a matter of choosing the 
correct alternatives for the correct persons. Matching them 
correctly is a matter of decoding and reasoning about, the 
problem students have to solve.
In term?- of classroom behaviour students are free to 
choose who to work with in any of the activities.
Information C..p Ingredient':
The task itself is an information Gap activity. Each 
sentence has . t.ome information which can be only fully decoded
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if it is matched with other pieces of information. So, the 
fact that one student is given a set of sentences and the other 
isn't constitutes two different levels of Information Gap - the first , 
in which he has to share the information he has with the other; 
and the second, in which both of them have got to transform 
each sentence into helpful bits of information in order to solve 
the problem. For instance both of them might know that "the 
girl with brown hair and green eyes eats cereals in the morning1, 
(1 st gap already bridged) but this bit of information will be 
only meaningful if they are able to disccver who is the girl 
with brown hair and green eyes. This second Gap will only be 
bridged by looking at the other sentences again and by thinking 
over them.
The most important feature of this task is that the .infor­
mation is given as clues and it is the students' task.to make 
the relationships between them in order to solve the oroblom. 
Even though the persons and the activities mentioned in the .task 
are fictitlons the problem is r-.-il and this makes the task 
challenging and worth while.
Slgrificance Element;
Interaction and communication are.specially’derived fiom 
the problem which s to be 'solved.
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Session Seventeen
"Guess where places are located'1
Presentation: Taken for granted, since students have already 
dealt with prepositions and have already learnt 
how to make hervison-question forms.
Grammatical Items arising from the communicative Objetives:
The students have got to use question forms and language items 
related to location of places.
Communicative Obj etives: • . .
By makir-.T questions student--: have to try- to locate specific 
states the American Map. Through. negative or positive 
answers information is going to be shared. .
Grammatical Items likely to be exploited;.
Verbs: TO BE (3rd person sing - Pres. Tense;
Compass pexnts .
Prepositions
(see LG Items, Session 7 )
Prepositional Phrases 
Stiw.tures: ■
Verb : Object + prepositional phrase .
Procedures
- The class ir divided into 2 halves. Half A/Half ;B.
- Students ge'. in pairs, so there'll be (06) A pairs and (06) B 
pairs.
- Each studenr receives a map of the United States.
Each map has different states marked on. .•
282.
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FIGURE 7 0
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FIGURE 71
(see figures 7 0—1, pages 283-4)
- Each student has a list of the states which_are missing from 
his map. (each has 5 states listed)
- Each student takes turns in trying to gues-s where a specific 
state is located. The other student can just answer YES or MO.
- The activity is finished when all the missing states have 
been located.
Activity Two
- In each student's map there will still be 10 states missing.
- Each student then receives 5 clue cavas (10 for each pair) 
containIng rlues which will enable 1 . ;:m to locate the other 
states nnri their most' important or capital cities.
(see figur::. , 2' , page 287)
- The stiidents then get together groups of 4 (2 pairs j .A 
’pair + 1 B pair) ..
-  In order to solve the problem Laey need information .from the 
members of the other pair.
- Students read the card, share the needed information when 
asked and locate both the state + its main (capital) city.
- The activity is finished when each group has completed the 
whole map. .
- Each student has a list of capita!/i.cpdrtant cities that are 
missing fxoiu the map. They ought to ask in order to get the 
answer.
Characteristics of -O'iV Task
Interaction:' .
In.the first activity the students have to rely on the'
• 285 :
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FIGURE 72
Clue Cards
Group A
Student 1
1. Chicago is in Illinois
2. Charleston is in Sout 
Cardina
3. Boston is in Massachus- 
sets
4. New York is in Hew York 
State
5. Richmond is in Virginia
Student 2
1. Washington D.C. is in Baltimore
2. Nemphis is in Tenisse
3. Indianapolis is in Indiana •
4. Der.roit is in Michigan
5. Cleveland is in Ohio ,
Group. B
Student 1 Student 2.
1. Las Vegas is in Nevada
2. Mineapolis is in Minesota
3. Austin is in Texas
■1.- Phoenex is in Arezona .
5. Denver is in Colorado
1. Los Angeles is in California
2, Salt Lake City is in Utah
. New Orleans is in Luisiana
4. Tuica is in Oklahoma
5. Chcyinne is in Wyoming.
answers given by their partners in order to be able to locate 
the states. • •
In the second they need.to share information among themselves 
if they want to be successful in the task Moreover, the fact 
that the task deals with real information enables students to 
interact with and outer reality in the classroom environment.
Choice Element:
Since . students'have a list of.items to ask about they 
are free to choose which items are going to be asked first.
Their choic° if the place and their choice of language itêms 
to be instari-ec* in the questions will determine his partners ' 
choice cf saying "yes" or "no".
Moreover the questioner's choice can be derived from 
simple guessing or from some knowledge he has about the subject 
but is net sure of. He can r.lso lave the choice of "not asking" 
if he. is anie .to locate a given state or a capital/important 
city without sharing information with hir/her partner.
Despite the fact that the task itself imposes the usage of 
certain language items it is the. students' responsibility t.o 
deal with the choices they have in meaningful way. Appropriai.-nts 
in converging information into meaning.- is essential for the 
task to be accomplished.
fr • •’ ’ * •
Information Gap:
The Information Gap ingredient is present at three different 
levels. The students can ask for the information because it.is
. . • 2 87
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answers given by their partners in order to be able to locate 
the states.
In the second they need to share information atfiong themselves 
if they want to be successful in the .task Moreover, the fact 
that the task deals with real information enables students to 
interact with and outer reality in the classroom environment.
Choice Element:
Sirice r.tudents have a list of items to ask about they 
are free to choose which items are going to be asked first.
Their choice of the place and their choice of language items 
to be inserted in the questions will derermine his partners’ 
choice of spying "yes" or "no".
Moreover the questioner's choice can be derived from 
pimple guessing or from some knowledge he has about .the subject 
but cot sure of. He can also have the choice of "not asking" 
if he is able to locate a given state or a capit'il/iraportart 
city without sharing information with his/her partner.
Despite the fact that the task itself imposes the usage of 
certain language items i't is the students' responsibility to 
deal with the -.'.hoices they have in a meaningful way. Appropriatnes 
in converting information into meanings is essential for the 
task to be accomplished. .
I n fo rm at i o n G - ■p:
The Information Gap ingredient is present at three different 
levels. The tudents can ask for the information because it is
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unknown to them; ‘they can ask so that they will be able to be 
certain of something they were not sure of; and they have the 
choice of not asking if the information, is already known to 
them. Such slightly different levels of Information Gap can be 
present becaasa the task deals with real bits of information • 
which may be known or not accox'ding to the knowledge the 
students have of the subject matter. In any of the three levels, 
however, the communicative features of any communicative situa­
tion are presort. Specially because knowing something you were 
not supposed to know is a possible facet of anu communicative 
exchange.
'Significance Element:
Studercs interact and communicate through the sharing of 
real information. ’
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Session Eighteen
"Guess the Itinerary!"
Presentation: Taken for granted since students already know the
vocabulary items and structures to be dealt with in 
;.his session. If the teacher wishes to use the same 
map the students are going to deal with, it can be 
shown in the O.H.P. The teacher tells the place 
a person is on the map and the place he wants to 
reach. The teacher, mentally marks his route. The 
whole class can participate, by making questions, 
ir. order to guess which route was taker by the 
i'an. ■
Grammatica 1 ItPras arising from the communicative QbjetIves :•
Students' should use question forms with verbs in the 3rd p.
singular in'the Present and apply appropriate .vocabulary 
'-items related to instructions. ’ .
Communicative Obj ectives:
By making questions students should be able to find ou;
vrnich was the itinerary chooser*, by his partner.
Grammatical 1t.-.as likely to be used-:
Verbs: Related £o instructions (look at Session 9 ,
> ge 199) '
LG I ten. - . .
Vocabulary names ‘Of the streets/right/left 
Prepositional Phrases: on the right
290
on the left
Prepositions: until 
Structurés :
Verb + Subject + verb +.....
Procedures :
1. Students get in groups of 4.
2. Each student receives a simplified 'version of Florianópolis 
Map.
Activity One.
on each map there is a set of 3 instructions, (see figures 7 Z ~ $ .  
'pages 2 91-2)
The instructions tel] the student the place where a person - is
■ on the map and the place this person wants to reach.
- The A student reads the instruction and makes the rc-utc he 
thinks the man could have taken,
- The tells his partners, students B-C--D the instructions he previously 
read. They are given some time to mark Ihe starting point
and the dist.ination.
- Then students E-C-D start making questions in order to.guess 
. the route chostn by his partner.
- This procedure is repeated, different students take the role
*
of the "route-chooser", until each one has estalished the 
routes for each instruction received. .
•Activity Two
- Students remain in groups.
FIGURA
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- The map of Florianópolis, is shown on the O.H.P.
- Each group is then asked to report to the group the route 
which was chosen for a specific instruction. .
- A student from the other group is asked to mark down the 
route given.
- Each group is given the opportunity to do this.
~ Teacher compares the routes given.
- The teacher can briefly introduce "CAN" when comparing the 
6 Routes/Eventually the best route can be chosen.
- This activity can be exploited until the class finishes.
Obs. : In this Activity students won11 be dealing with question 
forms b it with statements.
This ac:.r/ity can be regarded as a review since students 
will oe dealing bits of lg/structures they have already 
dealt with. . ■
„ Characteristics:
interaction;
Students interact because it is their purpose to guess 
which itinerary was choosen by the.-.r partners. For this they 
have got to rely on the answers given by or to the copartici­
pants of the r?sk.
The fact that they work in groups makes thein interact not only 
with the studeni who'chose'the itinerary but with the other students as 
well. For ex-ymple the answer to a question was negative . 
Despite the ifact that it was negative the .student who' asked the' 
question gave a clue to the others , so planing the role of .a 
helping elemr t in the- task.
The second Activity enables the students to know the choices 
made by the others. This is important not only in terms of 
"social interaction" but as "task interaction", since students have 
a purpose to listen attentively to what is being said.
Choice Element :
Each student can choose an itinerary the imaginary person 
is likely to make. Since the.others have got to guess the 
itinerary the student’s choice is the basis and motivation of the 
game. Its starting point, the results obtained, the language itams to 
be used, and the negative or positive questions will all be 
influenced by the first choice which was made. \
Information Gap,
The Information Gap is present during the who?. ? activity 
since information has to be asked {1st Acti c:c shared (2nd Act) 
so that the task can be accomplished.
The task is of a guessing nature, and since each- student has 
the change to choose a particular route to be guessed by the others, 
every students is responsible for creating the Information Gap 
which has to be bricged by the pthers.
Significance Element:■ .
The fact that students have to tuoss the itinerary choos:.n 
by his/her partner makes the "questioning" into a purposeful 
activity. In addition students will be performing the activity 
in a real setting, a fact which, extends the interactive procès... o s  
.to the students' reality.
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Conclusion
The organization of the sessions in three parts - students 
material, methodology and characterization -* was done as a 
means of making this Oral course ready to be applied for the 
teacher and students as well as methodologically explicit in 
terms of its significance for developing the students' 'com­
municative competence.
The materials presented in this chapter are specifically 
to be used with first Phase students of the English Letras 
course at UFSC. For this there was an attempt to structure the 
language to b u s e d  by the students at: much as possible, • 
although chore was also a concern to include some elements of 
choice in terms of hov students could -^.ipress the 'information 
and interact. All the sessions arc* specially characterized by 
i;he opportunity they give students to apply language items 
already Learned in a new communicative situation. However . ■ - 
since the amount of novelty in these terms; is minimal, the 
students1 capacity to accomplish the ti.sk remains practicable.
This concern to control the language justifies the lack of 
language correction for each of the. set of activities. If 
problems are to be perceived, theso should be handed over to 
the Reading and Grammar classes.
At thic point, it should be str^r.sed again that each ac­
tivity has the purpose of forcing students to communicate« ‘The 
sucessful accomphishment of the task to be measured by the 
meaningful and appropriate sharing of information; consequently 
the role which the language to be used plays, is less important 
than successful completion of the task,.
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The way in ‘which the tasks were structured reveal our 
intention to stimulate communicative processes through the 
activity. Accomplishing a task is not only a matter of sharing 
information but sharing information with a purpose. In this 
aspect, most f our Sessions creates■a purpose to talk which is 
linked to what the task demands. Since some sessions are -
di/vided into two or three activities, the information obtained 
in the first part is organized, reused and necessary for the 
second or thi**d step. This creates, above all, a "Task Depen- 
dancy" which moves the students forward into a process.of 
gathering infer;, ation.
To the best of our knowledge the Sessions, in general 
terms, reveal aspects which should be part of any communicative . 
Activities co be developed in the classroom. Factors such as:
The teacher's'less dominant role in the task; the emphasis 
enabling interdependent process to occur among students; the 
opportunities given for cooperative relationships to emerge; 
the opportunities given to.students for the development of 
creativy thrcua’.i language use; the stimulus for communication 
being derived from the needs to complete an activity or activities 
and the- emphasis on the development of Fluency Practice are to 
be fouiid in the activities, developed in this chapter.
In the ':inal chapter, we will summarize the materials, 
placing them .< n the context of the development of language 
learning materials specifically in Brazil, and consider their 
limitations, :.s well as possible further lines of related research.
CONCLUSION
Designing an Oral Course which e .ras at developing the 
students' communicative skills in early stages of learning is.' \ 
a complex-task. It does not require --v„'areness of what communi­
cative Principles are to be applied but also of how theory can 
’ra' put into practice for goals to be achieved.
For this we have first outlined the main communicative ' 
Principles as a means of e::plaiding what features should be 
inserted in Communicative Materials. ,
We have also explained two important features of the communica­
tive Process - Interaction and Competence/Performance.
By defining communication as a psycho.-social-linguistic process 
we have attempted to show that interactive processes are prior 
to any exchange of information. This thus led us to consider 
that the psycho-social value of communication cannot be denied 
and has to be taken into account by an;/ teaching methodology if 
communication is the goal.
By showing that the development of competence and Performance 
are. integrated through communicative work we have not only
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justified the neeçl for Communicative Materials but also 
established a basis for their actual elaboration. Thus 
developing Fluency is a matter of giving students opportunity 
to activate their ability to process language in contexts. By 
doing this both Competence and Performance are being focused.
Communicative Principles, Interaction Processes, Competence 
and Performance were, then, the major aspects which constituted 
the communicative Framework which was the guideline for the 
Materials Design.
The fact that were specifically interested in the First 
Phase of the English Letras Course led us to examine the teaching
*
situation.in this course.
For, this wé have first payed attention at the students 1 • 
population and the Course Objectives.. In relation to these two 
aspects it could be concluded, firstly that the First Phase Students 
are "false beginners and need practice- in communication.
Secondly the course Objectives re-zeal a need for' developing ' the 
ability - to-use, the language for communication even in the first 
stages of the Courso.
In the light of the description of the students1 population 
and Course Objectives, Materials were described and evaluatv^d 
specially to see to what extent they me^t the need of'our 
students. Due to the results obtained these materials -did not 
(parttialy) fulfill the needs and thur nan be said to be 
innadequate for the achievement of our purposes. This is true 
since the materials lack communicative Ingredients - and even 
if in one case these were present - they did not cater some ■ 
important questions of methodology which we aimed to tackle in 
the elaboration of our materials.
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Finally we proposed eighteen activities for the Oral 
Expression Course. These were designed in the light of the 
principles outlined in the First Chapter and the needs 
described in the Second Chapter. For this we took into consi­
deration some important features of communicative Teaching such 
as the presence of Information Gap, choice and Significance 
Element and Interaction. In addition other - criteria were used - 
we aimed at providing variety of topic arid tasks, presence of 
task d e p e n d e n c y ,  realistic situations and limitation on language 
items to be used. -
In short it can be said that:
- Communicative Principles can be applied through the 
Materials even if there is control over the language to 
be activai;3^ by students. .
- Communication, at this initial stage of learning can be 
developed'through the focus on interaction where language
• processing occurs. It also allows for participation through 
the sharing of information to take place. Both, interaction 
and participation are needed for communicative processes 
to occur. . . .
- Communicative Materials, by their.own nature allow the 
integration of Competence and Performance and thus can 
also cater for the intervening psychological factors 
affecting thetstudents' learning. '
- AiminH at communication is. a question of accounting for 
developments in methodology and materials.. But also 
important is the need for making students' perceive.the 
meani .a.-jfulness of what -is being learned. Thus it
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requires a change in the teachers and students' 
attitutes.
- Communicative Materials can be designed to fulfil 
certain needs if there is awareness of that needs are 
to be fulfilled.
Although these materials have not been applied a careful 
application anJ evaluation of materials fall beyond the scope 
of this thesis It is sufficient to claim that we have 
identified features of communication which can be stimulated in 
the classroom. It is also possible to state that the thesis 
showed the feasibility of 'applying communicative features a 
course in Oral Expression for false beginner students.
And in this £er*se - the thesis takes an exploratory role.. However 
:I ext her research in this area is still needed so that tha 
iJtrcnghts and weaknesses of this approach can be established. 
Despite this it seems that without the elaboration of materials 
of this type such evaluation of this methodology would not be 
possible.
Thus this study can be seen to make a contribution to the 
development of Language Teaching Methodology in Brazil.
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UNIVERSIDADE FEDERAL DE SANTA CATARINA 
DEPARTAMENTO DE LÍNGUA E LITERATURA ESTRANGEIRAS 
CURSO DE PÕS-GRADUAÇÃO EM INGLÊS
QUESTIONNAIRS
1. Por quanto tempo você já estudou Inglês?
_______ _ ANOS
___________ MESES
2. Em que tipo de escola?
! ) Secundária 
' ) Particular
3. Mencione o nome do(s) método(s) no qual voce estudou.
4. Você jã pas.ou algum tempo num páis onde o Inglês, ê -faiadoV 
( ) Sim 
{ ) líão 
Por quanto tempo?
___________  ANOS
MESES •
.;:m-que p a i s ’
5. Você já te v.; ulgumá experiência em usar o Inglês para qual­
quer objetivo?
( ) 3im 
( ) Não
6 . Desta experi 5ncia anterior você pod3 considerar, de um modo 
geral, seu vível de Inglês como
. ) Excelente i ) Regular
. ) Muito Bom ( ) Insuficiente 
' ) Bom4
7. Assinale os items que foram mais enfatizados durante seus es­
tudos de I:.giês . ’ ‘
( ) Leitura ( ) Exercícios enfatizando
( ) PrátiC', Oral cornpreensão oral
( ) Exercícios e n fa t iz a n d o  pon- ( ) Exercícios enfatizando a
tos gr:. 'Tiaticais escrita
{ ) Tradução
8. Considerando sua experiência anterior você sente inais•facili­
dade quando tenta (dê um índice de 10 ã 1 de aoordo com sua 
facilidade) - "
( ) se expressar oralmente em Inglês ;
( ) ler-em Inglês ..*
. . .'J'
( ) escrever em Ingle» ■ -
( ) compreender linguagem Vràl ,
9. Você qualificaria sua experiência anterior com o aprendizado 
de Inglês ’
( ) Positiva 
( ) Negativa
Foi negativa porque
( ) não gostou de professor 
( ) não gostou dos materia.i l 
( ) não gostou da metodolova 
( ) não gostou de seu grupr 
( ) falta de d'i§ponibilidac? :.í
Foi positiva porque" .
( ) gostou do p/.ofessor
.. ( ) gostou de aprender Inglês
( ' gostou rio? materiais
( ) gostou da metodolcgia - _
( ) gostou de seu grupo
\ ) teve disponibilidade
10. Voce optou pelo Curso de Letras - Inglês porque
í ) £?.nte interesse pela Língua Inglesa e sua Cultu 
ra ’
( ) deseja aprimorar .^eus estudos de Inglês .
( ) deseja aplicar seus conhecimentos de Inglês pa­
ra fins profissionais 
( ) nãc conseguiu passar en sua primeira opção
( ) não esta certo de suas razões
í * ’
11. As atividades feitas na sala de aula geralmente lhe parecem
( ) Artificiais ( ) Produtivas
( ) Estimulantes ( ) Sem propósito.
( ) Frustrantes
3..06
. * -*i
i" ;
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12. Que tipo de atividade, com relação ao Inglês, você se sen­
te inibido em fazer (dê um índice de 10 à 1 de acordo com
o grau de inibição)
( ) Responder ao professor
( ) Ler em voz alta •
:( ) Falar com seus colegas em Inglês 
i ) Escrever alguma coisa em Inglês 
( ) Fazer um exercício gramatical 
< ) Ir ao laboratório 
( ) Fazer trabalhos em grupo
13. 0 fato que as aulas de Inglês são geralmente (ou algumas 
vezes) lecuonadas neste idioma faz que você se sinta
( ) Inibido em relação ao professor 
{ ) Desmotivado por não entender 
( ) Motivado para aprender mais
( ) Incomodado por 'ver que outros alunos etí iv?'o 
entendendo e você nãc 
( ) Não faz diferença
14. Você considera cs materiais (livros, fitas, gravuras etc..) 
que tem utilizado enquanto aprendeu Inglês como .
( ) Confusos
( ) Interessantes
( ) Desinteressantes
' ( ) Repetitivos
; ' Adequados ãs suas necessidades
( ) Significativos quanto ao conteúdo
15. Você gostaria que este Curso, inicia-lmerte fosse dirigido 
à(au) (dê um índice de 10 à 1 Ce acordo com seu grau de 
intrrti'se) :
) Ensino gramatical
{ ) Compreensão
{ ) Comunicação Oral
( ) Comunicação Escrita
16. Qual dest ••= habilidade' você espera desenvolver com mais 
intensidrús neste Curso (dê. um índice de 10 ã 1 de acordo 
com seu grau de interesse)
; ) Ler ( ) Entender
( ) Escrever ( ) Conhecimento Gramatical
( ) Falar ( ) Traduzir •
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17. Com finalidade de desenvolver sua expressão oral em Inglês 
assinale os tipos de atividades que você sentiria interes­
se em fazer
{ ) Jogos
( ) Conversação Livre '
( ) Dar informações ã seus colegas sobre determina­
dos assuntos
( ) Discussões em grupo a fim de solucionar determi­
nados problemas
( ) Entrevistas com pessoas que lhe despertam curio­
sidade
(Dê vim índice de 10 ã 1 de acordo com seu grau de motiva­
ção para fazer estas atividades) .
18. Sugira outro tipo de atividade que s,ão tenha sido menciona­
da e que você gostaria de realizar.
19. Sugira no mínimo dois assuntos os quais vocé considera in- 
teressant^s e gcsi;a ria de obter maiores informações duran­
te suas avuas de Inglos.  \ -
20. Escreva qualquer coisa que você gostaria de acrescentar em 
relação as suas expectativas neste curso, integração entre 
a]uno-aluno, aluno-prcfessor, metodologia adotada, etc...
21. Quando concluir o Curso que tipo d*.. atividade (s) você gos­
taria de exercer
( ) Lecionar * • / -
( ) Traduzir
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( ) Secretariar
( ) Qualquer atividade desde que você utilize seus co­
nhecimentos de Inglês '
( ) Qualquer atividade independentemente de utilizar 
seus conhecimentos de Inglês ou não
Florianópolis, august 1982.
Raquel Carolina' S. Ferraz D 'Ely 
Projeto de Tese de Mestrado
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TABLE 2 . I
l.B - Past Experience in 
Information concerning activities
Learning 
and materials
A) Activities. Artificial 1 .8 8%
Evaluation Stimulating . 39.62%
Frustrating 5.66%
Productive 52.84%
Purposeless
B) Materials Confusing ‘ 1.08%
Evaluation Interesting 71.69%
Uninteresting 5.66%
Repetitive 1 .8 8% '
Adequate 1-5. 98-r
Meaningful • » "T ß T n. S-V, -i i. Ô
i;-
■y'
' ' !
* • •' ti•r
i
Iî
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TABLE 4
2.B - Students' assessment of their Present Situation 
as Learners of English.
Information concerning activities and teachers' procedure.
A) Performing Skills Answering the teacher 6 .1 0%
Rate of Inhibition Reading aloud 5.30%
(10 + inhibition Talking to friends in English 5.20%
1 - inhibition) Writing in English 4.50%
Doing Grammatical Exercises 4.20%
Going to the Lab . 4.00%
Doing Group Work 4.30%
No Answer■ 3.77%
B) Classes taught in Inhibited in relation to the
* English - ctadents' teacher 9.43%
P.eactiou Desir.otivated due to lack of ,
understanding 20.75%
Motivated to learn more 56.60-i
' Uncomfortable for noticing that
other students 15.09%
»■
Understand and you do not 3.77%
It does not matter 1 .8 8%
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